One Hundred and Eightieth
FINAL EXERCISES

The Lawn
May 17, 2009
The University of Virginia is grateful to the Fort Lee Army Band, under the direction of Warrant Officer Timothy F. Wallace, for its participation in Final Exercises.
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* The degree candidates listed in this program were applicants for degrees as of May 8, 2009. The deans of the University's schools will make any needed changes in awarding the diplomas. The August 2008 and December 2008 degree recipients precede the listing of the May 2009 degree candidates in each section.
The Honorable J. Harvie Wilkinson III is a federal judge on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. Judge Wilkinson was born in New York City and raised in Richmond, Virginia. After graduating from Yale and serving in the U.S. Army, he entered the University of Virginia as a law student. While in law school, he was the first student to be appointed to the Board of Visitors. He earned his degree in 1972.

Following a clerkship for Supreme Court Justice Lewis Powell, Judge Wilkinson returned to the University as an associate law professor from 1973 to 1978. He subsequently served as editorial page editor of The Virginian-Pilot and as deputy assistant attorney general in the Civil Rights Division in the U.S. Justice Department.

Judge Wilkinson was nominated to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit by President Ronald Reagan in 1984. He was the Court’s chief judge from 1996 to 2003. In 2004, he was honored with the Thomas Jefferson Foundation Medal in Law, the highest honor bestowed by the University, which does not grant honorary degrees.

Finals Program
Sunday, May 17, 2009

Academic Procession
  Charles R. Tolbert, Grand Marshal
  Degree Candidates
  Faculty
  President’s Party

The Pledge of Allegiance
The National Anthem, performed by the Fort Lee Army Band

Welcome
  John T. Casteen III, President of the University of Virginia

Introduction of Finals Speaker
  W. Heywood Fralin, Rector of the University of Virginia

Finals Address
  The Honorable J. Harvie Wilkinson III

Greetings from the Alumni Association
  Lisa O. Gardner, Chair of the University of Virginia’s Alumni Association Board of Managers

Conferring of Degrees, Mr. Casteen
  School of Medicine, Vice President and Dean Steven T. DeKosky, M.D.
  School of Law, Dean Paul G. Mahoney
  School of Engineering & Applied Science, Dean James H. Aylor
  Curry School of Education, Dean Robert C. Pianta
  Darden Graduate School of Business Administration, Dean Robert F. Bruner
  School of Architecture, Dean Karen Van Lengen
  School of Nursing, Dean Dorrie K. Fontaine
  McIntire School of Commerce, Dean Carl P. Zeithaml
  School of Continuing & Professional Studies, Dean Billy K. Cannaday, Jr.
  Batten School of Leadership & Public Policy, Director David W. Breneman
  College and Graduate School of Arts & Sciences, Dean Meredith Jung-En Woo

Final Words to the Class, Mr. Casteen

Academic Recession, The Good Old Song

We request that the audience remain in place until the academic recession has passed. The presentation of diplomas will follow at the locations noted in this program. Degree candidates who do not receive their diplomas at school or departmental ceremonies may receive them at the Office of the University Registrar in Carruthers Hall after 2 p.m., Monday, May 18.
A History of Final Exercises
at the University of Virginia
by Raymond C. Bice, Professor Emeritus

So astute was Mr. Jefferson in determining the basic educational policy for the University of Virginia that the policy has seen very little change in the University's 190-year history. The colorful ceremony you will see today, however, would not have been held under Thomas Jefferson's original plan, which did not provide for degrees and diplomas. Although the early students of the University were highly respected for their knowledge, some of them petitioned the Board of Visitors for diplomas to improve their opportunities for employment.

Out of deference to the founder, the board took no action on these requests during Jefferson's lifetime, but fifteen months after his death, it changed the policy and directed that plans be laid for the first “Public Day” (commencement). In July 1829, the first Public Day was held in the Dome Room of the Rotunda. The program was very long, and it included orations by students. By 1848, the program began with a procession led by students and involved a single address by a prominent person.

Public Day was held in the Dome Room until the Rotunda annex was completed in 1853. It was then held in the public hall of the annex until the Rotunda and the annex burned in 1895. When Cabell Hall was completed in 1898, the Public Day programs were held in its auditorium. President Alderman's inauguration in 1905 brought about the more formal procession as seen today. It is now led by a faculty grand marshal.

When the McIntire Amphitheatre was completed in 1921, it became the site for the final exercises. A sudden drenching rainstorm disrupted the 1949 ceremony, sending the soaked graduates and guests into any shelter they could find. The threat of sudden storms and the increased number of graduates caused President Colgate Darden to declare that the 1952 ceremony would be the last to be held in the amphitheatre. Since then, Finals have been held on the Lawn except in bad weather.

Even when the ceremonies were held in the amphitheatre, the participants marched from the Rotunda, down the Lawn to the site of the ceremony. Students have long considered it a high privilege to have the opportunity to walk down the Lawn at Finals, and today's students place an even greater importance on this privilege. So important to many of them is the ceremonial walk down the Lawn, that a number of students, cheated out of a ceremony on the Lawn by bad weather, “confirm” their graduation by processing down the Lawn after Finals.

Through 1961, the president conferred the degrees and handed each recipient a diploma. By this time, graduates numbered in the thousands. The ceremony had become much too lengthy and the logistics too complex. Beginning in 1962 and continuing today, degrees are conferred in a main ceremony by the president. Degree recipients and their guests then reassemble later in “diploma ceremonies,” where the diplomas are presented to the graduates by the deans.
The Academic Procession

The Procession

The academic procession is led by the grand marshal of the University bearing the official silver and ebony mace. Most of the processioners wear the academic costume accepted by a majority of the principal institutions of higher learning in the United States, though certain academic officials, such as the rector of the University, wear particular costumes indicative of current office. The processional order is listed below.

The Gown

The processional gown is usually black; the design of the sleeves denotes the type of degree being conferred. The bachelor's sleeve is long and pointed. The master's sleeve has squared ends, with the arc of a circle near the bottom and a slit for the arm near the elbow. The doctoral sleeve is bell-shaped with three velvet bars. The doctoral robe has full-length velvet panels in front, either black or a color that symbolizes the wearer's field of learning.

The Hood

A separate ornamental fold hangs down the back of the gown, and its lining carries the colors of the college or university granting the degree (for the University of Virginia, orange and blue). An outside band of velvet varies in width according to the degree: two inches for bachelor's degree, three for the master's, and five for the doctorate. The color of the band and other velvet on the doctoral hood symbolizes the field of learning (such as dark blue for philosophy). The length of the hood also varies with the level of the degree: bachelor's, three feet; master's, three and one-half feet; and doctorate, four feet. Bachelor's and master's degree candidates often do not wear their hoods.

The Cap

The cap is usually the black mortarboard, decorated with a tassel. Gold tassels may be worn by holders of doctoral degrees, and some master's tassels are white. Generally, the colors of the tassels represent the principal fields of learning and are described below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schools</th>
<th>Color of Mortarboard Tassel &amp; Banner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Darden Graduate School of Business Administration</td>
<td>Tan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Medicine</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Law</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate School of Arts &amp; Sciences</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McIntire School of Commerce</td>
<td>Tan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Engineering &amp; Applied Science</td>
<td>Deep Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Architecture</td>
<td>Blue Violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curry School of Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Continuing &amp; Professional Studies</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batten School of Leadership &amp; Public Policy</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Nursing</td>
<td>Light Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Arts &amp; Sciences</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
University of Virginia
Board of Visitors and Administration

Board of Visitors
W. Heywood Fralin, Rector (Roanoke, VA)
John O. Wynne, Vice Rector (Virginia Beach, VA)
Daniel R. Abramson (Alexandria, VA)
A. Macdonald Caputo (Greenwich, CT)
The Honorable Alan A. Diamonstein (Newport News, VA)
Susan Y. Dorsey (Mechanicsville, VA)
Helen E. Dragas (Virginia Beach, VA)
Thomas F. Farrell II (Richmond, VA)
Robert D. Hardie (Charlottesville, VA)
Glynn D. Key (Washington, DC)
Austin Ligon (Manakin Sabot, VA)
Vincent J. Mastracco, Jr. (Norfolk, VA)
The Honorable Lewis F. Payne (Charlottesville, VA)
Don R. Pippin (Norton, VA)
Warren M. Thompson (Vienna, VA)
E. Darracott Vaughan, Jr., M.D. (New York, NY)
Rahul Gorawara, Student Member (Charlottesville, VA)
Susan G. Harris, Secretary to the Board of Visitors

Administration
John T. Casteen III, President
Leonard W. Sandridge, Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer
Arthur Garson, Jr., M.D., M.P.H., Executive Vice President and Provost
Susan A. Carkeek, Vice President and Chief Human Resources Officer
Steven T. DeKosky, M.D., Vice President and Dean of the School of Medicine
William B. Harvey, Vice President and Chief Officer for Diversity and Equity
James L. Hilton, Vice President and Chief Information Officer
R. Edward Howell, Vice President and Chief Executive Officer of the Medical Center
Patricia M. Lampkin, Vice President and Chief Student Affairs Officer
Yoke San L. Reynolds, Vice President and Chief Financial Officer
Colette Sheehy, Vice President for Management and Budget
Thomas C. Skalak, Vice President for Research
Robert D. Sweeney, Senior Vice President for Development and Public Affairs
Maurice Apprey, Dean of African-American Affairs
James H. Aylor, Dean of the School of Engineering & Applied Science
David W. Breneman, Director of the Batten School of Leadership & Public Policy
Robert F. Bruner, Dean of the Darden Graduate School of Business Administration
Billy K. Cannaday, Jr., Dean of the School of Continuing & Professional Studies
Dorrie K. Fontaine, Dean of the School of Nursing
Allen W. Groves, Associate Vice President and Dean of Students
Paul G. Mahoney, Dean of the School of Law
Robert C. Pianta, Dean of the Curry School of Education
Gregory W. Roberts, Dean of Undergraduate Admission
Karen Van Lengen, Dean of the School of Architecture
Karin Wittenborg, University Librarian
Meredith Jung-En Woo, Dean of the College and Graduate School of Arts & Sciences
Carl P. Zeithaml, Dean of the McIntire School of Commerce
Craig K. Littlepage, Director of Intercollegiate Athletic Programs
David J. Prior, Chancellor of the University of Virginia’s College at Wise
Faculty Marshals and Finals Committee

Banner Carriers
Class of 2009
Christina M. Polenta

Architecture
Michael J. Bednar

College of Arts & Sciences
W. Dean Harman

Commerce
David G. Smith

Continuing & Professional Studies
Donna J. Plasket

Education
Filip T. Loncke

Engineering & Applied Science
George L. Cahan, Jr.

Graduate Arts & Sciences
Aaron L. Mills

Graduate Business
Alexander B. Horniman

Law
George M. Cohen

Leadership & Public Policy
Eric M. Patashnik

Medicine
Mitchell H. Rosner, M.D.

Nursing
Theresa J. Carroll

Raven Society
Stewart H. Ackerly

Procession Marshals
Architecture
Ethan Carr
Louis P. Nelson

College of Arts & Sciences
Penny H. Bowles
Donna C. Gutman
Karlin R. Luedtke
Richard R. McGuire
Rachel Most
Sandra S. Seidel
Mary A. Stegmaier
William M. Wilson

Commerce
Lucien L. Bass III
Roger D. Martin

Continuing & Professional Studies
Charlotte H. Matthews
Alan C. Rasmussen

Education
Timothy R. Konold
Joanna M. Lee

Engineering & Applied Science
Rosalyn W. Berne
Robert J. Ribando

Graduate Arts & Sciences
Janet S. Herman
Wendy E. Perry

Graduate Business
Yiorgos Allayannis
Paul J. Simko
Patricia H. Werhane

Law
Tomiko Brown-Nagin
Christopher J. Sprigman

Leadership & Public Policy
Paul S. Martin
Jill S. Rockwell

Medicine
Donald J. Innes, Jr., M.D.
Richard D. Pearson, M.D.

Nursing
Valentina L. Brashers
Emily E. Drake

Faculty Marshals
Architecture
Craig E. Barton
Kristina E. Hill
William H. Sherman

College of Arts & Sciences
Ralph O. Allen
Elizabeth N. Arkush
John D. Arras
Rae L. Blumberg
John D. Bonvillian
Ronald G. Dimberg
Reginald H. Garrett
Jeffrey A. Grossman
LaVahn G. Hoh
Jeffrey J. Holt
Aliresa Korangy

Jeffrey W. Legro
Alison J.M. Levine
Stephen A. Macko
Katharine E. Maus
Deborah L. McGrady
Jon D. Mikalson
John F. Miller
Edward M. Murphy
Margarita Nafpaktitis
Randolph D. Pope
Donald E. Ramirez
Benjamin C. Ray
Sheetal Sekhri
Tyler Jo Smith
Lisa Russ Sparr
Keith A. Williams

Education
Anthony J. Baglioni, Jr.
James E. Burroughs
Patrick J. Dennis
Cynthia F. Gasman
William J. Kehoe
Peter A. Maillot
George A. Overstreet, Jr.
Mark A. White

Graduate Business
Robert L. Carraway
Martin N. Davidson

Law
George S. Geis
Michal J. Schwartzman

Medicine
Rebecca Dillingham, M.D.
Charles M. Friel, M.D.
Peter S. Ham, M.D.
Howard C. Kutchai
Michael F. Rein, M.D.
Julie D. Turner

Nursing
Theresa S. Drought
Sharon W. Utz

Commencement & Convocation – Processions Subcommittee
Pamela W. Higgins, Chair
Joyce L. Arcangeli
Jason D. Bauman
Brent Binger
Kathryn Buzzoni
Daniel Chavez
James P. Cohoon
Robert M. Conroy
Edward W. Davis
Carolyn M. Dillard
Gerald D. Drumheller
Jason R. Dugas
Karen A. Farber
Mark A. Fletcher
Alexander G. Gilliam, Jr.
Allen W. Groves
Mark A. Hadley
Jeffrey L. Hartman
James E. Harrigan
Harland D. Harris
Bradford K. Holland
W. Stevenson Hopson IV
Kendall L. Howell
Joseph C. Imbriaco
P. Kennedy Kipps
Jay W. Klingel
Richard A. Kovatch
Joseph L. Lane
Joshua D. Lesko
Mary Elizabeth Luzar
Preston S. Marshall
Felicia C. Marston
Carol Lynn Maxwell-Thompson
Shaun McCready
Donald H. Mcgee
Joanne M. McNerney
Robert F. McNerney
Frank Papovich
Wendy E. Perry
David L. Phillips
Debra C. Shiflett
Jerry G. Short
Matthew H. Smith
Carol Stanley
Gordon M. Stewart
Charles R. Tolbert
Dorothy F. Tullman
Pamela A. Wagner
M. Chad Wellmon
John O. Wheeler
Rebecca White
Bruce A. Williams
William D. Williams
Allen L. Williamson
Sheri B. Winston
Carol Wood
Moses K.A. Woode
William Wylie
Graduates and Degree Candidates

School of Medicine
Conferred December 30, 2008
Doctors of Medicine
Melissa Dawn Smith
Steven Christopher Smith

Conferred May 17, 2009
Doctors of Medicine
Adetoun Abimbola Abisogun
Laura Ann Adang
Ho Dzung Anh
Raveh Ardalan
Michael John Auza
Heather Elaine Bane
Michael Devon Bates
Justin Thomas Lloyd Baynham
Andrew Duane Beckler
Susan Emily Bradford
Adam Kraus Brunfeldt
Jessica June Buren
Rebecca Casey Burke
Eric Kent Cannon
Jennifer Lynn Carnahan
Mark Glenn Cathay
John Jing-Wei Chen
Rolochelle Chinnyere Chijioke
Douglas Vinton Clarke, Jr.
James Walker Click
Natalie Bucheimer Collins
Caroline Hollis Cox
William Starr Cox
Timothy Paul Craft
Bic Nhu Cung
Rooshin Bhadrik Dalal
Niloy Dasgupta
Kevin Ross Davidson
Julia Dorfman
Joseph Harry Ellen III
Elizabeth Catherine Elliott
Jonathan Robert Foote
Elizabeth Dora Fox
Jason Michael Franasik
Timothy Sherman-Whiten Frazier
Meghan Elizabeth Gaare
Douglas Robert Gallo
Kristen Virginia Gandee
Ashul Govil
Emily Catherine Graham
Keiko Iwahara Greenberg
Eleanor Ruth Grimm
Brian Christopher Gross
Matthew David Harrington
Nicholas Dwight Hartman
Jeremy Lynn Hensley
Mark Houston Hoofnagle
Cheryl Lynn Horton
Samuel Kenney Houston III
Brian Bishop Hughley
Steven Edward Hutchens
Opeyemi Ayotunde Ibidapo
Lisa Ann Irwin
Tracy Lynn Ivy
Animesh Jain
Muna Ahmed Jama
Naomi Grace Johansen
Leigh-Ann Charity Jones
Mindy Ju
Ayaj Kadakkal
Sahil Kuldip Kapur
Anjan Pavan Kauikh
Sarah Kristin Kennedy
Alwafaa Salim Kathib
Brooke Schildwachter Kiflof
Jia-Wei Kevin Ko
Laura Ellen Kochn
Robert Wallace Krell
Brandon Edward Kremer
Jessica Lynn Kross
Sarah Elizabeth Laihstain
Susan Michelle Lamb
Tina Eun Lee
Devlin Dean MacKay
Nicole Briggs Marsh
Cory Daniel Maxwell
Melissa Alison May
Mathew Robert Meeneghan
Pooja Mehta
Stacy Michelle Miller
Rebecca Jane Mitchard
William Randolph Moor
Margaret Allison Moorman
Michael David Morgan
Kasey Young Morrison
Joe Victor Lim Nable, Jr.
Dennis Tri Nguyen
Henry Scott Nguyen
Eric Charlton O'Brien
Amy Jo Opilla
Scott Ireland Otallah
Kelley Ann Ottost
Elisa Lorraine Padilla
Jessica Resnick Parsons
Bina Suryakant Patel
Amit Phull
James Alexander Platts-Mills
Bradley Stephen Podd
Rebecca Ann Previs
Douglas Arkogast Rahn III
Bradley Norman Reames
David Butts Rion
Sarah Camp Rutherford
Corinne Savides
Tariq Shahen
Davis Lok Sim
Joseph Aaron Sivak
Russell Parker Slayton
Lauren Renee Smith
LaVone Andrea Smith
Mairin Margaret Burke Smith
Tianlu Li Snook
Andrew Michael South
Hillel Zvi Sternlicht
David Brandon Stone
Joshua Kurt Suderman
Rachel Maureen Sudron
Gaurav Telhan
Courtney Elizabeth Terry
Mary Elizabeth McConnell Tessier
Ashok Tholpady
Brittany Anne Tomney
My Ngoc Tran
John Waseem Tumeh
Delia Vissorescru
Andrew Thomas Voglewede
Peter George Volsky
Gregory Patrick Weaver
Elizabeth Miles Whitman
Lauren Renee Williams
Wendell Hiebert Williams III
Megan Shaw Wilson
Benjamin Lee Wiseman
Kimberly Dunbar Woods
Carolyn Reed Word
Estin Kee Yang
Ashraf Mohamed Youssef
Sarah Smiddy Youssef
Timothy Zee

School of Law
Conferred August 12, 2008
Juris Doctor
Kristen Suzanne Coates

Conferred December 30, 2008
Juris Doctor
Rebecca McLaughlin Schaefer

Conferred May 17, 2009
Doctor of Juridical Science
Gil Siegal
Dissertation: Collective Action Problems in Biomedicine

Masters of Laws
Jaime Alejandro Agudelo Suarez
Taichi Arai
Sunayna Bhatia
Ana Theresa Del Rosario Buen
Filipe De Aguiar Vasconcelos
Carneiro
Ana Cristina Castrellon Rivera
Alfredo Manuel Del Carril
Andres Estrada-Vergara
Valentina Mello Ferreira Pinto
Yifan He
Shinichiro Hosaka
Chi-Nung Huang
Michael Christopher James
Huyu-joong Kang
Feng Cheng Kao
Koji Kamawara
Peter Larimer Keevil
Fanghua Li
Xuan Li
Ala Mohammad Mahajna
Ann Kazuyo Minami
Guillermo Muhech
Hafiz Muhammad Naeem
Masaki Noda
Shigeki Okatani
Maike Proehl
Amelie Putzier
Kuni Sano
RYutaro Sano
Nikki Stein
Martin Vincent Vonaeesch

Juris Doctores
Olayemi Yejide Ayahomi
James Patrick Abely
Nicholas Cole Adams
Deho Adesina
Ravi Kumar Agarwal
Karim Lee Agness
Nicholas Ahujia
Michael Lampert Akavan
Landon Arthur Allred
John Frank Anderson
Douglas Matthew Arndt
Stephen Eugene Anthony
Grace Lauve Applefeld
Anthony Arash Arsalii
Olushola Ayabolu
Robert Frederick Baldwin III
Suraj Kumar Balusu
Nathan Allan Barnes
Allison Kelly Barra
Dennis Daniel Barrett
Spencer Dejarnette Baumgardner
Alice Diana Beauthem
Sarah Victoria Bender
Jennifer Lynn BenEliahu
John Henderson Hazelst Bennett
Christine Elizabeth Bestor
Katherine Joanna Beury
Mihai Onut Birescu
Andrew Loelease Black
Eric Gabriel Blankenstein
Jeremy Ronald Bloor
Ellen Catherine Bogner
Ann Michelle Bomberger
Christopher Richard Bornhorst
Peter Elijah Bosman
Jefrey Kent Bowman
Richard Farrell Bozard II
Joshua Lennon Bradley
Jennifer Marie Brickey
John Henry Brooks
Seth Stuart Brostoff
Lauren Julia Brown
Orran Lee Brown, Jr.
Jonathan M. Bryan
Sarah Payne Bryan
Michelle Lynn Bryant
Nathan Scott Bryant
Emily Burke Buckley
Michael Ryan Bucy
Daniel Richards Burgess
Robert Lewis Burns
Catherine Allison Byrd
Thomas Henry Camp
Anthony Macdonald Caputo, Jr.
Elizabeth Camden Carter
Xavier Ottowa Carter
Derek Benjamin Casper
James Raymond Cass
Thomas Christopher Cecil
Brian Y. Chan
Christine Nali Chang
Michael Shew-Yang Chang
Michael Jason Chapman
Lauren Marie Charneski
Melissa McWilliams Cherry
Connor Joseph Michael Childress
Jacqueline Choi
William Choice Cleveland IV
Kara Beth Coen
Brian Edward Conway
Sean Thomas Conway
Sarah Virginia Copeland
Sean Warren Coughlin

1 Distinction 2 High Distinction 3 Highest Distinction 4 Honors 5 High Honors 6 Highest Honors 7 Distinguished Majors Program
School of Law

Alejandro Hari Cruz
Jason Brett Curtin
Elisabeth Anne Custalow
Briar Bishop Darden
Amal Ujjval Dave
Allison Gail Davis
Emily Kingsbury Davis
Kurt Leo Davis, Jr.
Loren Ashley Days
Jessica Antonia De Vera
Alissa Lauren DePass
Robert Adam Derise
Jeffrey Stewart DeVore, Jr.
Didier Laurent Diels
Michael Robert Dolan
William Masson Doolittle
Samuel Evan Doran
Pamela Marie Dorsey
Ryan Van Patten Dougherty
Sarah Katherine Duddy
Carolyn Ann Due
Christopher John Dumlur
Rebecca Jane Dunaway
Germaine Sunu Dunn
Nicole Michele Eason
Chadron Lee Edwards
Sumaya Shawqi Ellard
Kevin Matthew Ellis
Mia Corde Ellis
Timothy Edward Emmet
Genevieve Jie-Ying Essig
John Phillip Estep
Aaron Cole Estr
Charles Stuart Exxon III
Michael James Faison
Michael Renton Fellers
Michelle Evelyn Ferguson
Stephanie Lynn Fier
Catherine Finegan-Dollak
Kathryn Charlotte Fleming
James Michael Forbes
Katherine Vail Foss
Anne Clifford Foster
Lewis Chilton Foster III
Christopher James Frankenberg
Rebecca Daley Freeman
Sarah Brown Fritsch
Gibbs Patton Fryer
Grace Eileen Fu
Christopher Paul Gabriel
Mark Thomas Gannon
Jonathan Francis Ganter
Joshua Jeremiah Gayfield
Eric K. Gerard
Bradley Thomas Giordano
Brittni Leticia Goldman
Jennifer Flaherty Goodlate
Kara Marie Gorski
Brandon Herbert Graves
John Vincent Griffin
Michael Alan Griffith II
Michael Patrick Grogan
Samson Fisseha Habte
Raymond Arthur Hafner IV
Kevin Charles Hakala
Andrew McNeil Halbert
Derek Edwin Hamilton
Neal Robert Hampton
Andrew Crawford Harding
David Christopher Hardy
Kimberly Anne Harkness
Dawn Marie Harrop
Preston Vincent Hartman
Sarah Emily Hartman
Elizabeth Ann Hatcher
Brittani Sue Head
Warren Eliot Hedges
Emily Fox Hedrick
Alexandra Mei-Lan Heller
Adelaia Malu Hernandez
Joshua Cole Hess
William David Hicks
Mark Alexander Hiller
Matthew Rawlings Hindman
Justin Russell Hitchcock
Germaine Man-Yin Ho
Ji-Zon Jeannie Ho
David Benjamin Holley
Colin Anson Bradley Holmes
Alexander Stephen Holtan
Brian Charles Howard
Phillip Henry Hueles
Hillary Ruth Hughes
Christine Nicole Ives
Adam David Jablon
Eric Scott Jacobi
Tevenia V. Jacobos
Jason Elliot James
Kiana Monique Jamison
Marissa Reiko Jenkins
Seth Morgan Jesse
Jennifer W. Jessie
Brian Craig Johnson
John Chase Johnson
Nathaniel Christopher Johnson
Veronica Anne Richter Johnson
Scott Travis Jones
James Logan Joyce
Dana Ashley Jupiter
Jordan Brock Kaecher
Daniel Lawrence Kaplan
Jared Evan Kaprove
Bryn Studenmund Karaus
Joshua David Katcher
Elizabeth-Ann Dater Katz
Jeffrey Nicholas Klapman
Christine Elizabeth Keifer
Noelle Kenel-Pierre
Gwendolyn Aileen Kern
Dena Sloan Kessler
Amadou Kilkenny-Diaw
Richard Won Kim
Bobbie Lee King, Jr.
Sarah Elizabeth Klappman
Aaron Jonathan Klein
Caroline Frances Kloso
David Lawrence Koenig
Kelly Ann Koening
Michael John Kopp
Charles Salem Korscsuk
Molly Margaret Kubiak
Vikas Kumar
Derek Nolan Lacarrubba
Sally Stewart Laing
Baruch Lam
Alexandre Lamy
Christopher Hitchka Langbein
Elizabeth Anne Laningham
Luke Edward Laumann
Kathleen O’Malley Lawrence
Henry Colin Neal LeCroy
Jung Jun-Ah Lee
Janice Lee
Matthew Tate Lee
Eugene Lerman
Paul Clifford Levin
Daniel Yiran Li
Katherine Yicheng Li
Elizabeth Anne Lim
Sam Charles Limmer
Tyler Hancock Lipp
Ameenah Lloyd
Andrew Richard Lloyd
Lara Jean Loyd
Robert Miltz Luck III
Christina Lynn
David John Madgett
Joshua West Marnitz
Paul Timothy Martin II
Angela Renee Matney
William Craig Maxey
Bridget Eileen Mayer
William Thomas Mayfield IV
Patrick Joseph McCann, Jr.
Lindsay Jo McCaslin
John Joseph McClendon
Sarah Ann McCracken
Pamela McElroy
Gary James McGinnis
Tiana Melissa McLean
Michael Robert McNeil
Alfred Pencell McQueen, Jr.
Nicholas Russell Meeke
John Ryan Melogy
Krystle Francesca Melvin
Jeremy Ben Merkelson
Maria Danielle Merritt
Jefferson Teunis Michael
Carey Joseph Mig.Controller
Randal Craig Miller
Erica Carmella Mirabella
Elisabeth Falaleev Miranowski
Mark Predrag Mitrovich
Klinton Satomi Miyao
Travis James Mock
Amber Nicole Moran
Kristy S. Morgan
Shamia Geraldine Morgan
Jonathan David Moss
Nikolena Faye Moysich
Alison Marie Mueller
Andrew Michael Mulkeen
Christopher Scott Munsey
Allison Alecia Muth
Paul Jozef Mysiwicz
Susannah Cody Nagle
Matthew Brian Nava
Anna Katch Walker
Victoria Elizabeth Neely
Derek Scott Neilson
James David Nelson
Laci Ann Nelson
Matthew Brian Nicholson
Andrew Cummings Nightingale
Christopher Joseph Norfleet
Narmann Nourazar
Otis Nkrumah Ofor
Leo Dennis Owens III
Francis Solomon Pagnanelli
Naveen Ramanath Pai
George Robert Painter IV
Shaunik Ramanand Panse
Thomas Arthur Parnham, Jr.
Michael Richard Parodi
Lipi Mahendra Patel
Lauren Eve Paul
Levi Christian Pearson
Lee Alexander Fessler
Jacob Allen Penniman
Noah Barnett Peters
Anna Maddalena Petrimi
Alyssa Madelon Petroff
Shauna Tameka Phillips
David Joseph Plante
Kristin Bernadette Powell
Matthew Taber Prince
Rebecca Claire Pucheu
Ryan Kirkpatrick Quillian
Kyle David Rabe
Shrutee Raina
Matthew Benjamin Rappaport
Rebecca Lynn Reeb
Brendan Joseph Reed
Michael Joseph Riordan
Steven Edward Robertson
Sara Elizabeth Robinson
Benjamin Alan Robles
Heath Richard Roettig
Joshua Philip Roffenbender
Sean Christopher Rogers
Susan Joyce Ruggero
Paul Verd Russell
Benjamin Ryan Sachs
Amy Elizabeth Saltzman
Selena Marie Santillo
M. Stuart Sasser, Jr.
David Edward Satterfield V
Elena Petronova Sauber
Frank A. Saviano
David D. Scannell, Jr.
Courtney Anne Schmidt
Rebecca Lynn Schoff
Noah Mariano Schottenstein
Scott W. Schwartz
Catherine Virginia Scott
Michelle Joan Scott
Michael Bernard Seelos
Michael Wayne Seitz
Nitin Shah
Edward Joseph Shaheen III
Kerry McIntyre Shapleigh
Anneke Janette Shepard
Aaron Benjamin Shepherd
Kristin Hartnett Shappe
David Bruce Sherman
Min Shi
Ashley Elizabeth Shields
William David Sims II
Aylin Melissa Skroeser
John Russell Slosos
Peter John Sluka
Craig Michael Smith
Jim George Smith, Jr.
Julie Beth Smith
Katherine Marie Smith
Steven Michael Sosoko
Tyler Christopher Southall
Elizabeth Erin Spain
Marit Rachael Spekman
Matthew Douglas Stachel
School of Engineering & Applied Science

Conferred August 12, 2008

Doctors of Philosophy

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

Nicole Elizabeth Hastings
Dissertation: Atherosclerosis-Prone Hemodynamics Promote Phenotypic Modulation of Human Endothelial and Smooth Muscle Cells

Rosalind Eve Mott
Dissertation: The Endothelial Mechanoresponse: Dynamic Mechanochemical Mechanisms at the Cell-Matrix Interface

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Hao Huang
Dissertation: Storage@desk: A Virtual Storage System with Quality of Service Guarantees

Zhengping Wu
Dissertation: Federated Trust Management for Service-Oriented Computing

ENGINEERING PHYSICS

Yoon Gu Kim
Dissertation: Plasma-Assisted Directed Vapor Deposition for Synthesis of Lithium Phosphorous Oxynitride Thin Films

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

Santhana Krishnamoorthy
Dissertation: Chemical, Structural and Electronic Characterization of Solid-Liquid Al-Si Alloys using In-Situ TEM

Sang-wan Jin
Dissertation: Synthesis of Lithium Manganese Oxide Films by Electron Beam Directed Vapor Deposition

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Dipan Bose
Dissertation: Numerical Estimation of Occupant State Parameters in a Dynamic Loading Environment

Seyed Ali Nezamoddini
Dissertation: Model-Based Parameter Identification and Quality Estimation in Rotordynamics

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Lu Gao
Dissertation: Loan Origination Decisions Based on Multiple Scores with Application to Installment Loan Portfolio Selection

 Masters of Engineering

Science and Engineering

Alekandra Ostman

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

Sunil Unnikrishnan

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Douglas Paul Dailey
Sarah Elizabeth Johnson
Annamalai Muthiah
Bhushan Narayan Zope

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Stergios Gouios
Srividy Santhanam
Wei Xu

COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Sylanand Vijay Nalam

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Kinga Laura Dobolyi
Sriram Sankar
Aravind Velamur Srinivasan

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Liang Di
Emma Kathryn Fauss
Francis Glenn Padua Geroole
Meenakshi Sekhar

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Charles Andrew Edwards
Stephen Markham Evans
Thomas Lawrence Randolph

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Richard Byron Caswell
Ping Guan
Justin Joseph Henriques
Daine Richard Lesniak
David Andrew Redard
Hui Yang

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

Suparna Madhu Navale

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Nancy LaMaster Fechnay

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Remington Ralph Barclay Below

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Nancy LaMaster Fechnay

Conferred December 30, 2008

Doctors of Philosophy

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

Justin Lee Brown

Man-Soo Hong
Dissertation: Analysis of Localized Calcium Alteration during Neural Cell Death

Yinbo Li
Dissertation: Ultrasound-Based Quantification of Marine Cardiac Function and Perfusion

Xiaodong Zhong
Dissertation: Imaging Three-Dimensional Myocardial Mechanics by Spiral Cine DENSE MRI

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Surbhi Jain
Dissertation: Investigation of Deactivation of Co-Salen Catalysis in the Hydrolytic Kinetic Resolution of Terminal Epoxides

Joseph John Maurer
Dissertation: Ultrashort Pulse Electrochemical Machining

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Arun Thomas
Dissertation: A Multimodal Option to Airport Access: Analyzing the Demand of Airport Offsite Passenger Service Facilities

Hyungjun Park
Dissertation: Development of a Ramp Metering Algorithm using Individual Vehicular Data and Control under Vehicle Infrastructure Integration

Ramkumar Venkatanarayana
Dissertation: Identification of Normal Traffic Patterns from Large Datasets

1 Distinction  2 High Distinction  3 Highest Distinction  4 Honors  5 High Honors  6 Highest Honors  7 Distinguished Majors Program
School of Engineering & Applied Science

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Karsten Nohl
Dissertation: Implementable Privacy for RFID Systems

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Xiuduan Fang
Dissertation: On Using Circuit-Switched Networks for File Transports

Pascal A Vicaire

Anthony David Wood

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Andrew David Gilliam
Dissertation: Automated Cardiac Motion Recovery via Active Trajectory Field Models

Hui Shen
Dissertation: Compact In-Line DC contact RF-MEMS Switch and Switched-Line Phase Shifter

Daniel Shreiber
Dissertation: Design, Development and Application of a Novel Microwave Nondestructive Evaluation Sensor Based on Metamaterials

Hao Tan
Dissertation: Spiral Magnetic Resonance Imaging: Improvements and Applications

Radiivoje Zarubica
Dissertation: Efficient LDPC Code/Decoder Design

ENGINEERING PHYSICS
Timothy Alan Cassidy
Dissertation: Europa’s Tenouso Atmosphere

Kenneth Jeramiah Hughes
Dissertation: Optical Manipulation of Atomic Motion for a Compact Gravitational Sensor with a Bose-Einstein Condensate Interferometer

Wenbo Shao
Dissertation: Electrochemical Nucleation and Growth of Copper and Copper Alloys

Christopher Thomas Sica
Dissertation: Concomitant Gradient Field Effects in Spiral Scanning and Balanced SSFP Scanning

Brett A. Sickmiller
Dissertation: High Harmonic Generation from Transiently Aligned Molecules in a Hollow-Core Waveguide

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Alan Joseph Kubis
Dissertation: Nanoscale Three-Dimensional Structural and Chemical Relationships using FIB Tomography

Eric Andrew Lass
Dissertation: Statistical Thermodynamics and Atomic Structure of Metallic Glasses

Ashley Marie Lucente
Dissertation: Effects of Aluminum Nanocrystals on the Corrosion Resistance of Aluminum-Based Metallic Glasses

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Rahul Anand Phadke
Dissertation: A Lagrange Multiplier-Based Formulation to Model Sliding and Rolling Friction Problems in ANSYS

Shawn Damien Russell
Dissertation: Ambulation in Spastic Cerebral Palsy: Analysis and Predictive Modeling

David Blake Stringer
Dissertation: Geared Rotor Dynamic Methodologies for Advancing Prognostic Modeling Capabilities in Rotary-Wing Transmission Systems

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
John Lee McLin
Dissertation: A Regional Traffic Control Algorithm using Emerging Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) Technologies

Masters of Computer Science
Jian Lu
Clinton Wills Smullen IV
Yafeng Wu

Masters of Engineering
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Daniel Carroll Huntley
Michael Jason McAllister
Rukmani Ramachandran

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Jonathan Scott Stover

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Kofi Owusu Kwairang Apiah
Gregory Paul Lacava
James Patrick Murray
Zachary Paul Zigrang

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Jiaming Cao
Parixit Mehrotra
Daniel Alan Rabin

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Mark-Allen Bryant Mitchell, Jr.

Masters of Materials Science and Engineering
Tomohiro Aburada
Frank Brock Riggs
Robin Kay Zapert

Masters of Science
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Maria Anatolyevna Azimova
Aaron Joseph Capizzi
Mohammad Ali Haider
Chinlun Jou Huang
Jin Liu
Maura Ellen McEwan

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Jie Li

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Simon Estohm Mushvi
Mateja Putic
Zhen Xie

Masters of Science and Engineering
John Hilbrich Macha
Kiril Rangelov Simov

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Richard Nelson Salaway
Meghan Colleen Snyder

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Zhijiang Shen

Bachelors of Science
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Vivekram Prasad Bellur1
Lauren Brooke Jones
Brandon Taylor Pandora
Christopher Anzalone Zirkert

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Frank Alexander Ichel

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Chad Michael Anderson2
Khalidou Sn Ba
Erm Christina Miller
Adam Jeffery Moore
Michael Aaron Smith

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Sholanda Nichol McCullough
Quentin Tai

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Keith Robinson Biddlecomb
John Maximilian Coulter
Ryan Michael Foster
John Gabriel Patgorski
Bijan Vakili

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Julian Samson Cruz
Hamid Sayed Hashime

Tory Christian Kennedy
Kiwamu Sato

ENGINEERING SCIENCE
Laurnace Grahame Burke, Jr.
Todd Robert Harrison
Ho Ling Susanna Wong

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Ryan Patrick Burke
Jonah Lee1
Scott Winslow Little1
Brooke Marie Matney
Kyle Kevin Mullane2

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Matthew Geoffrey Burnham
Jeffrey Martin Manthe
Jacob Robert Scanlon2

Conferred May 17, 2009

Doctors of Philosophy
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Collin Kwon Choi
Dissertation: Actin Dynamics Orchestrates Assembly, Turnover, and Maturation of Nascent Adhesions in Migrating Cells

Megan Elizabeth Doyle
Dissertation: Characterization of Venular Remodeling in Response to Bone Marrow-Derived Progenitor Cell Delivery

Erwin Prabhu Gianchandani

Brian James Schmidt
Dissertation: Analysis of Molecular Leukocyte Capture Systems

Lauren Sue Sellick
Dissertation: Regulation of Sphin-gosine 1-Phosphate (SIP) Signaling for Therapeutic Arteriogenesis and Tissue Engineering

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Jacob Lee Jordan
Dissertation: Applying Computational Tools to Improve Stability and Reduce Aggregate Formation of Proteins

James Edward Murphy IV

Wei Qi
Dissertation: Investigation of Amyloidbeta-Protein (1-40) Aggregation and the Interaction between its Aggregates with Model Lipids

Craig Gerald Rusin
Dissertation: Engineering the Collective Behavior of Complex Rhythmic Systems

1 Distinction  2 High Distinction  3 Highest Distinction  4 Honors  5 High Honors  6 Highest Honors  7 Distinguished Majors Program
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Hema Tanikella
Dissertation: Investigation of the Application and Extension of Stratification Strategies for Sampling in Probe Based Traffic Monitoring Systems

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Woochul Kang
Dissertation: Adaptive Real-time Data Management for Cyber-Physical Systems

Karthik Sankaranarayanan
Dissertation: Thermal Modeling and Management of Microprocessors

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Kirtan Narendrakumur Modi
Dissertation: Signal Design and Multisensor Detection for Multichannel Fiber Optic Communications

ENGINEERING PHYSICS
Brian Andrew Gillespie
Dissertation: Bond Order Potentials for Group IV Semiconductors

Ujjwal Raut
Dissertation: Laboratory Studies of Interstellar Ice Analogos

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Hongbo Cong
Dissertation: Understanding the Interplay between Water Chemistry and Electrochemical Properties of Copper

Abhay Ray Singh Gautam
Dissertation: Method to Predict the Orientation Relationship, Interface Planes and Morphology Between a Crystalline Precipitate and Matrix

Hengbei Zhao
Dissertation: Low Conductivity Thermal Barrier Coatings

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Daniel B. Le
Dissertation: A Wing Design Methodology for Low Boom Low Drag Supersonic Business Jet

Sakyasinh Tripathy
Dissertation: An Indentation Study of Costal Cartilage using Atomic Force Microscopy

Masters of Computer Science
Ke Dang
Jason Oscar Mars
Blake Carey Sutton

Masters of Engineering
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Annette Fae Adams

Turner Classen Bradford
Trisha Dawn Edington
Shibo Wang

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Blake Matthew Sheridan

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Latrissie Dillane Jackson
Deepti Janga

ENGINEERING PHYSICS
Christopher Edward Allmond

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Robert Steven Lang, Jr.
Vincent Laorenza

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Nishat Ahmed
Erecca Staci Atkins
Nadia Balkissous
Jennifer Ann Borchard
James Robert Cartwright
Kristen Michelle Cheman
Bartholomew Francis Cranston IV
Pulak Datt
Donovan Tremayne Davis
Joanne Marie Ell
Elizabeth Ann Fennell
Jason Mark Fraser
Amy Rose Gitnick
Brian Richard Given
Bethany Caryl Hayward
Michael Henry
Joel Villanueva Joson
Leo F Kimminau, Jr.
Mark A. Kincaid
Brian Scott Lipsky
Michael Kevin McGrath
Kevin William McMurry
Victor Mike Modic
Judith Dekalb Moore
William Branch Pettit
Kwan Shin
Gregory Charles Spinelli
Joshua Barrett Strausser
Yu Quang Tran
Nicholas Alex Walker
Jason Daniel Wooten
Elisabeth Brennan Wright

Masters of Materials Science and Engineering
Wasu Adewole Adejide
Scott Allan Buchwald
Rupalee Prashant Mulay
Carlos Murillo

Masters of Science
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Andrew Michael Damon
Christopher Daniel Garson

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Joseph Anthony Costanzo
Bryan William Holmes
David Thomas Johnson

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Rachel Aileen Baker
John Patrick Connolly
Phillip Ryan Haas
Konstantinos Kouterais
Jaeyoung Kwak
Allan David McBride
James K. Richardson
Jeremy Lee Schroeder
Bryan Coleman Smith
Donghyung Yook
Caroline Alexandra Zegetosky

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Ernest Lewis Bowden III

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Timothy Edward Chaplin
Joel Matthew Coffman
Andrew David Jurik
Claire Sophie Kolmer Le Goues
Jongdeog Lee
Colleen Elizabeth O'Hagan
Chris Brian Sosa
Eric John Weatherwax

ENGINEERING PHYSICS
Wenjing Yin

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Andrea Rose Fiumefreddo
Jason Charles Howison
Patrick James Migliorini
Daniel Patrick Parent
George Marion Reid

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
David Thomas Bauer
Mancus W. Grimes
Cheng Peng
Sarah Rigsdie
Matthew James Schroeder
Devin Patrick Shields
Ninghuang Wang

Bachelors of Science
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Christie Angunette Alston
Emily Josephine Baldwin
Arthur Hannibal Fournier
Calvin Bernard Johnson, Jr.
Seth Gilbert McLellan
Long Thanh Nguyen
Patrick O'Malley
David Abraham Petkofsky
Jesse Ray Quinlan
Brian E. Rice

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Tina Ansari
Benjamin Paul Archer
Kathryn Rachelle Barbante
David Andrew Becker

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Megan Elizabeth Bell
Taylor Rostant Blake
Steven Garrett Busan
Princeton LeMar Carter
Lulu Chu
Shokoufeh Dianat
Daniel Ernest Eichelberger
Kimberly Ann Everet
Joseph Laughton Fields-Johnson
Matthew Stephen Fifer
Sean James Fillion
Lauren Anne Foley
Gwyneth Rhiannon Franck
Courtney Brooke Fredrickson
Ross John Goglia
Ross Elliot Goodwin
Harutyun Vardan Gyurjyan
Paul Christopher Iazzetti
Vinu Thevani Ikkuvan
Derek Arthur Kaknes
Ranjan Patrick Khan
Sean Michael Kinahan
Katharine Ali Konstant
Robert Thomas Lawrence
Charles Derek Leiner
Sally Ella Levine
Jonathan Glen Merrell
Kimberly Beth Naden
Angela Nicole Naso
Linh Ngoc Khanh Nguyen
Sa Ra Park
Neel Mukesh Patel
Jeffrey Provost Perley
Udi Rawat
Peter Daniel Rios, Jr.
Robert Milton Rose
Emily Morgan Rush
Margaret Lois Rush
David Thomas Ryan
Lara Marie Seltz
Jemshaid Shams
Katherine Menglin Shi
Soong Jin Shin
Michael Vincent Shukis
Casey Weber Shuptrine
Amogh Sivarapatna
Anthony Robert Solits
Alexander Vladimir Gabriel
Stonko
Peter Thomas Sylvester, Jr.
Mayank Tandon
Eleanor Caroline Tanno
Brooks Edward Taylor, Jr.
Lindsey Allen Taylor
Krista McCoy Warner
Lara Kathleen Wooten
Yihwa Yang
Nancy Kathryn Youell
Jenna Zhang

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Ryan Thomas Abraham
Laura Helen Beauchesne
Elizabeth Anne Berg
Alexandra De Siena Blackstone
Laura Elizabeth Brashhear
Janill Castillo
Ann Louise Deakyne
Jessica Margaret De Siena Blackstone
Camille Angela Donovan
Amit Kumar Dutta

1 Distinction 2 High Distinction 3 Highest Distinction 4 Honors 5 High Honors 6 Highest Honors 7 Distinguished Majors Program
COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Christopher Leigh Alexander
Jared Marc Alexander
Terence Robert Crumbley
Gregory Stephen Erickson
Joshua Stephen Fairchild
Jeffrey Thomas Gaither
Douglas Robert Grosvenor
Yonathan Habatemichael
Tyler Thomas Healy
Ali Mohamed Ibrahim
Jisoon Kim
Patrick Nier Kintzing
Bijan David Mapar
Irwin Ocampo Reyes
Mathew Earl Sherer
Chelsea Leah Shorte
Michael Dennis Stefanelli
Matthew Charles Williams
Jack Robert Wilson IV
Dai Yang

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Christopher John Aleckho
Joshua John Allen
Victor Sadiri Andrei
Ryan Bradley Archer
Carl Alexander Barth
William Gabriel Brunson
Julissa Virginia Campos
Eric Claire Carson
Hillary Anne Chandler
Hok Sum Chau
Suzanne Elizabeth Collier
Jason Bradley Crowder
Tamara Trudell Dottin
David Lawrence Farmer
John Brendan Fitzsimmons
Andrew Ross Froehlich
Christopher Michael Goss
Philip Thomas Gurney
Daniel Benjamin Guseman
Eri Elizabeth Hayes
Daniel Joseph Hoppnowski
David Claude Horres
Scott Kelly Hyndman
Pedro Luis Jaramillo
Oleg Krogus
Aaron Fu-Tsen Liu
Diana Castro Llave
Ryan Joseph McGrath
Michael Vernon Miller
John Francis Oakley III
Payton Michael Oliveri
Nicholas Sebastian Parisi
Everett Collin Peel Jr.
Vladimir Petreski
Benjamin Hunter Plunkett
Wolfgang Oliver Hasting Richter
Christopher Ruiz
Contland Alexander Schoonover
Joshua Aaron Sennett
Andrew Kyle Sills
Elizabeth Alide Soechting
Brian Patrick Stascavage
Francis Emmanuel Tan
Justina Tandar

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Conrad Koenig Andrews
Andrew Liu Ashworth
Michael John Benonis
Matthew Grant Bocknek
Michael Keaton Brooks
Lindsay Mackay Browder
Jonathan Chen
Neil Kamal Choudhary
Benjamin Steven Combs
Christine Dang
Paul Wayne Garver
Rahul Kiran Gorawara
Bennett Manho Han
Jung Kyu Han
Eyad Lababidi
Young Tak Lee
Suchit Ligade
Nicholas Arthur Lumsden
Alan Timothy Mulroney
Joseph George Nedy
Peter Joon Park
Samuel Alden Ridener
Sonny Smith
Benjamin Don Stephens
Joseph Ryan Tanner
Justin Donite Urquhart
Katelynn Atkins Vance
Bradford Fox Wheaton
Edward Farley Will
Kyle Willstatter
Melanie Wu
Chen-Hang Yen
Hai Yong Zhang

ENGINEERING SCIENCE

Krystal Amber Bottinn
Timothy O’Keefe Boone Jr.
Cyrus Eduard Dreyer
Phoebie Rae Dundelander
Mickie Kay Fox
Frederick John Polesak III
Jesse Barrack Schofield
Justin Velpeau Smith
Eric Timothy Yip

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Joseph Benjamin Bailey
Jessica Leigh Bashkoff
Susan Kaye Brooks
Katharine Louise Brown
Benjamin Todd Bullard
Ryan Joseph Thomas Hurt
Bryan James Cannon
Yesika Liseth Castro-Hernandez
Kristine Ann Chessman
Peter Wilson Christian
Craig Andrew Clark
Anthony Michael Collena
Brad Andrew Costella
Ian James Edgell
Nathan Lee Edgoff
Sarah Diane Faber
Robert Steven Fers III
Kevin Michael Fitzpatrick
Scott Michael Fry
Vanessa Ann Furman
Eli Battista Giovanetti

Michael Ian Gordon
Bradley Michael Grubb
Benjamin Patrick Hallissy
Casey Charles Halvorsen
Jung-Mi Han
Christopher James Harter
Michael Christopher Hollister
Benjamin Blair Holmes
Jason Andrew Kaplan
Corey Barrington Kerney
Matthew James Kirkham
Michael Timothy Kosiek
Rebecca Laura Koslover
Brian George Leary
Yuxin Lei
Kristina Mari Levins
Paul David Lumpkins
Geoffrey Alexander Main
Christopher Jared Martin
Michael Sessi McCormick
Edward James McDonnell
Matthew Colin McGovern
Jordan Weinberg Moniuszko
Tucker Stephen Moore
Michael Morris Myers
Hannah Houston Noyes
William Edward Albert Nuckolls
Colin James O’Brian
Olughenga Olawutumilara
Oredein, Jr.
Joseph Michael Orther
David Grayson Paradiso
Don Robert Pomeroy
Robin Cruz Prudencio
Neil Devin Salmons
Michael Thomas San Antonio
Charles Lawrence Scott
Jacob Alex Siegel
William Harris Solomon
Malcolm Cornelius Sonnett
Vaughn Alexander Terpak
Stuart James Trouton
Megan Elizabeth Turner
Michael David Underhill
Mariela Alejandra Vazquez-Kardum
Keth Lee Vernon, Jr.
Jeffrey Michael Walls
Jonathan Charles Wenderoth
Daniel Ellis Wilkerson
Jason Allan Yates Jr.
Richard Edward Yezzi

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Robel Berhane Alemayehu
Jessie Katherine Ambrose
Ralph Daniel Austria
John Denton Bankson III
Matthew Alexander Barry
Geoffrey Ryan Becker
Jennifer Deering Betzwieser
Michael Travis Bissan
Rose Anne Blass
Gabriel Agustin Borges
David Arne Browning
Daniel Josef Bukovsky
Dustin Alexander Cable
William Christopher Cheng
Kari Cheng
Justin Singh Chhabra

1 Distinction
2 High Distinction
3 Highest Distinction
4 Honors
5 High Honors
6 Highest Honors
7 Distinguished Majors Program

School of Engineering & Applied Science
Curry School of Education

Conferred August 12, 2008

Doctors of Philosophy

Paul White Cheney
Dissertation: Constructivist Learning Environments: Students' Perceptions of a Technology Skills Virtual Internship

Kathryn Nyreen Cooke
Dissertation: A Study of an Educational Blogging Environment in the Context of the ARCS Model of Motivation

Charles Wilbert Curtis II
Dissertation: Race Matters: Racial Identity and Protection Against the Negative Influences of Racism

Sarah Walker Daoust
Dissertation: Psychopathy in Female Offenders: A Neuropsychological Investigation

Jessica Audet de la Cruz
Dissertation: A Look at Middle School Mathematics Teachers' Instruction Related to Proportional Reasoning: A Cognitively Guided Perspective

Lisa Anne Jacobson
Dissertation: The Role of Executive Function Skills in Children's Competent Adjustment to Sixth Grade: Do Elementary Classroom Experiences Make a Difference?

Bernice Narj Yoo

Shauntä Michelle Lindsey
Dissertation: Trusting, Accessing, and Using Research: Elementary Teachers' Perceptions of Sources of Information

Qi Liu
Dissertation: Identification of Latent Groups in Growth Mixture Modeling

Eunhee Jung O'Neil
Dissertation: Intercultural Competence Development: Implementing International Virtual Elementary Classroom Activities into Public Schools in the U.S. and Korea

Jennifer Steinberger Pease
Dissertation: Preservice Teachers' Pedagogical Belief Development

Richard Alan Sebastian
Dissertation: Using Personal Weblogs to Teach Writing in the GED Classroom

Lara Kathleen Smetana
Dissertation: The Use of Computer Simulations in Whole-Class Versus Small-Group Settings

John Thomas Stroup
Dissertation: A Study of the High School Contextual Characteristics that Influence Youth Civic Engagement and Mathematics Achievement

Harvey Kent Wilson
Dissertation: The Influence of Classroom Supports on Social Cognitions and Peer Relationships in Fifth Grade

Doctor of Education

Melaney Jean Mackin
Dissertation: Professional Learning Communities and the Collective Efficacy of School Faculties

Education Specialists

Garland Scott Cohen
Ahigail Jane Dougherty
Jennifer Lynn Eury
Emily A. Hartman
Brittany Lynn Hott
Gregg Andrew Komitsky
Karna Pasanello Marcy
Alison Nell Mays
Virginia Minor O'Malley
Karen Leigh Peck
Snezana Radjen
Susan Marie Wornon Robinson
Suzanne Maria Rogers
Kathleen Kelly Sharp
John E. Thompson

Masters of Education

Mark R. Allen
Jillian Leigh Atherton-Mellish
Brian Barton Bailey
Hillary Beth Baker
Reene De Gon Balch
Kelly Michelle Behr
Jill Jackson Bennett
Keith Wade Bennett
Andrea Wikner Bolus
Jaime Coit Brinkman
Tracy Lynn Brown
Lori Anne Broyles
Beverly Bryant
Shenan Michele Burton
Shane Anthony Campbell
Susan Payne Campbell
Kelly Erin Carmichael
Stephen Timothy Chamberlin
Linda Jean Clements
Catherine Jean Clontz
Kylan Nichole Coffman
Brittany Dare Conley
Bradley David Connors
Kathryn Dawn Creasy
Christina Lynn Crocker
Ian-Yates Cunningham
Shelley Lee Daisley
Holly Griffin Deering

Kate Elise Doniger
Karyn Denise Ellis
Matthew Hollinger Enders
Richard Keith Erskine
Margaret Ellen Fatovic
Ashleigh Johnsen Fisher
Kristi Mae Foell
Leah Joy Frommer
Christine Melissa Fuss
Ashleigh C. Gauvain
Indrani Jennifer George
Kristee W. Georgiou
Lauren Marie Germanowski
David Joseph Gesualdi
Christopher Evan Gibbons
Neal R. Glaviano
Melanie Wilhite Glenn
Elizabeth Lee Goswick
Robert Jarret Guerin, Jr.
Haley Marie Hanson
Mary Jane Heater
Whitney Lynne Hebard
Holly Ann Hoover
Margaret Marie Houstettler
Juliet Sophia Huang
Jaclyn Leigh Hudgins
Robert A. Huggins
Donna Ophelia Irvin
Ingrid Hakala Isin
Ranjini Mahinda JohnBull
Jill Suzanne Pichita Jones
Shari Booth Jones
Stefanie Patricia Jordan
Kyle Elizabeth Julian
Sarah Jean Kelly
Chol Ung Kim
Ji Eun Kim
Angela Miles King
Jayme Anne Klammer
Caroline Seward Koskiven
Erin Kelly Kosteva
Sherry Lee Kramer
Lauren Elizabeth Krippner
Peter Jameson Lamade
Kimberly Lane Lee
Leigh Suzanne Leslie
David Charles Lies
Farrah Anne Litherland
Alisa Kay Lowe
Janes Keith Lupton II
Elizabeth Ferguson Madero
Nazanim Mardani
Kate E. Mason
Whitney Gay Montague Mathews
Beth Alison McCrodden
Mary Elizabeth Medeiros
Jill N. Mentch
Kimberley Shickle Meyers
Katherine Green Michalik
Antoinette D. Michel
Anastatia Hasan Naick
Brian William Nangle
Naoki Negishi
Brian William Nangle
Naoki Negishi
Brian William Nangle
Naoki Negishi
Meredith Elizabeth Prince
Daniel Thomas Richardson
Julie Berschbach Riedy
Bernardette Leigh Riffe
Elizabeth Paige Right
Cara Peacock Saavedra
Anne Elizabeth Sabatos-Young
Mary Beth Samsa Hes
Consuelo Sanhueza-Bachelet
Emily Frances Savickis
William Charles Schaffer, Jr.
Erin Elizabeth Scheithle
Heather Schmidt
Andrew James Scudder
Bonita Veronica Sendra
Janet Elizabeth Shaffer
Vandana Choudhary Sharma
Melanie Barnes Sheldon
Taylor Merriman Smith
Lisa Marie Sonntag
Rebecca Louise Spenger
Sarah Jeanne Stephan
Pamela Marie Stevens
Megan Erin Sullivan
Jennifer Lester Thomas
Angela Dawn Thompson
Mary Lucille Thompson
Valerie Morgan Thompson
Jack Thornman
Lori Lee Trayer
Valerie L. Turinsky-Cote
Kendra Jeanne van der Gaag
Jinna Lois Vidautre
Kerstin Elizabeth Vogelbach
Rebecca Sorber Wallace
Edward Stanley Warwick
Erin Patricia Weinert
Heather Robinson Weir
Carol Anita Wells
Rita Haynes Welsh
Nathan Vockey Weltman
Catherine Shields Whittington
Kristina Maria Williams
Nneka Hoya Williams
Jennifer Horsley Worrell
Laura Shen-An Yee
Jaime Anne Young

Master of Teaching
Nichole Dene Dugas

Bachelor of Science in Education
Donald Chukwueneka Aduba, Jr.

Conferred December 30, 2008

Doctors of Philosophy
Alexis Linda Andres
Dissertation: Perfection and Her Sisters: Exploring the Voices of Southland University’s Female Undergraduates
John Paul DaVanzo, Jr.
Dissertation: Relationship of Cognitive/Linguistic Impairment, Activity Limitation, Participation Restriction, and Quality of Life in Adults with Traumatic Brain Injury
Crystal Lea Goodman
Rachel Anne Hallmark
Dissertation: The Effects of Moderate- and High-Intensity Exercise on Vascular Endothelial Function in Normal Weight and Obese Adults
Tamika Danielle Lucas
Dissertation: African American and European American Children’s Narrative Microstructure Performance at Preschool Entry
P. Wilson Manoharan
Dissertation: Rural Students’ Daily Home and School-Going Challenges in a Tamil Nadu Village (India): A Visual Ethnography
Corine Cadle Meredith
Dissertation: Gauging Girls: An Analysis of Experiences in One-Sex Middle School
Susan Marie Midland
Kathy Neesen
Dissertation: The Online Gaming Preferences of Pre-Teen Girls: Exploring Game Preferences Within the Social Context of an All-Girls After School Computer Club
Eloni Theodorou
Dissertation: Authoring Spaces: Identity Negotiation Among Immigrant Children at a Cypriot Public Primary School
Sandra Ruth Brewick Whitaker
Dissertation: One National Board Certified Teacher’s Post-Certification Journey with Differentiated Reading Instruction in Middle School Language Arts
Farah Esther Williams
Dissertation: Student and Parent Attitudes Toward Bullying in Middle School

Doctors of Education
Sheila Nell Chapman
Dissertation: Barriers to Nursing Education for Native American High School Students
Ronald Russell Houck
Dissertation: A Study of the Differences in the Political Activity and Positions of Policy Actors on Education Bills During the 2008 Virginia General Assembly

Education Specialists
Mark Aaron Bond
Joseph Branco
Ruth Ann Brooks
Elaine Perry Denson
Mindy Liane Thomas Green
Andrew William Hosier
Sara Friel Johnson
Lisa Grimstead Kopacz
Sova Mazumdar
Jacqueline Laurie Newman
Elizabeth Catherie Perrie
Sarah Devon Pile
Michael Steven Raynes
Aaron Paul Scott

Masters of Education
Tasha Danielle Smoot Abry
Elizabeth Claire Akerson
Vivian Harmon AWunyeg
Megan Aileen Baskin
Joshua Taylor Bell
Tammy Nelson Bell
Jason Andrew Benedict
Stephanie Anne Borg
Edward L. Bowman
Margaret Emelia Brewer
Jessica Barbara Butler
Angela Lyn Clark
Jan Lee Collins
Kate Elizabeth Craven
Corey L. Crawford
Lydia Brooke Cuggabe
Katherine Annette Ellermon
Kimberly LaToshia Dean
Chad William DeBo
Sara Beth DiPasquale
Barbara Nann Drexler
Kelly Anne Driscoll
Jennifer Carole Eddy
Elissa Emeline Ellermann
Jennifer Anne Ellington
Patricia Shiplett Exstein
Autumn Shamarie Ferguson
Megan Leigh Flora
Usanee Prasapairin Forrest
Joshua Chipman Garner
John Adrian Gibney III
Carolyn Stephenson Goss
Richard Wilson Gouldt III
Amy Danielle Hammond
Katey Cunningham Heuvel
Kate Danielle Hollenberg
Paula Marie Hornerberger
Kemp McDaniell Houck
Megan Colleen Houtz
Jessica Robinne Hrvinak
Margaret Patricia Doran Hughes
Mary Elizabeth James
Carol LaVonne Jewell
Rebecca Toth Juras
Michael Cross Kalafatis
Phyllis Hartman Kravinsky
Jamie Lynn Kucenic
Lauren Elizabeth LaVecchia
Vanessa Isabelle Mayer
William Calvin McClain
James Francis McGrath III
Jennifer Ann McSweeney
Crystal Michelle Metzger
Gregory Stephen Mihalik
Lauren Frances Mihalik
Emily Chapman Milosevic
Rosemary Giammatteo O’Brien
Rose M. O’Neill
Jihong Park
William Wesley Parker
Julia Collins Pelligrino
Jason Andrew Poole
Ashleigh Peyton Quick
John Dudley Reeves IV
Benjamin Kenneth Reigner
Laurel Miller Roeder
Jennifer Bradley Romanelli
Kristin Graham Schneider
Kimberly Christen Schoefl
Christina Anne Shaw
Jill Marie Simoni
Michelle Tootchen Small
Jennifer Marie Starkey
Kaitlin Blaylock Swagart
Tara Shelton Taylor
Eleni Avigou
Susan Lauren Wendel
Rosaline Theresa West
Kathryn Beth Wilber

Masters of Teaching
Kathryn Elizabeth Alley
Molly Adeline Barnett
Megan Kaye Baxter
Amber Ruby Bialas
Lindsay Michelle Brown
Sarah Emily Carlson
Courtney Lynn Cyrus
Sarah Elizabeth Dillon
Calvine Barrett Dunnan
Lindsay Marie Flower
Shannon Elizabeth Foley
Emily Ann Gironda
Abigail Scott Haymes
Whitney Donnet Holston
Paul Joseph Hoover
Robert Grant Horton
Meredith Wesley Jennings
Whitney Davis Kee
Kaylen Denise Kelly
David Allen Leggett
Amy Beth Luxenburg
William Alexander Macdonald
Rebecca Brooks McDaniel
Rachel Ann Rhoades
Stephanie Dianne Shelton
Jamie Lee Silverthorne
Ashley Katherine Smith
Dory Michelle Tucker
Elizabeth Clare Wetherington
Christina Lynn Woods
Kimberly Beth Wray
Enlin Xia

Bachelors of Science in Education
Whitney Donnet Holston
Paul Joseph Hoover

---

1 Distinction 2 High Distinction 3 Highest Distinction 4 Honors 5 High Honors 6 Highest Honors 7 Distinguished Majors Program
Conferred May 17, 2009

Doctors of Philosophy

Ann Marie Abdelzaher  
Dissertation: Faculty Perceptions of Teaching in Undergraduate Computer Science Education

Richard Curby Alexander  
Dissertation: Fostering Student Engagement in History Through Student-Created Digital Media: A Qualitative and Quantitative Study of Student Engagement and Learning Outcomes in 6th-Grade History Instruction

Jennifer Anita Bhalla  

Herbert R. Bruce  
Dissertation: The Role of Decision-Making in Retention of First-Year College Students

Daniel Franklin Bublitz  
Dissertation: Special Education Teachers’ Attitudes, Knowledge, and Decision-Making about High-Stakes Testing: Accommodations for Students with Disabilities

Sonia Qarnain Cabell  
Dissertation: Individual Differences in Emergent Literacy Skills Among Preschool-Age Children Who are at Risk for Later Reading Difficulties

Jeffrey Paul Carpenter  
Dissertation: Lesson Study by Secondary Humanities Teachers

Brian Robert Cullaty  
Dissertation: Understanding the Role of Parental Involvement in the Autonomy Development of Traditional-Age College Students

Griffin Willoughby Fernandez  
Dissertation: Epistemological Beliefs and Teacher Efficacy

Melodie Henson Frick  
Dissertation: Supervisor as Supervisor: Factors that Influence Doctoral Students’ Self-Efficacy as Supervisors

Ellen Ray Griggs-Dran  
Dissertation: Current Practices of Character Education in Public Secondary Schools in Virginia

Cheree Leanne Hammond  
Dissertation: Multicultural Education and the Notion of White Privilege: An Examination of White Student Attitude Shift and Identity Development

Craig Dennis Hochbein  
Dissertation: Crossing the Line: Longitudinal Examination of Elementary Schools with Declining Academic Performance Using Latent Growth Model Analysis

Jane Mary Jarvis  
Dissertation: The Relationship Between Adolescents’ Domain Knowledge and Creative Performance on an Ill-Defined Physics Test

Aubrey Lee Lindsey III  
Dissertation: Academic Entrepreneurship in Instructional Technology

Mary Elizabeth Riley Lloyd  
Dissertation: Transformation and Transfer of Novice Mathematics Teachers’ Practices and Conceptions of Teaching and Learning: An Examination of Preservice and Inservice Classroom Settings

Jamie Ellis Marsh  
Dissertation: “The Beginning of the New Me”: Sociocultural Influences Enable New, Urban, Sixth-Grade Writers in a Culturally Diverse, “Below-Level” Language Arts Classroom

Sonia Qarnain Cabell  
Dissertation: Enhancing Young Children’s Literacy Development: Evaluating Prevention through an Ecological Lens

Jesse Murphy  
Dissertation: Implementing a Technology-Integration Partnership Between Preservice Teachers (Using Authentic Learning) and Local Teachers (Using Situated Mentoring)

Lori Nathanson  
Dissertation: Developing a Fidelity of Implementation Measure for the Responsive Classroom® Approach

Courtney Dionne Prince  
Dissertation: Student Teachers and Classroom Management: The Development of Strategies

Brenda Lynne Payne Rose  
Dissertation: Compulsory Education and the American Homeschool Movement

Oskar Franz Scheikl  
Dissertation: Central-Office Data-Driven Decision Making in Public Education

Joan Carlin Schilling  
Dissertation: A Quantitative and Qualitative Investigation of Variable and Contextual Sources Related to the Academic Engagement of Minority and Economically Disadvantaged Adolescents

Christine Guy Schnitzka  
Dissertation: Engineering Design Activities and Conceptual Change in Middle School Science

Timothy Paul Shea  
Dissertation: Reef Writing Connections: Using Documentaries as “Mentor Texts” for Adolescent Composition

Elizabeth Heather Thompson  
Dissertation: Child-Witnesses of Domestic Violence: Evolution of a Counseling Group

Shannon Trice-Black  
Dissertation: How Mothers Perceive Their Own Sexuality

Elizabeth Dawn Tuckwiller  
Dissertation: An Investigation of At-Risk Kindergarten Students’ Response to a Two-Tiered Vocabulary Intervention: A Regression Discontinuity Design

Hui Xiong  
Dissertation: An Investigation of Selected Predictors of Non-Traditional Student Academic Performance in Different Learning Environments: Personal Characteristics, Stressors, and Social Support

Tricia Ann Zucker  
Dissertation: Shared-Reading Practices in Preschool Classrooms Serving At-Risk Students

Doctors of Education

Mahri Aste  
Dissertation: The Relationship Between Principals’ Instructional Focus and Academic Achievement of High Poverty Students

Jennifer Gayle Beasley  
Dissertation: Communities of Practice: Extending Professional Development in Differentiation Beyond an Educational Conference

Sally Utley Blanchard  
Dissertation: Factors Impacting the Advancement of Female Leaders to the Superintendency

Terry Joyce Stokes Cole  
Dissertation: Investigating Alternative Science Conceptions in Learning Disabled Students

Michelle Marie Crotteau  
Dissertation: Effects of a Professional Development Intervention on Middle and High School English Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy for Teaching Writing to Students with Disabilities

James Russell Dockum  
Dissertation: Teacher Perceptions of the Effective Implementation of Interactive Technologies in One Virginia Middle School

Jane Marie Englund  
Dissertation: Underachievement Among White Middle- and High-SES Gifted Males

Patricia Alice Granada  
Dissertation: Principals’ Beliefs Regarding the Purpose of Education: Global Education Versus Accountability

Staci Grant Kenney  
Dissertation: Policy Implementation and Teacher Beliefs Regarding the Virginia Alternate Assessment Program

James Frederick Lane  
Dissertation: The Frequency of School Resource Officer Tasks and Incidents of School Violence

Sherri Gray Lewis  
Dissertation: The Contribution of Elements of Teacher Collaboration to Individual and Collective Teacher Efficacy

Mary Collier McDowell  
Dissertation: Collective Teacher Efficacy and Minority Enrollment in Advanced Placement and International Baccalaureate Classes

Michelle Cournoyer Picard  
Dissertation: Investigating An Urban/Suburban School District’s Transition From Traditional To Developmental Spelling

Shannan Boyle Schuster  
Dissertation: Criteria Use and Importance in Independent Secondary School Admissions

Heather Brandon Sondel  
Dissertation: The Effects of Curriculum Programs on Critical Thinking Aspects as Applied to Writing

David Timothy Sovine  
Dissertation: First Year: Challenges and Mediating Strategies for Novice Superintendents

Kelly Floyd Troxell  
Dissertation: The Efficacy of Teacher Grades in Predicting the Standardized Testing Outcomes

Kathy Campbell Tucker  
Dissertation: How First Grade Teachers Utilize Comprehensive Early Literacy Assessment Data

Education Specialists

Pamela Shelton Adams  
Meredith Katherine Allen  
Christie Lee Amstald  
Melissa Vaolilo Bailey  
Amy Banner  
Ricky Neal Bolling, Jr.

1 Distinction 2 High Distinction 3 Highest Distinction 4 Honors 5 High Honors 6 Highest Honors 7 Distinguished Majors Program
Masters of Education

Peter Nidaal Abed
Robin Law Ard
Maria Irene Arevalo
Cindy Anne Argel
Leonne McKee Arsenovic
Melissa Vaohilo Bailey
Michael William Baly
Amy Banner
Jaime Lynn Barker
Sarah Rose Barnard
Sarah Elizabeth Bayer
Casey Lee Berson
William Everett Birdlebough
Heather Boggs Blanton
Brian Shaffer Bole
Sarah Travis Buck
Lorna Jane Butcher
Stacy Nichol Bywaters
Monica Cabarcas
Lawrence J. Caines
Tara R. Canty
Stephen Raster Castle
Catherine Adele Cataldo
Nancy Fisher Chewing
Paul Lesley Clendenon
Eleena Kristine Cooper
Krista Dawn Cox
Lillian Harriet Violet Coye
Taylor Nicole Crowder
Deborah Ann Cunningham
Matthew Ray Dakolios
Kelley Yarrow Davenport
Lora Quesenberry Davidson

Sharon Margaret Davies
Christopher Joseph DelGrosso
Lindsay Gray Divers
Jenna Marie Dods
Heather Perry Donaho
Heather Megan Donald
Jeanne Michelle Dunham
Ellen Rigg Dunlap
Christine Walsh Dwyer
Judith Ann Eastman
Janet Eason Edgington
Margaret Berry Edwards
Michael Edward Elkins
Meredith Kendrick Ellikier
Leslie Alice Enright
Sabine Barbara Suzanne Fajon
Shannon Elizabeth Feller
Nathan Travis Flanary
Hayley Kristina Flynn
Holly Ann Foster
Shannon Victoria Gallagher
Tracy Horne Garrett
Elizabeth Harris Garst
Courtney Jill Gartz
Thomas Marion Golden
Julia Lynn Goldkamp
Emily Carter Goodson
Veronica Monique Gordon
Elizabeth Marshall Gray
Samira Danielle Hamad
Justin Emerson Havens
Aisha Hayat
Crystal Hagen Heflebower
Raymond Wesley Hillyard III
Daniel Hans Hochradel
Laura Elizabeth Campbell Hodges
Anne Marie Hohman
Christy MacDowell Houston
Wendy Ann Huber
Grainne Foley Humphries
Bethany Anne Warren Hunter
Ryan Patrick Hurley
Regina Jackson
Donna B. Jacobs
Margaret Elizabeth Jacobs
Amanda Jayne Jaye
Raelanda Trasean Johnson
Jennifer Marie Jones
Katherine Ryan Kantz
Teresa Matarazzo Khuluki
Rhonda Alleena Oakes Kilgore
Kaleigh Ann Klemm
Connie Beth Klewer
Rebecca Robertson Koffman
Jessica Emily Leach
Caren Leifer
Jennifer Marie Lux
Lauren Louise Manning
Laurel Anne Virginia Martin
Allison Rose Mazzena
Elizabeth Anne McClung
Mark Ellis McDonald
Margaret Anne McGregor
Kathryn Ann McIntyre
Tara Lauren McKnight
Carolyn Marie McMillan
Michele Lynne McIlhuff
Tobie Louise McPhail
Tamar Miriam Mintz
Rebecca Blake Miskell

Masters of Teaching

Valerie Lewis Arbogast
Margaret Allison Bailey
Alison Rose Baird
Kaylen Anne Baker
Jeffrey Richard Balnave
Joanna Lynne Bass
Bevin Rebecca Biddick

Joy Nicole Button
Rebecca Ann Campione
Claudia Patricia Cardenas
Mark Stephen Check
Katherine Helen Cherry
Christina Ying Cheung
Deborah Ning Chu
Kathleen Elizabeth Clark
Austin Kirby Cline
Mae Carol Copple
Joseph Alexander Cralle
Katherine Ann Culbert
Karina Adrienne Custodio
Shannon Victoria Darling
Caitlin Elizabeth Dean
Natalie Maria Delaney
Heather Lee Downie
Ryan Kearns Drago
Justin Alexis Dunning
Jessalyn Kim Elliott
Rebecca Garrou Ellis
Lauren Emily Erickson
Jennifer Kara Fier
Stacey Elizabeth Fink
Brena Elizabeth Finnegان
Caitlin Ross Folan
Robin Bara Fox
Amber Dawn Gibson
Nicole Patricia Giunta
Douglas Kyle Gravitt
Linda Cameron Gray
Meredithe Ann Green
Kyle Thomas Hayne
Sarah Anastasia Henry
Brian Robert Hofmann
Benjamin David Johnson
Kira Elise Jordan
Brian Richard Kayser
Alexander Anderson Keevil
Jessica Elizabeth King
Lisa Ann Kovacic
Ann Tuong-Vi Lam
Jill Loren Landauer
Erika Shyne Lee
Abigail Ferrell Legge
David Judson Lewis
Erin Maxine Lowery
Brian Joseph Markley
Daniel Joseph Martin
Katelyn Marie Martin
Allison Leigh McCarthy
Michael Andrew McGraw
Mary-Caitlin McNerney
Maria Micocci
Kristi Leigh Minsterman
Maytal Chaya Mittelman
Leslie Neely
Ronnie Wayne Palmore
Stephanie Claire Passman
Jennifer Lael Pickett
McKenna Alyse Radunzel
Neeley Minton Reagan
Caitlin Joan Rees
Daniel Eliot Remish
Dana Marie Riddle
Abigail Shaw Robson
Michelle Ursula Rodriguez
Kelly Elizabeth Rogers
Amanda Rene Sayre
Michael Reid Scott

1 Distinction 2 High Distinction 3 Highest Distinction 4 Honors 5 High Honors 6 Highest Honors 7 Distinguished Majors Program
Darden Graduate School of Business Administration

Bachelors of Science in Education

Mary Elizabeth Selden
Ashley Page Smith
Grace Green Smith
Lauren Adele Smith
Anna Louise St. Amand
Matthew Joseph Togna
Nicholas Kalfa Torres
Lisa Danielle Torrey
Catherine Marie Van Dyke
Andrew Wade Wilkinson
Khandice Michelle Williams
Rachel Leigh Winters
Leatrice Erica Woods
Laura Lynn Woolley
Brittney Michelle Zemp
Grace Ellen Zoller

Darden Graduate School of Business Administration

Conferred December 30, 2008

Master of Business Administration

Adam McCright Nelson

Conferred May 17, 2009

Doctors of Philosophy

Geoffrey Russell Archer
Dissertation: "Entrepreneurship, Poverty Alleviation and the Natural Environment: Examining the Structure and Function of Green Microfinance"

William Richard Forster
Dissertation: "When a Second Person Enters the Scene: Of Founding Partnerships, Firm Creation and Profitability"

Jeffrey Glenn York

Masters of Business Administration

Shubha Agarwal
Kapil Agrawal
Sergio Alvarez
Davide Ambrosini
Lauren Michelle Amira
Kristine Andersen
Spencer Anderson
Antonio Miguel Lopes do Rosario Appleton
Michael Lawrence Aron
Jose Gabriel Arosa Gomez
Esenam Akua Asembri
Gordon Lee Ave, Jr.
Ian Thomas Ayers
Mohnish Bahl
Michael Alexander Ball
Scott Johnson Barbee
Monica Lin Barker
Nathan Allan Barnes
Christopher Leigh Barnett
Marc-Olivier Baron
Jeanne Ilyssa Barrueta
Surendra Moolchand Bashani
Page Simmons Beacham
Adam Douglas Bennett
Arup Bhattacharjee
Charles Ray Bogue II
Christine K. Bohle
William Edward Boucek
David Leslie Bowlin, Jr.
Alexander Shearwood Boyatt
Katherine Elizabeth Bradley
Christopher Jon Brandriff
Peter James Braswell
Elizabeth Stiles Breyer

Roberto Antonio Brillembourg
Brett Gordon Brohl
Stephen Gregg Brooks
Terry Daniel Brown
Scott Andrew Buchbinder
Jed Abner Tan Bugayong
Hiroshi Bunko
Bridget Anne Burton
Scott Richard Butler
Gabriel Ayres De Arruda Camargo
Kathryn Elizabeth Canale
Michael Christopher Canale
Heather Anne Case
Andrew Nathan Casteel
Jackson Stuart Castleberry
Patricia Cayo Medrano
Gaurav Chadha
Benjamin David Chance
Chiao Ling Chang
Jeanna Chang
Jeffrey Chaise Chapman
Paul Cheemannoor
Benjamin Chen
Siixa Chen
Yona Chen
Yuwon Chen
Ryan White Childress
Eunhyul Cho
Yun-Mi Choi
Kristen Marie Clark
Scott Clemente
Cesar Colis Vidal
Nathaniel Thomas Collier
Patrick James Connell
Matthew Edward Conner
Josephine T. Conover
Morgan Taylor Cordell
Richard Edward Core, Jr.
William Cornell
Jordan Leas Coughlin
Melissa Jayne Craft
Sarah J. Crews
Caroline Patricia Crider
Marshall St. Julien Croft
Alexander Crosby
Bradford Alan Crosby
Jonathan Jennings Czerwinski
James Ryan Dalton
Jamil Taysir Daoud
James Ryan Dalton
Jonah Jennings Czerwinski
When a Second Person Enters the Scene: Of Founding Partnerships, Firm Creation and Profitability

Guillermo Agustin Eiben
Miguel De Leon Dy Buncio
Donald David Durr, Jr.
Alexander Burns Duncan
Colin Thomas Dove
Brigitte Caitlin Donner
Matthew Joseph Dixon
Jordan Leas Coughlin
Melissa Jayne Craft
Jordan Leas Coughlin
Melissa Jayne Craft

Marina de la Mora Bencosme
Olga Yasmina Baena
Brian Gregory Maher
Lauren Elizabeth Mellott
Michael Richard Messer
Sarah Leigh Parker
Alexander Worhren Pendery
Laura Ellen Pritchard
Devin Ashley Reaves
Jaclyn Ann Reifschneider
Alexander Tracey Shaw
Tyler Elizabeth Smith
Ellen Adele Smith
Rebekah Davis Sykes
Melissa Lauren Taylor
Virginia Meredith Trower
Chalisha Rynae Yates

1 Distinction  2 High Distinction  3 Highest Distinction  4 Honors  5 High Honors  6 Highest Honors  7 Distinguished Majors Program

Darden Graduate School of Business Administration

Conferred December 30, 2008

Master of Business Administration

Adam McCright Nelson

Conferred May 17, 2009

Doctors of Philosophy

Geoffrey Russell Archer
Dissertation: "Entrepreneurship, Poverty Alleviation and the Natural Environment: Examining the Structure and Function of Green Microfinance"

William Richard Forster
Dissertation: "When a Second Person Enters the Scene: Of Founding Partnerships, Firm Creation and Profitability"

Jeffrey Glenn York

Masters of Business Administration

Shubha Agarwal
Kapil Agrawal
Sergio Alvarez
Davide Ambrosini
Lauren Michelle Amira
Kristine Andersen
Spencer Anderson
Antonio Miguel Lopes do Rosario Appleton
Michael Lawrence Aron
Jose Gabriel Arosa Gomez
Esenam Akua Asembri
Gordon Lee Ave, Jr.
Ian Thomas Ayers
Mohnish Bahl
Michael Alexander Ball
Scott Johnson Barbee
Monica Lin Barker
Nathan Allan Barnes
Christopher Leigh Barnett
Marc-Olivier Baron
Jeanne Ilyssa Barrueta
Surendra Moolchand Bashani
Page Simmons Beacham
Adam Douglas Bennett
Arup Bhattacharjee
Charles Ray Bogue II
Christine K. Bohle
William Edward Boucek
David Leslie Bowlin, Jr.
Alexander Shearwood Boyatt
Katherine Elizabeth Bradley
Christopher Jon Brandriff
Peter James Braswell
Elizabeth Stiles Breyer

Roberto Antonio Brillembourg
Brett Gordon Brohl
Stephen Gregg Brooks
Terry Daniel Brown
Scott Andrew Buchbinder
Jed Abner Tan Bugayong
Hiroshi Bunko
Bridget Anne Burton
Scott Richard Butler
Gabriel Ayres De Arruda Camargo
Kathryn Elizabeth Canale
Michael Christopher Canale
Heather Anne Case
Andrew Nathan Casteel
Jackson Stuart Castleberry
Patricia Cayo Medrano
Gaurav Chadha
Benjamin David Chance
Chiao Ling Chang
Jeanna Chang
Jeffrey Chaise Chapman
Paul Cheemannoor
Benjamin Chen
Siixa Chen
Yona Chen
Yuwon Chen
Ryan White Childress
Eunhyul Cho
Yun-Mi Choi
Kristen Marie Clark
Scott Clemente
Cesar Colis Vidal
Nathaniel Thomas Collier
Patrick James Connell
Matthew Edward Conner
Josephine T. Conover
Morgan Taylor Cordell
Richard Edward Core, Jr.
William Cornell
Jordan Leas Coughlin
Melissa Jayne Craft
Sarah J. Crews
Caroline Patricia Crider
Marshall St. Julien Croft
Alexander Crosby
Bradford Alan Crosby
Jonathan Jennings Czerwinski
James Ryan Dalton
Jamil Taysir Daoud
James Ryan Dalton
Jonah Jennings Czerwinski
When a Second Person Enters the Scene: Of Founding Partnerships, Firm Creation and Profitability

Guillermo Agustin Eiben
Miguel De Leon Dy Buncio
Donald David Durr, Jr.
Alexander Burns Duncan
Colin Thomas Dove
Brigitte Caitlin Donner
Matthew Joseph Dixon
Jordan Leas Coughlin
Melissa Jayne Craft
Jordan Leas Coughlin
Melissa Jayne Craft

Marina de la Mora Bencosme
Olga Yasmina Baena
School of Architecture

Conferred August 12, 2008
Bachelor of Urban and Environmental Planning
Mark James Jefferson

Conferred December 30, 2008
Masters of Architecture
Insl Lee
Shanti Sara Fjord Levy
Chihiro Shinohara

Masters of Urban and Environmental Planning
Adam Scott Lovelady
Bartley Heath Mathews
William Donald McClain
Rachel Rene Schmidt Stewart

Bachelors of Science in Architecture
Esther Lee Dielli
Junghoon Han
Sebastijan Jemec

Bachelor of Urban and Environmental Planning
Teresa May McCoy

Conferred May 17, 2009
Masters of Architectural History
Steven Daniel Cornell
Elizabeth Olaus Flint
Maureen Kathleen McGee
Anna Christine Nau
Laurel Russell Purvis
Edward Porter Triplett

Masters of Architecture
Samuel Jones Beall
Noah Benjamin Bolton
Mark Arban Buenavista
Jason Harold Cantrell
Katherine Ann Claeyss
Robert Ashmore Couch
Simon Alexander David
Lauren Quartz D’Bianca
Anna Katherine Dismuke
Christopher David Flass
Nima Govind
C. Thomas Hogge
Toshihiko Tholreyn Karato
Carl Batton Kennon, Jr.

1 Distinction 2 High Distinction 3 Highest Distinction
4 Honors 5 High Honors 6 Highest Honors 7 Distinguished Majors Program

Mudit Jindal
Sundip Singh Johl
Christopher S Johnson
Deeksha Joshi
Young Keun Joung
Armin Kakas
Karim Kara
William John Karangelen
Arnon Katz
Michael Patrick Kearns
Donald Scott Kendrick
Harshad Kharche
Omar Farooq Khawaja
Rajat Kher
Eunjin Kim
Douglas Michael Kinard
Kevin Christopher King
James Bradley Kipp
Andrey Borisovich Kirievskiy
Daehee Koo
James Duncan Kourouklis
Mark Lawrence Kowalski
Ravi Krishnan
Amit Kumar
Asim Kumar
Sandeep Kumar
Rudy Lai
Christopher Hiekka Langbein
Rasmus Jul Larsen
Pierre Andre Le Veaux II
Jeremy Lehman
Joonhee Lee
Justine Rochelle Lee
Xiang Li
Yuxiong Hugh Liang
Joel James Light
Amanda Lozano
Daniel Enrique Luque
Emmett Judson Lyman IV
Alasdair James MacFarlane
Brian David Maciel
Alejandro Miguel Madrid
Ashish Manandhar
James Charles Mann
Thomas Andrew Mann
Snidhar Venkata Mantha
Seton Gray Marshall
Joanna MacKenzie Marten
Daniel Robert Martin
Romeo Jarrett Martin
Jamala Kianga Massenburg
Saul Mateos
Anuj Mathur
Boris Matz
Matthew Richard McClevey
Trevor Spencer McCroskey
Meaghan Kathleen McGovern
Brendan Patrick McHugh
Joshua Michael McInitre
Michael K. McKeever
John James McNamara, Jr.
Trese Meawad
Carlos Alberto Medina Ibañez
Christopher Ian Meyer
Cameron Smith Miller
Meredith Rae Miller
Kristin Marie Milone
Sachin Misra
Andrew Moon
Tami Moore
Meghan Mirezaq Morris
Jennifer Franklin Moses
Daniel H. Murphy
Michael Milton Murphy
Shiva Sundram Naaidu
Katherine Scott Nedelkoff
Adair Branly Newhall
Brett Arthur Nicol
Semih Nihmet
Jullada Nithiutha
Scott William Norville
Jane Amba Nsunwara
Katherine Elizabeth O’Brien
Robert O’Neil
Timothy Frederic Oakhill
Viktoria Valerie Osipenko
Chriisa Pagtsas
Vikram Ashok Pandit
Ambuj Parihar
Jong Uck Park
Lipi Mahendra Patel
Ryan Neal Pavlic
Graeme Stefan Pena
Xi Peng
Jacob Aaron Perlman
Eamon Emanual Perrel
Michael Andrew Peters
Eric Scott Phipps
Adam E. Pittel
Benjamin Jared Pitts
Benjamin David Port
Natalia Postrigan
Evan Powers
Srikanth Raghavan
Shankar Raja
Gina Rajpal
Vinod K. Raman
David Paul Ramich
Baijnath Ramraika
Amandeep Singh Randhawa
Erick Rangel
Charles William Ransler IV
Jayaraman Anand Rao
Shana Raphaeli
Robert David Rausenberg
Christopher Graham Read
Jason Richard Reese
Christopher Jarrod Reilly
Victoria Barbata Reimers
Brian Scott Rhodes
Christopher Aaron Richins
David Christopher Riley
Zoe Robins
Nicolas Roca
Keir Xavier Anthony Rocha
Jessica Leigh Roeder
Daniel Antonio Rojas
Gonzalo Andres Romero Arrau
Andrew Thomas Rosato
Nathaniel John Rose
Matthew Owen Roth
Timothy Jude Ryder
Leilay Saadat-Lajevardi
Hakeem Oluwatosi Salami
Sarabjit Singh Saluja
Ramon Benjamin Saravia
Elizabeth Mary Scattarella
Randolph Scott Seibert
Sangita Francisca Shaha
Roshan Shanker
Anoop Sharma
Gaurav Sharma
Isabel St. Clair Sherman
Andrew Lieser Shpley
Matthew Thomas Short
Gunjan Shukla
Kirsten Alexandra Schiller
Riputapam Singh
Manoj Kumar Sinha
Michael Joseph Snyder, Jr.
Mark Steven Soberman
Ramparsad Srinivasan
Amit R. Sripathi
Daniel Gerard Stahlschmidt
Jordan William Ste. Marie
Alexey Steblev
Robert Keith Stone
Kristen Elizabeth Stutz
Trammell Day Summers
Xiaolu Sun
Siswanto Sutanto
Amega Benedum Syeda
Viken Tachdjian
Ankansha Manik Talya
Hun Tan
Nathan Benjamin Chong Teck Tan
Weifeng Tao
Naga Sudheer Tati
Kenneth Taylor
Matthew Fischer Taylor
William Saunders Teichman
Hope Marjorie Temple
James Keith Temple
Susheil Kumar Tenguria
Courtney Elizabeth Terry
Stephanie Rae Thorpe
Sonya Rachelle Thomas
Reid Oscar Thompson
Katharine Virginia Cox Tower
Carlos E. Troconis
Rexford Charles Trudell
Jonathon Dean Truwit
Wan-Chen Tsai
Naomi Uchida
Sandra Daniella Urbina Perez
Seth Russell Vance
Anand Veeraraghavan
Ivo Yovov
Michael Ryan Walker
Jin Wang
Wei Wang
Yunpeng Wang
Jacin Rae Warner
Vanessa Lee Wattles
Marjorie Anderson Webb
Duncan Graham Wells
Darren John Wesley
Bradley Allen Whiteman
Yung-hsiang Wu
Jing Xue
Ravi Kiran Yekula
Xiaolu Sun
Jin Wang
Wei Wang
Yunpeng Wang
Jacin Rae Warner
Vanessa Lee Wattles
Marjorie Anderson Webb
Duncan Graham Wells
Darren John Wesley
Bradley Allen Whiteman
Yung-hsiang Wu
Jing Xu
Ravi Kiran Yekula
Takahisa Yui
Anuj Mathur
Saul Mateos
Amit Kumar
Joonhee Lee
Shanti Sara Fjord Levy
Chihiro Shinohara
School of Nursing

Elana Gayl Koplik
Sarah Pearl Kunkel
Anthony Samuel Lawson
David Christopher Malda
Giancarlo Mangone
Leslie A. McDonald
Thomas Wesley Milhollen
Patrick McKay Nedley
Kelly Erin North
Maressa Anne Perreault
Graham Michael Peterson
Kurt Christopher Petschke
Michael Erich Plehn
Alison Schusier Quade
James Douglas Quarles III
Heidi C. Shoemaker
Kathryn Colleen Sperry
Jessica Terdeman
Benjamin Vale Trudel
Emily Anne Williamson
Benjamin Everet Winn

Masters of Landscape
Architecture
Emily Lane Anderson
Joshua Ryan Blankette
Elizabeth Jane Broyles
Lucy Jane Kenyon
Karl William Krause
Wain-Jou Lin
Evans Motlow Martin
Elise Connor Mazareas
Ryan Trevor McEnroe
Mary Catherine McCamb Brown
Meghan Cheong-Hwa Mullaney
Serena Ruga Nelson
Lauren Frances Noe
Emily Anne Rogers

Masters of Urban and Environmental Planning
Susan Lynn Bemis
John Thompson Bolecek
Megan Elaine Bucknum
Corbin Brooks Davis
Sarah Adele Eisler
Richard Peter Ferriguo
Fania Kate Gordon
Lisa Lynn Hardy
Glenn Kenneth Heimgartner
April Michelle Johnson
Marguerite Mary Johnstone
Regine Marie Kennedy
Katherine Dana Klepper
Sarah Elizabeth Malpass
Amanda Joan Moore
Edwin Samuel Wright

Bachelors of Science
in Architecture
Michael Anthony Bartosch
Mary Elizabeth Becica
Adele Theresa Boyle
Steven Michael Brummond
Gillian Lucy Anne Burton
Mary Elizabeth Butter
Alessandra Catherine Calaguire
Danielle Marie Caylor
Napatra Charassuvichakanich
Andrew Feng Chin
Grace Hyowon Cho
Yong Jun Choi
Victoria Elizabeth Church
Sarah Ellis Collins
Alicia Cheri Copeland
Neil Guy Cummings
Alison Nicole Davids
Christy Lynn DePew
Bernard Daniel Doherty III
Najwa Bassam Doughman
Marla Michael Fanzone
Lawrence James Galante
Michael Ross Goldin
Dhara Dhanvantor Goriah
Jane Elizabeth Gruner
Jonathan David Halpin
Andrew Thomas Hamm
Kristen Marie Henderson
Delbert Gratten Hepler III
Evan David Howell
Rachel Stern Jessup
Steven Brooks Johnson
Clayton Francis Kaul, Jr.
Mark William Keller
Paul Anderson Keller
Daniel Wonkyoon Kim
Sehee Kim
Kam Ko
Sarah Alptra Kott
Clifton Adams McCrory
Joseph Daniel Medwde
Anna Rose Miron
Summi Moon
Georgette Upendo Msambo
Gennifer Elizabeth Munro
Kendall Antonio Nicholson
Oscar Arnuillo Ohando
Michael Christopher Oesterling
Han Na Oh
Kenneth Alfred Ottey III
James William Perakis
Ariel Joshua Poliner
Shirin Reklaoui
Rachel Elizabeth Robinson
Thomas Nelson Schaperkotter
Leila Elaine Schey
Dorothy Jane Shepard
Kristin Elizabeth Simpson
Richard Aaron Smith
Wendy Elizabeth Stober
Kathleen Bridget Stranix
Darrylinne Jean Strother
Clare Wakefield van Montfrans
Claudia Julianna Villabona
Jessica Ann Vranas
Ryan Rebecca Wall
Cara Marie Paradise Warren
Michael David Warwick
John Blakely Wolfe
Stephanie Lynne Wolfgang

Bachelors of Urban and Environmental Planning
Colleen Ellen Barrett
Sarah Elizabeth Bridger
Hedieh Fahriyazi
Laura Margaret Hammett
Donata Maurice Harris
Catherine Claire Heymann
Jared Eldridge Knicely
Anne Riedell Leslie
Lindsay Marie Marfutt
Erima Moire Martin
Eric Koon-Keung Mo
John Phillip Moore
Eric Mothander
Brian Lamar Poulson
Alison Ann Rabadan
Melissa Ann Reese
Michael Henry Smith
Ahmavv Chavi Williams
Katherine Mary Willis

School of Nursing

Conferred August 12, 2008
Masters of Science in Nursing
Heather Eleni Alexander
Joel Robert Anderson
Rosalind Renee Barber
Rachel Ann Bennett
Kieran Kayne Calef
Natalie L. Comer
Meredith McGregor Cooley
Gayle Coolidge
Sarah Elizabeth Cottam
Rebecca Holt Forbes
Lindsay Aylor Hardy
Meredith Linda Harris
Lakeisha Watkins Hicks
Susan L. Humphrey
Jamie Lynn Johnson
Jessica Lauren Keim
Petia Camden Orgain
Corrie Robin PEDDO
Suparat Phisaiphan
Therese Podgorski
Stephanie Cole Puffenbarger
Mikaelo Beth Richardson
Paula Thomas Ruffin
Rebecca J. Salisbury
Jessica Lyn Silcox
Christina Frazier Staton
Esther Joy Thatcher
Crystal L. Trent
Laura Anne Vento
Michele Hargrave Walsh
Drew Harkins Walton
Florence Mildred Weiberich
Karen R. Wentzel

Conferred December 30, 2008
Doctors of Nursing Practice
Amy Drake Bostin
Capstone: Childhood Obesity: Development of a Parent-Focused Intervention
Gerald Martin Montoya
Capstone: Do Obese Mexican-American Adults Percieve National Guidelines for Weight Loss as Culturally Sensitive?

Masters of Science in Nursing
Gina Kay Alexander
Teresa L. Gauldin
Jae-Hoon Kim
Mollie Allord Little
Christy W. Robinson

Conferred May 17, 2009
Doctors of Nursing Practice
Donna Marie Bower
Capstone: Relationship of Diabetes, Depression, and Missed Appointment in a Free Clinic
Susan Beth Conaty-Buck
Capstone: Unblocking Barriers: Clearing the Channel to Improve Communication Between Clinicians and Patients with Low Health Literacy
Stephanie Gail Metzger
Capstone: Skill Toolkit: A Resource for Clinicians working with Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Questioning Adolescents
Mary Lindsay Powell
Capstone: Partnering with Bush-Buckridge South Africa: Using Participatory Action to Assess Information Needs
Meredith S. Ragan
Capstone: Meaningful Lives: Elders in Treatment for Depression
Sharon L. Strange
Capstone: Community Need for a Chronic Illness Strategies Clinic
Sheri Ann Fiegel Tratnack
Capstone: Preventive Health Screeningsfor Persons with Serious Mental Illness

Masters of Science in Nursing
Tara Angela Albrecht
Rita Barret
Amanda Zimmerman Beirne
Cheri Smith Blevins
April Cannon
Jenny Howard Crance
McIntire School of Commerce

McIntire School of Commerce

Conferred August 12, 2008

Masters of Science

ACCOUNTING

Byan Apottie
Sarah Ellen Bailey
Jason Andrew Bain
Thomas Gore Ball
Jonathan Nicholas Bartow
Shawn Michelle Bixby
Adam M. Cohen
Cherise Denise Douglas
Jaclyn Marie Doyle
Craig Joseph Feldmeier
Mekonnen Kahsay G-mariam
Matthew Henry Goldstick
Rory Megan Boston
Lee Bower
Daniela Valentinova Boyadzhieva
Valerie Burris
Sukhae David Gong
Lily Hakim
Garrett Hansen
Atif Haque
Sarah Elizabeth Hazlett
Emilia Magdalena Jamiołkowski
Kathryn Marie Jorgenson
Sandra Berrie Jules
Jonathan Michael Keleta
Elizabeth Kimble
Carol Ku
Serjey Sergeyevich Kvasnyuk
Timothy John LaCroix
Bethany Lynn Lawrence
Maziar Kevin Marashi
Tendai Mesaya
Doreen Mashu
Atosha Marie McCloud
Andrew Stephen McMartin

James D. Sykes
Racanne Savage Tatem
Amanda Louise Temple
Trae Addison Thibodeau
Kristen Leis Titus
Diana M. Trautsch
Heather Lynn Turner
Iomachkuwu Nnamma Uzodimma
Lauren Elizabeth Vida
Marie Elizabeth Walker-Kennedy
Sara Elizabeth Wassel
Kristie Nicole Wells
Elizabeth Pearson Welch
Courtney Nicole White
Mary Beth White-Comstock
Lakia Monet Wilson
Lindsey Michelle Wilson
Angelica WyKeshia Witcher
Brian Worley
Tenzin Yangdol
Lindsay Marie Zastrow

Natalie Grace Ellmann
Brandon Chase Emery
Andrew J. Ferrigno
Donna Turner Fewell
Bailey Livingston Fisher
Melanie Anne Flaherty
Kristen Lee Floresheimer
Anne Taylor Franklin
Kimberly Furrow
Elizabeth Langrall Gamper
Anna Marie Garland
Amanda Clare Geary
Cynthia Ann Gibson
Jacqueline Brooke Giles
Laura Elizabeth Godfrey
Kathryn Elisabeth Goekte
Ann Nichols Granbery
Robyn Jeanette Halsey
Larkin Elissa Harms
Anne Maureen Harrington
Kathryn Angela Harris
Rachel Helen Hinson
Anna - Catherine Kerpon Howard
Leah Elizabeth Hoy
Christopher Brent Johnson
Kelly Catherine Keegan
Shine Yang Kim
Leann Arlette Celestine King
Serena Ashley Knick
Anna Felicitas LaMonica
Eunice Won Lee
Hannah Young Lee
Cagney Nicole Lillard
Lindsay Nicole Manzak
Catherine Elizabeth Thomas
Martin
Melissa Maselli
Kimberly Christine Massie
James Farquason Mathews
Katherine Ann Millard
Duane F. Misura, Jr.
Marlene Elizabeth Moselem
Carmen MacHele Moore
Elizabeth Ann Morgan
Margaret Evelyn Morrison
Eleanor McMannon Mullen
Laura Elyse Noonan
Amy Teresa Nylund
Melissa Catherine Oldham
Modupeola Olutosin Oluwole
Ashley Lanette Owens
Logan Elizabeth Oyler
Kelsey Elise Pell
Danielle Renee Petrosky
Helen Vandevere Ramsey
Erica Hope Randolph
Gina Nicole Rogers
Haley Elizabeth Russell
Randa J. Samaha
Anastasia Marie Schleser
David Edward Schneider
Kathryn Anne Shannon
Karin C. Shears
Emily Savannah Sielbeck
Tracy C. Smith
Frances Vey Sorgini
Mee Young Sowa
Katherine Elizabeth Sparks
Lauren Elizabeth Starkey
Jessica A. Summer

Distinguished Majors Program

1 Distinction  2 High Distinction  3 Highest Distinction  4 Honors  5 High Honors  6 Highest Honors  7 Distinguished Majors Program
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McIntire School of Commerce

Conferred December 30, 2008

Masters of Science
ACCOUNTING
Michelle Hannah Aksman
Jennifer Renee Clifton
Benjamin Lance Davenport
Nicole Marie DeBien
Sara Elizabeth Bryan Hutter
Sofya Korabelnikova
Amanda Holt Switzer
Jacqueline Jewett Utz

Robert Dwayne Campbell
Adam Michael Bell
James Fitzgerald Barrett
Melissa Haden Anderson
Neil Scott Ackerman
Liang Xu
Lei Wang
Haozhe Wang
Jordan Paul Utley
Jonathan R. Plimpton
Martin Gregory May, Jr.
Xiaoxi Luo
Fue Li
Seung Hoon Lee
Michelle Lynn Kutcher
Russell Oliver Korte
Jennifer Renee Clifton
Michelle Hannah Aksman
Landy Elaine Johnson
Chu-Ting Huang
Xiangyu Gu
Karishma Rachel Desouza
Zhexin Chen
Jessy Brette Campbell
Shuji Bao
Jacqueline Jewett Utz
Sara Elizabeth Bryan Hutter
Benjamin Lance Davenport
Jennifer Renee Clifton
Michelle Hannah Aksman

Distinction
Conferred December 30, 2008
Masters of Science
ACCOUNTING
Sanjay S. Hinduja
David Gary Dubendorfer
Shelly Renee Davis
Theresa D. Cull
Stephen Charles Covert
Krishna Zamaul Collie
Neilam Sopan Chaudhari
Ryan David Casey
Robert Dwayne Campbell
Adam Michael Bell
James Fitzgerald Barrett
Melissa Haden Anderson
Neil Scott Ackerman
Liang Xu
Lei Wang
Haozhe Wang

Conferred May 17, 2009
Masters of Science
ACCOUNTING
Shuji Bao
Jessy Brete Campbell
Zhexin Chen
Kieran Patrick Conlon
Karishma Rachel Desouza
Avani Unmesh Gala
Xiangyu Gu
Sara Whitney Hassett Hathaway
Xia Hua
Chu-Ting Huang
Landy Elaine Johnson
Joshua Kevin Jones
Sung-Jae Kim
Russell Oliver Korte
Michelle Lynn Kucher
Trang Thi Quynh Le
Seung Hoon Lee
Fue Li
Kerry Kathleen Lukasiewicz
Xiaoxi Luo
Rebecca Sparger Luster
Martin Gregory May, Jr.
Gregory Gene McGrath
Michael Warren Orehough
Jonathan R. Plumpton
Joseph Michael Richmond
Gouverneur Siegel
Cletus Charles Suttman
Alice Njoumeny Tomdio
Jordan Paul Uiley
Haozhe Wang
Lei Wang
Liang Xu
Cameron Suzanne Zaboji

MANAGEMENT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Neil Scott Ackerman
Melissa Haden Anderson
James Fitzgerald Barrett
Huda Ismael Bazyan
Adam Michael Bell
Daniel Franklin Brabrand
Robert Dwayne Campbell
Ryan David Casey
Neelam Sopan Chaudhari
Krishna Zamaul Collie
Stephen Charles Covert
Theresa D. Cull
Shelly Renee Davis
David Gary Dubendorfer
Joseph Michael Giacalone, Jr.
Sanjay S. Hinduja
Kurt Lloyd Hockaday
Dwayne Young Holladay
Robert Brian Keats
Katherine Mayau Lin
Arunkumar Natarajan
Amy M. Nesselroade
Paul J. Padu
Warren Anthony Prescott
Andrew Lee Sellans
Victoria Irene Savoy
John Ryan Schmitt
Anthony David Swatski
Trent Daniel Talaferrro
James R. Upchurch
Kwok-Hin Justin Wong
Sandra Mae Wood
Peter Zafros

Bachelors of Science in Commerce
Susan Dolores Ackerman
Dominic Gyunin Addai
Christopher Kerry Ahern
Christian James Alexa
Kaitlin Pauline Anderson
Lauren Elizabeth Anderson
Cecil Yipeng Ang
Scott Phillip Ankers
Kate Recchia Armstrong
Baron Taylor Arnold
Ka Ming Au
Eric Henry Badgen
Brooke Michaela Bandy
Taylor Leeds Barry
Stefan Johannes Barrl
Dennis Roane Bates, Jr.
Jervis Hanzhen Bay
Gonenc Bederli
Cindy Ningning Bi
John William Black III
Brian Franklin Blaylock
Lewis Blake Bogesie
Alex James Boyajian
Steven Andrew Brewer
Jennifer Lindsey Brownhill
Ian Alexander Buchanan
Melissa Lauren Buck
Christopher C. Bull
Eric Preston Burcham
Katherine Ryan Burke
Rebecca Elizabeth Ann Cahoon
John Owen Campbell III
Keith Philip Campbell
Everette Matthew Canipe
Edward Yi Cao
Andrew Donnelly Carraway
Laura Elizabeth Cashi
Monica Meng-ni Chan
Amy Jennifer Chang
Chih-choa Kevin Chang
Ho Kan Chau
Jiamin Chen
Melissa Oy-yook Chen
Yu Hsin Chen
Max Toussaint Chevalier
Shally Young Choi
Yuen Shan Choi
Yuna Chun
Frank Chung
Kaitlin Marie Clardy
Peter Joseph Cobos
Hannah Melanie Conners
Gregory Vance Couch
Matthew Christopher James Curran
John Dawson Dameron
John Lepick Dampf
Brian Thomas Dannenhofler
Brendan Patrick Dawson
Chealse Neal Day
Stephanie Diane Delatorre
Matthew Paul Dempsey
Phillip Louis Dencault
John Houston Dickens II
Nathan Warner Dickstein
Paula Dorronrondo Bellini
Megan Brittainy Doughtery
Lawrence Michael Duff
Christopher Brian Duhan
Daniel Barry DuVal
John Wright Eakin III
Elizabeth Ann Elko
Meredith Dana Ely
Bitania Ephrem
Dylan Cunningham Erdle
Molly Ann Falk
Katrin Elizabeth Fetsch
Alan Thomas Finlay
Laura Elizabeth Finley
Scott Michael Finz
Sarah Mellencamp Fleckman
Samuel Everett Fletcher
Carolyn Petra Foran
William Stanley Forston
Margaret Elizabeth Anne Fowler
Douglas Joseph Francken
Ryan Michael Frew
Jason Lee Fuller
Bryan Michael Furman
James Teague Galante
Michael Patrick Gannon
Daniel Lewis Gavarkavich
Devin Monel Gay
Anna Joyce Gayle
Edward Thomas Gengler
Mary Lauren Gigiotti
Christina Mary Godfrey
Elizabeth Chapman Grater
Brian Cantlin Gray
John Richard Gregory II
Christopher Andrew Grenga
Clarence Andre Griar, Jr.
William Bradley Grove
Darius Guc
Eleonora Maria Guzman Daireaux
David Alexander Haddock
Leah Marie Hall
Kathleen O. Hanley
Keller Brown Hardy
Christopher Thomas Hart
Christopher Collins Hartin
Kelsey Trent Hatcher
William Herbert Haverland III
Samantha Erin Hayes
Jiangiao He
John Patrick Henry
Judith Marina Hermis
Malone Vincent Hill III
Henry William Hibbeland IV

Cullen A. Hirt
Lindsay Blythe Hixson
Christopher Ryan Holland
Jaclyn Beth Holland
Rachel Ann Hulvey
Stephen Bartels Hurlbut, Jr.
Yu-Ching Huynh
Jagjit Inder
Dominic Jakub Inglot
Joe Mauricio Iriarte
Thomas John Jack
Suraj Ankur Jain
Rachael Dizon Jaye
Yean Ha Jeong
Piao Piao Ji
Benjamin Allen Johnson
Evan James Johnson
Vania Afroz Keshem
Pelin Kayrani
Carmen-Christina Maria Kelleher
Kaitlin Marie Kelly
Andrew Galt Kennedy
Scott Randall Kerr
Mustafa Khalid Khan
Andrew Eun Kim
Jennifer Jeoung-Min Kim
Eun Kim
Jonghyun Kim
Ki Woo Kim
Yoon Heui Kim
Oliver-Elo King
Justin Robert Kirkpatrick
Andrey Kuska
Cheryl Yan Ying Kong
Heather Yuhun Koo
So Jung Koo
Sonali Suresh Kripalani
Dominic Ching Ye Law
Eric Christopher Law
Clara Lee Qian Mei
Joo Young Lee
Russell Shepherd Lewis, Jr.
Andrew Huyi Lee
Jiacheng Liu
Zichen Liu
Colin David Lloyd
Robert Mica Longuenecker
Mark Hershey Longenecker III
Xiaoxi Lu
Sonali Satish Lulla
Eric Stephen Magenheimer
Puneet Kumar Maheshwari
David Francis Maier
William Derrick Manderscheid
Natasha Jade Marbach
Stephanie Gale Martone
Darcy Katherine Mason
Franziska Lea Miatuk
Veronica Alyse Maton
Alexander Daron Mazakov
Margaret Anne McArthur
Hannah Mandolin McBride
Matthew Ryan McCauley
Samantha Erin Hayes
Jiangiao He
John Patrick Henry
Judith Marina Hermis
Malone Vincent Hill III
Henry William Hibbeland IV

1 Distinction 2 High Distinction 3 Highest Distinction 4 Honors 5 High Honors 6 Highest Honors 7 Distinguished Majors Program
School of Continuing & Professional Studies

Roger Norcross McLeod III
John B. Messamore, Jr.
Jonathan Todd Meyerholz
Bin Moon
Gregory Jacob Moritz
William William Morton
Robert Moster
Elizabeth Mueller
Bryan E. Myers, Jr.
Arom Hosain Nadjamabadi
Ya-Xian Ng
Nicole Thien-thu Nguyen
Tung Xuan Nguyen
Yu Thanh Nguyen
Ahmad Bilal Noor
William James O'Flaherty
Jeremy Ryan Mostrom
Eric Robert Moster
Hugh William Morton
Andrew Chambliss Shillinglaw Jr.
Miloni Shah
Amanda Marie Severs
Bradford S. Seagraves
Emily Gordon Schuller
Michael Laurence Medaglia
Kristina Rose Meyer
Clare Terese Murphy
Marian Elizabeth O'Rourke
Raymond Joseph Parrott
Logan Alexander Pugh
Katherine Elizabeth Read
Bryan Diane Richards
Leah Marie Sly
James Anthony Villarrubia
Xiao Wang
Zhipu Mimi Diana Wu

School of Continuing & Professional Studies

Conferred August 12, 2008

Bachelors of Interdisciplinary Studies

Jodi Esther Bronchtein
Tabatha Callander Ferrell
Kristi Lauren Glakas
Freeman Carlos Jones
John Matthew Mattzeder
Jay Osborne Stacy

Conferred December 30, 2008

Bachelors of Interdisciplinary Studies

Georgette Renee Asbury
Daphne Copley
Bryan Shannon Craig
James Michael Critzer
Andrew Lucchetti
Asato Maehata
Sarah Christine McGuire
Tiffany Ann Roach
Tia Denise Scott
Melissa Paralee Vambell
Mindee Amber Weiss

Conferred May 17, 2009

Bachelors of Interdisciplinary Studies

Crystal D. Besecker
James Garland Cecil
Jason Tyler Clay
Daniel Jeremiah Colver
David Michael Cruz
Buffy Eversoll
Andrea Diane Goodson
Kelly Elizabeth Will
Natalie Ann Wilson
Ann Somers Wilton
Simone Juliana Wojtaszek
Kristen Elizabeth Wolf
Hoi Man Carmen Wong
Cori Renee Wood
Morgan Leigh Woodward
Wensi Wu
Yipu Xia
Chen Xu
Takuya Yamashita
Min Yang
Daniel Hyun-Kuk Yim
Eunjoo Yoo
Juliana Yoon
Saad Yunus
Marie Christine Zapoliski
Tara Emilia Zullo

Batten School of Leadership & Public Policy

Conferred May 17, 2009

Masters of Public Policy
Reem Sami Alamri
James Thomas Allman-Gulino
Schafer Beatrice Bomstein
Angela Melody Briggs
Ina Anne Clark
Patrick K. Di Gregory
Dirk Ewers
Nicholas Paul Feucht
Brandon Robert Gould
Monica Nicole Gray
Rilla Ferris Hamilton
Abbie Lynne Klinghoffer
Kristin Marie Lambert
Anna Hannah Medaglia
Katherine Rose Meyer
Clare Terese Murphy
Marian Elizabeth O'Rourke
Raymond Joseph Parrott
Logan Alexander Pugh
Katherine Elizabeth Read
Bryan Diane Richards
Leah Marie Sly
James Anthony Villarrubia
Xiao Wang
Zhipu Mimi Diana Wu

Graduate School of Arts & Sciences

Conferred August 12, 2008

Doctors of Philosophy
Joel Philip Baumgart
Neuroscience Dissertation: Conservations and Nonconserved Roles of the I-II Loop of T-type Ca2+-Channels
Sameer Bawa
Psychology Dissertation: Forgetting Predicts Remembering (to some degree): An Examination of List Method Directed Forgetting
Anshu Narayan Bhowmik
Chemistry Dissertation: NMR Investigations of Stabilization and Membrane-binding Properties of Syntaptotagmin I C2A Domain
Juan Carlos Bisso
Economics Dissertation: Three Essays on the Economic Incentives of Law and Contracts
Jeffrey Steven Blackwell Jr.
Microbiology Dissertation: Analysis of Histo
Graduate School of Arts & Sciences

and Histone Chaperone Nuclear Import
Melissa Anna Estes Blair
History
Dissertation: Women's Organizations and Grassroots Politics: Denver, Durham, and Indianapolis, 1960-1975
Michael Carl
Physics
Dissertation: Characterizing Microstructure of Porous Media Using Noble-Gas-Diffusion MRI at Short Time Scales
Ilke Civelekoglu
Foreign Affairs
Dissertation: Governments Under Siege? Re-Thinking the Underpinnings of Central Bank Reform in the EU Periphery
Andrew Joel Douglas
Government
Dissertation: Democracy and the Critical Imagination: Rethinking the Political Import of Dialectical Reflection
Emily Marie Fox
Pharmacology
Dissertation: Estrogen Receptor Alpha STAT5b Crosstalk: Implications for Estrogen-Stimulated Breast Cancer Proliferation
Melissa Kathleen Fredette
Psychology
Dissertation: Semi-structured Diagnostic Interviews and Peer Reports for Personality Disorder Assessment
Tyessa Lois Gordon
Psychology
Dissertation: Ethnic Variations in Anxiety Triggers and Responses
Todd Phillip Hansen
Chemistry
Dissertation: The Biological Chemistry of Voltage-Gated Sodium Channels in Human Prostate Cancer
Patrick Ray Harrison
English
Dissertation: The Politics of Images and the Languages of Politics in Later Stuart England
Omaar Hena
English
Dissertation: Global Imaginaries: Postcolonial Poetry and Transnational Literary Exchange
Robert Duane Hontz
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: RNA Polymerase I Transcriptional Regulation in Saccharomyces cerevisiae

Marcin Pawel Iwanicki
Microbiology
Dissertation: Focal Adhesion Kinase Signaling Spatially Regulates Adhesion Dynamics in Fibroblasts
Robert Andrew Jackson
History
Dissertation: Fadeln, Crossroads: The Southern Cinema, 1890-1940
Alwin A. D. Jones
English
Dissertation: African Mater: Migrant Maternity in the Making of New Social Orders
James Chacko Kathilkhandal
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: Carbon and Energy Flow Dynamics in a Coastal Salt Marsh
David Walter Kearn, Jr.
Foreign Affairs
Dissertation: Bargaining on the Curve: Technological Change, State Strategy and the Prospects for International Arms Control
Cory Beth Korkow
History of Art
Kien Trung Le
Economics
Dissertation: Essay on Econometric Applications of the Agricultural Household Model
Po-Shan Leang
Physics
Dissertation: Studies of Non-Abelian Plasma Instabilities
Zhubin Lin
Physics
Dissertation: Computational Investigation of Short Pulse Laser Interaction with Metals
Rei Magosaki
English
Dissertation: Sexing the City: Contemporary U.S. Women Writers and the Global Metropolis
Roderick Henry Martin III
History
Dissertation: The Reformulation of Conscience: Rhetoric in the Lutheran Casuistry of Friedrich Balduin (1573-1627)
Jaime Amanda Martinez
History
Dissertation: For the Defense of the State: Slave Impression in Confederate Virginia and North Carolina
Jane Elizabeth Mendle
Psychology
Dissertation: Association of Early Pubertal Timing with Externalizing Behavior in Adolescent Girls
Kimberly Ann Parrott Mitchell
Physiology
Dissertation: Association of Nucleoside Diphosphate Kinase with Microtubule-Based Structures
Ricardo Rodrigo Muñoz Vidal
Astronomy
Dissertation: Mapping Galactic Halo and Dwarf Spheroidal Structure with Giant Stars
Marc Nahmani
Psychology
Dissertation: Parvalbumin-Containing Interneuron Connectivity and Critical Period Modulation
Justin David Neuman
English
Thomas Liam O'Halloran
Environmenal Sciences
Dissertation: Impacts of Nanoparticle Events on Cloud Condensation Nuclei and Cloud Microphysical Properties
Demetra Georgia Perlegas
Physiology
Dissertation: Homocysteine: The Involvement of Homocysteine Metabolism in Luteal Phase Dysfunction
Mitchell Adam Psotka
Microbiology
Dissertation: The Pathophysiology of Renal Failure in a Shiga Toxin plus Lipopolysaccharide Induced Marine Model of Hemolytic Uremic Syndrome
Brian Russell Roberts
English
Dissertation: Artistic Ambassadors and African American Writing at the Nation's Edge, 1893-1940
Marisela Raquel Rodriguez
Microbiology
Dissertation: Genetic Analysis of Natural Killer Cell Mediated Virus Immunity in Related Strains of New Zealand Inbred Mice and Their Hybrid Offspring
Ryan Rutgers Saylor
Foreign Affairs
Dissertation: Commodity Booms, Political Coalitions, and State Building in Latin America and Africa
Joanne Amanda Baylis Scanlon
Biophysics
Dissertation: Investigating the Rational Catalytic Mechanism of the Escherichia coli FI-ATPase
Rebecca Jane Schmitz
Mathematics
Dissertation: Toeplitz-Composition C*-algebras with Piecewise Continuous Symbols
Benjamin Ray Schroeder
Chemistry
Dissertation: Carbohydrate Analogues of Antitumor Agents
David Scott Sigler
English
Dissertation: Romantic Sexuality: The Enjoyment of Sexual Difference in British Romanticism
Shannan Briana Smith-Janik
Psychology
Dissertation: Age Differences in Information Processing Biases in Spider Fear
Zoe Stamatopoulou
Classics
Dissertation: Boiotes aner tades: The Reception of Hesiod in Epinician Poetry
Jill Elizabeth Tysses
Mathematics
Dissertation: The Centers of Spin Symmetric and Spin Hyperoctahedral Group Algebras
Jennifer Lynn Van Reet
Psychology
Dissertation: The Role of Inhibitory Control in Contrary-to-Fact Reasoning and Imagination in Young Children
Sarah Margaret Walker
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: Nutrient Response to Land Management Alterations in the Miombo Woodlands Region
Lijuan Wang
Psychology
Dissertation: Generalized Mixed Models with Mixture Links for Multivariate Zero-Inflated Count Data
Yao Wang
Mathematics
Dissertation: On a Stochastic Wave Equation Modeling Heat Flow
Ying Wang
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Electron Microscopic Studies of Helical Polymers
Alex Michael Ward
Microbiology
Dissertation: Efficient Antisense Targeting of Human Immunodeficiency Virus 1 (HIV-1) Requires the Rev Response Element (RRE) and Rev Protein

1 Distinction 2 High Distinction 3 Highest Distinction 4 Honors 5 High Honors 6 Highest Honors 7 Distinguished Majors Program
Masters of Science
Sara Kathryn Bondi
Amber Jin Deusterman
Amanda Christine Doran
Steven Russell Felker
Robert William Heckman
Aaron Joseph Heroux
Kambhz Kalantirmwa
Ellen Catherine Keeley
Melissa Nicole Lansey
Matthew Sean Peach
Jeffrey Michael Sturek
Angela Marie Taylor
Michael Leon Tuite, Jr.
Marcin Piotr Walkiewicz
James Jacob Wamsley
Heather Fraser West
Bei Wu
Kisha Janelle Young
Brad Joseph Zerlanko

Conferred December 30, 2008

Doctors of Philosophy
Michael Jeffrey Alexander
History
Dissertation: Disputing Vows: Struggling for a Spouse in the Paduaan Ecclesiastical Court (c1400-1500)

Anna Elizabeth Baker
German
Dissertation: The Aesthetics of Ugliness

Timothy Alan Brelnski
Classics
Dissertation: Narrative Patterns in the Odyssey: Repetition and the Creation of Meaning

David Keith Bridges
History

Diana Q. Burkhart
Spanish
Dissertation: Dystopian Impulses in Contemporary Peninsular Literature and Film

Rebecca Elaine Cagnina
Physiology
Dissertation: Cellular Targets and Immune Modulatory Function of Adenosine A2A and A2B Receptors in Marine Lung

Inyoung Chung
Religious Studies
Dissertation: Crossing Over the Gender Boundary in a Gray Robe: The Life of Myoom, a Korean Buddhist Nun

Anne Zschoche Cockernham
Nursing

Tye Gardner Deering
Pharmacology
Dissertation: The Methylenetra
ase SET7/9 Maintains Transcription and Euchromatin Structure at Islet-enriched Genes and Can Enhance Insulin Secretion

Lyndon Despard Estes
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: Using Remote Sensing and Distribution Modeling to Determine the Habitat Selection and Distribution of the Rare Mountain Bongo Tragelaphus eurycerus isaaci

Xiaolan Fang
Biology
Dissertation: Regulation of Wing Hair Morphogenesis by Trc and Fry in Drosophila melanogaster

Eric Christian Fesselmeyer, Jr.
Economics
Dissertation: A Structural Learning Model of Retail Product Selection with Information Spillovers

Gina Leigh Fiore
Chemistry
Dissertation: Synthesis of Metal Tris(bipyridine)-Centered Biomaterials Using Controlled Ring-Opening Polymerization

Abigail Acton Flower
Biophysics
Dissertation: An Investigation of Decelerations in the Neonatal Heart Rate

Scott Charles Grindrod
Chemistry
Dissertation: Development and Evaluation of Selective Myosin Light Chain Phosphatase Inhibitors

Corena Su-Heng Hahn
Microbiology
Dissertation: JNK Activation and Shear Stress: Implications for Adaptive and Maladaptive Signaling

Jens-Martin Herold
Chemistry
Dissertation: Total Synthesis of &-Amphidinolide P and Related Studies

Distinguished Majors Program

Masters of Arts in Physics Education
Andrew Bryan Borzok
Leon Eduardo deOliveira
Bryan Cameron Harris
Robert James Lucas
Kelli Lee McIntosh
Robert Brian Mercer
Kevin Howard Miller
Celeste Geren Shibata
Ray Samuel Smola
Douglas Norman Vixie

Masters of Public Health
Kevin Yves Vilsaint
Brigid Ann Wonderly

Jie Wen
Physiology
Dissertation: Decreased BRCA1 Levels Confer Tamoxifen Resistance in Breast Cancer Cells

Jing Yin
Economics
Dissertation: Essays on Dynamic Macroeconomics

Zhiyong Zhang
Psychology
Dissertation: Growth Rate Model of Spousal Conflict

Jie Wen
Economics
Dissertation: Essays on Dynamic Macroeconomics

Masters of Arts
Miriam Francesca Aloisio
James Stuart Castiglione Baehr
Matthew William Hope Baxter
Randall Brentson Cebul
Kathryn Elizabeth Hulse
Daniel Stephen Holt
Anna Elizabeth Baker
Kisha Janelle Young
Kisha Janelle Young

Masters of Public Health
Kevin Yves Vilsaint
Brigid Ann Wonderly
Biblical, Theological, and Practical Roots of the American Temperance Society, 1814-1830
Ronald Lee Neppl, Jr.  
Physiology  
Dissertation: Myosin Phosphatase and Myocardial Infarction: Regulatory Pathways Modulating Smooth Muscle Contractility and Differentiation

Jessica Voorhees Norris  
Chemistry  
Dissertation: Advances in Forensic Science: Improving Sexual Assault Evidence Analysis

Megan Bloom Pickard  
Psychology  
Dissertation: Of Beasts and Babies: Human Infants’ Interest in Animals

Barsha Lynn Pickell  
Government  
Dissertation: Why Trial Judges Are Shedding Their Robes: The Impact of Motivations on Judicial Role Conceptions and Behavior

Aaron Michael Presnall  
Foreign Affairs  
Dissertation: Governance in Regulatory Transition: Telecommunications and Banking in the Czech Republic, Portugal, and Serbia

Virginia Newhall Rademacher  
Spanish  
Dissertation: Biographical Questioning and the Quest for the Real in Contemporary Spanish Narrative

Sritha Raghum  
Pharmacology  
Dissertation: Structural and Functional Characterization of Orphan Nuclear Receptors

Robert Benjamin Rakove  
History  
Dissertation: A Genuine Departure: Kennedy, Johnson, and the Nonaligned World

Patricia Elaine Reagan  
Spanish  
Dissertation: The Other T: The New Narcissism of Postmodernism First Person, Non-Protagonist Narrators in Novels by Joe Donoso, Elena Garro, Gabriel Garcia Marquez and Mario Vargas Llosa

Jesse Hessler Rhodes  
Government  

Yasar Sari  
Foreign Affairs  
Dissertation: A Comparative Foreign Policy Analysis of Weak States: The Case of the Caucasus

James Alan Corson  
Sisir Debnath  
Kathryn Lynn Schornberg  
Microbiology  
Dissertation: Identification of Cellular Factors Involved in Entry Mediated by the Ebola Virus Glycoprotein

Kimberly D. Shirkhani  
English  
Dissertation: The Particularities of the English: Class, Classification and National Identity in the British Modernist Novel

David Donahue Shultis  
Physiology  
Dissertation: TonB Dependent Transport

Diana Edwards Smith  
English  
Dissertation: Blood in the Sand: Theodore Roethke and the Poetics of Teaching

Matthew Aaron Speiser  
History  
Dissertation: Seeking the Roots of the Lost Cause: The Continuity of Regional Celebration in the White South, 1850-1872

Michael Allen Thomas  
Religious Studies  

Olesia Verchenko  
Economics  
Dissertation: Empirical Tests of Option Pricing Models

Heidi Elizabeth Walsh  
Neuroscience  
Dissertation: Modulation of GnRH-Stimulated LHbeta Transcription by Steroid Hormones and the Ubiquitin-Proteasome System

Weiping Wang  
Microbiology  
Dissertation: Studies of the Cellular Function of Protein Phosphatase Inhibitor 2 (1-2)

Florence Mildred Weierbach  
Nursing  
Dissertation: A Description of Community Resource Use by Rural Elders with Heart Failure

Yunpeng Zhou  
Biophysics  
Dissertation: Solution NMR Structure and Functional Insights of the Integral Membrane Protein DsbB

Masters of Arts

Davis Lemay Brown II  
Stephen Douglas Brusek  
Meghan Wyndham Cody  
James Alan Corson  
Sisir Debnath  
Kathryn Lynn Schornberg  
Alexa Merrigan Dooseman  
Rachel Hollingworth Farr  
Jonathan F Forney  
Charissa Denise Hardy  
Parth Madhav Havururkar  
Elizabeth Abigail Hill  
Susan Elizabeth Ivey  
Mariusz Kolczykiewicz  
Jong Min Lee  
Abby Elizabeth Lepley  
Andrew Stephen Nelson  
Melissa Alejandra Nelson  
Barbara Ann Oudekerk  
Svetlana Pashchenko  
Kelly Marie Peterman  
Daren Ellsworth Ray  
Nikhil Chandrarakant Revankar  
Matthew Taylor Rhodes  
Catherine Shea Sanger  
Hillary Sunshine Schaefer  
Sarah Elizabeth Sherman  
Sheena Singh  
John Wesley Spence III  
David Edward Szewko  
Brooke Lauren Wadelt  
Nan Zhang  
Yi Yi Zhou

Masters of Arts in Physics Education

Jennifer Marie Abbott  
Dana Louise Denick

Masters of Public Health

Devon Noonan  
Rebecca McLauglhin Schaefer  
Jequettta Detrice Upton

Masters of Science

Daniel John Andelin  
Alaa El Din Said Abdalla Awad  
Kathryn Elizabeth Barletta  
Rachael Lynn Beaton  
John Robert Carter  
Faraaz Bijan Chekeni  
Ryan James de Ridder  
Paul Gregory Ferrara  
Rachel Noel Ghent  
Rachel Darlene Hoelman  
Perry Courtland Kennedy  
Hong Kong  
Julia Ann Lemmon  
Yan Liu  
William Bradley McConnell  
Robert Gregory Sivinski  
Bo Wei  
Jun Yu  
Hongjian Zhu

Conferred May 17, 2009

Doctors of Philosophy

Gina Kay Alexander  
Nursing  
Dissertation: Maintaining Yoga Practice for Diabetes Control and Prevention

Quyen Le Ash  
Cell Biology  
Dissertation: Regulation of Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor Trafficking by Secretory Carrier Membrane Protein 3

Bhavani Prasad Arabandi  
Sociology  
Dissertation: Pioneers of Change: The “New” Indian Middle Class in the Post-liberalization Period

Amanda Hildt Armstrong  
Environmental Sciences  
Dissertation: Growth and Distribution Modeling of Lowland Rainforest Tree Species in Eastern Madagascar

Yoav Bar-Anan  
Psychology  
Dissertation: Post-Priming Confabulation: Self-Attribution of Goal Pursuit to the Wrong Reasons

Nazir Ahmad Barekzi  
Microbiology  
Dissertation: Mutational Analysis of the Proteins BtuB and TonB: Their Roles in Cobalamin Transport

Daniel Stephen Becker  
Economics  
Dissertation: Non-Wage Characteristics and the Case of the Missing Margin

Ronald Thomas Bentley  
Religious Studies  

Richard Winston Bishop III  
Religious Studies  

Daniel Ray Carroll  
Economics  
Dissertation: Three Essays on the Political Economy of Progressive Income Taxation

Sung Ju Cho  
Foreign Affairs  
Dissertation: From Proliferation to Renunciation: Why Some States Give Up Nuclear Ambitions While Others Do Not

Craig Edward Dan  
Foreign Affairs  
Dissertation: From Proliferation to Renunciation: Why Some States Give Up Nuclear Ambitions While Others Do Not

James Michael Cocola  
Topopoiesis: Contempo-
Michele Ierardi Ferrari
History of Art
Dissertation: Reading the Walls of Pompeii: A Diachronic Analysis of Urban Development in the Vicinity of the Forum and the Negotiation of Public and Private Space

Takeshi Alexander Corpora
Chemistry
Dissertation: Structure of the AMLI-ETO - NHR3 domain-Type IIcAMP-dependent Protein Kinase Regulatory Subunit Complex and Its Contribution to AMLI-ETO Activity

Gayle Ann D’Andrea
Sociology
Dissertation: Navigating a Path to a GED and Toward a College Degree

Craig Edward Danielson
Religious Studies
Dissertation: Contesting Utopias: Hindu Nationalism, the Cleansing Counter-Polity, and the Critique of Categories

Christa Breault Dierksheide
History
Dissertation: The Amelioration of Slavery in the Anglo-American Imagination, 1770-1840

Nicholas Douris
Biology
Dissertation: Nocturnin, a Circadian Deadenylase, Alters Lipid Absorption and Confers Resistance to Diet-Induced Obesity and Hepatic Steatosis

Christopher Martin Drupieski
Mathematics
Dissertation: Cohomology of Frobenius-Lusztig Kernels of Quantized Enveloping Algebras

Michele Ierardi Ferrari
English
Dissertation: Boyz, Bastards, Virgins, and Pretty Women: Class and Gender in American Fiction and Film of the 1990s

Amy Debra Finstein
Architectural History

David Arthur Franz
Sociology
Dissertation: The Ethics of Incorporation

John Lenard Frantzheim
Foreign Affairs

Paul Camm Fyle
English
Dissertation: The Accidental Muse: Chance and Early-Victorian Metropolitan Literature

Juliana Laufenberg Gallardo
Spanish
Dissertation: Particulas revolot- sas: La infancia en la literatura fantastica mexicana del siglo XX

David Alan Geraghty
History
Dissertation: Emigrants, Exiles, Refugees, and Appeals for Land Grants in America's Public Lands, 1783-1852

Stephanie Held Goodrich
Biology
Dissertation: The Consequences of Early Life Environment on Phenotype and Selection Across the Life Cycle in Agrostemma githago

Kristin Marie Graf
Chemistry
Dissertation: Synthesis and Discovery of Lipopeptides from Marine Sources as Sodium Channel Blockers for the Treatment of Prostate Cancer

Huicheng Guo
Physics
Dissertation: Topics in Particle Physics and Cosmology

Phillip Nelson Haberkern
History
Dissertation: The Presence of the Past: History, Memory, and the Making of St. Jan Has

Jianing Han
Physics
Dissertation: Dipole Effects in a Cold Rydberg Gas

Kathryn Paige Harden
Psychology
Dissertation: A Behavior Genetic Study of Religiosity and Adolescent Problem Behavior

Daniel Elisha Hartnett
Spanish
Dissertation: The Political and Social Use of Dance in Fifteenth-Century Iberian Court Culture

Sarah Ann Hastedt
Economics
Dissertation: Essays on the Economics of Education

Christopher Patrick Hatchell
Religious Studies
Dissertation: Naked Seeing: The Great Perfection, The Wheel of Time, and Visionary Philosophy in Renaissance Tibet

Dawn Zhell Herrick
Chemistry
Dissertation: Investigation of the Solution and Membrane-Bound Structure of Synaptotagmin1 via Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

Matthew Windust Hughé
Sociology
Dissertation: White Guise: The Common Trajectory of the White Antiracist & Racist Movement

Younsoug Jeon
Statistics
Dissertation: Optimal Randomization and Randomization Test for Multi-Treatment Clinical Trials

Adam Joseph Jornr
History
Dissertation: Reign of Witches: A Political History of American Miracles, 1780-1840

Brice Edward Keyes
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Regulation of Mitosis in Saccharomyces cerevisiae

Totrakool Khongsap
Mathematics
Dissertation: Spin Hecke Algebras

Jung Hwa Kim
Physics
Dissertation: Novel Phase Transitions and Quantum States in Transition Metal Oxides

Minjung Kim
Economics
Dissertation: Essays on MFN Tariffs and Optimal Discriminatory Tariffs

Anne Lide Knowlton
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Regulation of Kinesins in the Mitotic Spindle

George William Kosturko
Chemistry
Dissertation: Deaminatization and Activation of Pyridines Towards Alkaloid Frameworks

Lacy Elise Krueger
Psychology
Dissertation: An Individual Differences Approach to Study Time Allocation Across the Adult Lifespan

Daniel Joseph Marchiarullo
Foreign Affairs
Dissertation: Intelligence Analysis and Decisionmaking: Proximity Matters

Chad J. Materniak
Physics
Dissertation: Search for CP Violation in Xi and Lambda Hyperon Decay

Timothy Parker McConnell
Religious Studies
Dissertation: Illumination in Basil of Caesarea's Doctrine of the Holy Spirit

Michael W. Meere
French
Dissertation: Troubling Tragedies: Staging Violence in Early Modern France

Elizabeth Ann Milnarik
Architectural History
Dissertation: The Federally Funded American Dream: Public Housing as an Engine for Social Improvement, 1933-1937

Hillary Amber Montgomery
Chemistry
Dissertation: Phosphorylation on Heterochromatin Protein 1 and Arabidopsis thaliana Proteins

Herberto Moreno Aquino
Microbiology
Dissertation: Studies on the Ca2+-Dependent Regulation of URE3-BP, a Transcription Factor of Entamoeba histolytica: Identification and Characterization

Cheney Morgan Liu
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: Remote Analysis of Asian Cold Desert Ecosystems

Kim Thien Ly
Microbiology
Dissertation: Mechanisms of Salmonella Internalization into Host Cells

Eugene William Lyman II
English
Dissertation: Assistive Potencies: Reconfiguring the Scholarly Edition in an Electronic Setting

Rennie Curtis Mapp
English
Dissertation: Wayward Tastes: Women’s Aesthetic Judgment and Pleasure in British Novels and Culture, 1800-1865

Daniel Joseph Marchiarullo
Chemistry
Dissertation: Development of Microfluidic Technologies for On-Site Clinical and Forensic Analysis: Extraction, Amplification, Separation, and Detection

Stephen Patrick Marrin
Foreign Affairs
Dissertation: Intelligence Analysis and Decisionmaking: Proximity Matters

Bradley James Materniak
Physics
Dissertation: Search for CP Violation in Xi and Lambda Hyperon Decay

Timothy Park McConnell
Religious Studies
Dissertation: Illumination in Basil of Caesarea's Doctrine of the Holy Spirit

Michael W. Meere
French
Dissertation: Troubling Tragedies: Staging Violence in Early Modern France

Elizabeth Ann Milnarik
Architectural History
Dissertation: The Federally Funded American Dream: Public Housing as an Engine for Social Improvement, 1933-1937

Hillary Amber Montgomery
Chemistry
Dissertation: Phosphorylation on Heterochromatin Protein 1 and Arabidopsis thaliana Proteins

Herberto Moreno Aquino
Microbiology
Dissertation: Studies on the Ca2+-Dependent Regulation of URE3-BP, a Transcription Factor of Entamoeba histolytica: Identification and Characterization
of the Plasma Membrane-Binding Partner EhC2A
Jodie Rachelle Morgan
Astronomy
Dissertation: Gaseous Merger Signature in Early-Type Galaxies
Thomas Jan Mozdzer
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: Variation in the Availability and Utilization of Dissolved Organic Nitrogen by the Smooth Cordgrass, Spartina alterniflora
Michael John O’Connell
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: Ecohydrology of Delmarva Peninsula Barrier Island Forests and the Application of Lidar to Measure and Monitor Forest Structure
Kenneth John Oman
Sociology
Dissertation: Framing the Picture: Profiling and the Public Discourse
Jinsub Paeng
Physics
Dissertation: A Model of Lepton Mass Matrices from Six Dimensions
Young-Joon Park
Economics
Dissertation: Essays on Household Finance and the Macroeconomy
David Graham Phillips II
Physics
Dissertation: Search For the Rare Decay of a Long-Lived Neutral Kaon to Two Neutral Pions and Two Oppositely Charged Muons
Achilleas Nikita Pitsilides
Mathematics
Dissertation: Structure of Unitary Groups Over Number Fields
Eric Egan Poehler
History of Art
Dissertation: The Organization of Pompeii’s System of Traffic: An Analysis of the Evidence and Its Impact on the Infrastructure, Economy, and Urbanism of the Ancient City
Shannon Elizabeth Powers
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Regulation of Development by Tgfβs
Jann Michael Ronis
Religious Studies
Dissertation: Celibacy, Revelations, and Reincarnated Lamas: Contestation and Synthesis in the Growth of Monasticism at Katok Monastery from the 17th Through 19th Centuries
Charles L. Rosenblum
Architectural History
Michael Raymond Schutz
Psychology
Dissertation: Crossmodal Integration: The Search for Unity
Jonathan Benjamin Schwartz
Anthropology
Dissertation: Negotiated Identity: Maintaining Aboriginality in Framingham
Amy Lauren Sentell
Spanish
Dissertation: Spain’s Decadent Dilemma: Science and Art Versus Nature in the Forgotten Novel of the Fin de Siecle
Justin Allen Snyder
Sociology
Dissertation: A Sociology of Trauma: Violence and Self-Identity
David Phillip Stanley
Religious Studies
Dissertation: The Threoford Formal, Practical, and Inclusive Canons of Tibetan Buddhism in the Context of a Pan-Asian Paradigm: Utilizing a New Methodology for Analyzing Canonical Collections
Anna Rachel Stauffer
Slavic
Eric Carlos Stoykovich
History
Dissertation: In the National Interest: Improving Domestic Animals and the Making of the United States, 1813-1870
Kamimori Morrison Takahashi
Religious Studies
Dissertation: Lamps for the Mind: Illumination and Innovation in dPal dbyang’s Mahayoga
Charles William Tanksley
Philosophy
Dissertation: Masses
Salif Traoré
French
Dissertation: Portrait de l’État postcolonial dans le roman de desenchantement francophone en Afrique de l’Ouest
Elliot Max Tucker-Drob
Psychology
Dissertation: Global and Domain-Specific Longitudinal Changes in Cognition Throughout Adulthood
Mieke Alexis VanderBorght
Psychology
Dissertation: Teaching Young Children to Be Sophisticated Media Consumers
Rachel June Vanderhill
Foreign Affairs
Dissertation: International Pressure and Regime Change in Postcommunist Europe
Jennifer Catherine Van Horn
History of Art
Dissertation: The Object of Civility and the Art of Politeness in British America (1740-1780)
David Keith Vassar
Spanish
Dissertation: Transformational Fictions: Ritualized Autobiography in Contemporary Novels from Chile and Argentina
Xin Wang
Statistics
Dissertation: Derivation and Implementation of the Asymptotics for Approximate Entropy (ApEn) with Applications to Medicine
Tsering Wangchuk
Religious Studies
Dissertation: The Uttaratantra in the Age of Argumentation: Dolpopa Sherab Gyaltshen and His Fourteenth-Century Interlocutors on Buddha-Lineage
Charles Riddick Weber
Religious Studies
Dissertation: Zinzendorf’s Utopia: Discovering the Radical Roots of the Eighteenth-Century Brudergemeine in Wachovia
Daniel Haskell Weiss
Religious Studies
Dissertation: Paradox and the Prophets: Hermann Cohen and the Indirect Communication of Religion
Erin Rapien Whitchurch
Psychology
Dissertation: When Honesty Isn’t the Best Policy: The Positive Effects of Uncertainty on Romantic Attraction
Jonathan Wallace Williams
Economics
Xuefan Xie
Microbiology
Dissertation: MHC Control of Virus Immunity Through NK Cells
Carl Shigeo Yamamoto
Religious Studies
Dissertation: Vision and Violence: Lama Zhang and the Dialectics of Political Authority and Religious Charisma in Twelfth-Century Central Tibet
Hiroyuki Yamamoto
Government
Dissertation: The Origins of Democratic Breakdown in Interwar Japan
Sung Il Yoo
Religious Studies
Dissertation: Christology in a Postmodern Context: John Milbank’s Sacrifice and Gift

Masters of Arts
Patrick Joseph Abatelli
Armine Alaverdyan
Ana Florentina Balan
Sarah Beth Barber
Jill Patricia Baskin
Jennifer Lynn Benis
Eric Asplund Berg
Ryan Matthew Bibler
Henry McCoy Blue, Jr.
Katherine Kelly Boller
Elizabeth Talbot Broadbent
Christopher Louis Caterine
Georgia G. Chaconas
Kenneth Joshua Cheatham
Baile Chen
I-Ling Chien
Thaparat Chotibut
Betsy L. Chunko
James Parrish Coleman III
Robert D. Coleman
Blanche Martin Conger
Caitlin Meara Dallas
Suzanne Elizabeth Desormeau
Jennie Carmel Doberne
Tania May Doucette
Laura Therese Downey
Yuliya Dudarona
Andrew Charles Durflor
Panapue Tarsua Khpehdyu Early
Courtney MacKenzie Evans
Joshua Karl Tignor Evans
Inna Faktorovich
David Laurence Fask
David Stewart Francis
Carrie Frederick Frost
Nicholas Dominick Genau
Noah Dylan Goldblatt
Jillian Mary Graham
Brandon Lee Guernsey
Lindsay Katherine Halle
Morton Kaergaard Hansen
Rosemary Fraser Harp
Emily Suzanne Heilman
Jennifer Lauren Helste
Vonna Leigh Hemmler
Sarah E. Herbert
David Thomas Hewett
Sara Tyler Hinson
Jennifer Lynn Holm
Geoffrey Breck Hoppe
Lindsay Vale Horne
Stephanie Ann Hunter
Meagan Wilson Ireland

1 Distinction  2 High Distinction  3 Highest Distinction  4 Honors  5 High Honors  6 Highest Honors  7 Distinguished Majors Program
Masters of Fine Arts  
Evans Thompson Beaty  
George David Clark, Jr.  
Amanda Ruth Cole  
Michelle Lynn Cuevas  
Aja Angini Ayame Gabel  
Julia Heather Hansen  
Paul Marc Legault  
Helen Iris McLaughlin  
Jon Thomas Schneider

Masters of Public Health  
Temiteope Patricia Awosogba  
Danielle Raymonde Brown  
Jennifer Lynn Carnahan  
Nicholas Dwight Hartman  
Carissa Baker Holmes  
Benjamin David Kozower  
Rosemarie Metzger  
Kristine Marie Peterson  
Yusra Ribi Shawar

Masters of Science  
Oluibusayo Eniola Akanbi  
Albert Michael Altarovici  
Ying Cai  
Anna Maria Cieslinska  
Matthew Rankin Craig  
Kevin Michael Cross  
Brian Christopher Davis  
Clayton Grant Davis  
Lindsay Elizabeth Dierkes  
Lauren Kathleen Dixon  
Shawn Patrick Fahl  
Gretchen Anna Falk  
Xandra Libertre Fleurke  
Rafaela Guberovic  
Tjasa Hranjec  
Takehiko Kaminogo  
David Bruce Knight  
Anita Kohli  
Yongin Lu  
Jennifer Lee Maranki  
Amy Marie Milo  
Jonathan Brett Overdevest  
George Collins Privon  
Daniel Mark Pryor  
Robert Shahram Rahimi  
Andrew Christopher Ballis  
Anoop Heggere Ranganath  
Daniel Stephen ReMine  
Austin James Rhodes  
Jenny Rebecca Syverud  
Lisa May Walker  
Shetarra Earnette Walker  
David Graham Whelan  
Abel Jiabui Yang  
Erin Renee Yarde  
Heping Zheng

College of Arts & Sciences  
Conferred August 12, 2008  
Bachelors of Arts  
Khalid Wahid Abul-Hawa  
Christopher Ashkan Adell  
Ernest Benjamin Allen V  
Michael Thomas Annis  
Justin Tyler Armistead  
Matthew Taylor Bagby  
Christopher Ryan Bailey  
Benjamin Nathaniel Batchelor  
Kevin Tyler Belt  
Manish Bhartiya  
Kristen Marie Bresnaham  
Janneta Denise Bridgeford  
Christopher Thomas Bunn  
Jordan Carol Callahan  
August Anthony Caputo  
Michael Paul Catts  
Adam Quinn Cheatham  
Soo Jin Chung  
Christopher Stephen Clementson  
Jennifer Louise Clinehens  
Ross Evan Coe  
Kevin Thomas Collier  
Stephanie Renee Crawford  
T'Nia Cherrie Crutchfield  
Justin Hamilton Davis  
William Antonio Davis  
Michael Fitzpatrick Donnal  
Sedona Ashley Dow  
Austin Noble Drake  
Anna H. Falcye  
William Michael Fox  
Sean Dooley Guyton  
Rhonda Renee Hartman  
Carl George Hedde  
Katherine Rae Hilliard  
Matthew Kalin Houston  
Treat Conrad Huey  
Alatea Irene Jensen  
Zechariah Daniel Jones  
Alexandra Elizabeth Kelley  
Jennifer Dawn Kessler  
Brian William Koster  
Raya Miladinova Lakova  
Paul Scott Lefkowitz  
Raya Miladinova Lakova  
Anna Maria Cieslinska  
Jennifer Lee Maranki  
Amy Marie Milo  
Jonathan Brett Overdevest  
George Collins Privon  
Daniel Mark Pryor  
Robert Shahram Rahimi  
Andrew Christopher Ballis  
Anoop Heggere Ranganath  
Daniel Stephen ReMine  
Austin James Rhodes  
Jenny Rebecca Syverud  
Lisa May Walker  
Shetarra Earnette Walker  
David Graham Whelan  
Abel Jiabui Yang  
Erin Renee Yarde  
Heping Zheng

College of Arts & Sciences  
Conferred August 12, 2008  
Bachelors of Arts  
Khalid Wahid Abul-Hawa  
Christopher Ashkan Adell  
Ernest Benjamin Allen V  
Michael Thomas Annis  
Justin Tyler Armistead  
Matthew Taylor Bagby  
Christopher Ryan Bailey  
Benjamin Nathaniel Batchelor  
Kevin Tyler Belt  
Manish Bhartiya  
Kristen Marie Bresnaham  
Janneta Denise Bridgeford  
Christopher Thomas Bunn  
Jordan Carol Callahan  
August Anthony Caputo  
Michael Paul Catts  
Adam Quinn Cheatham  
Soo Jin Chung  
Christopher Stephen Clementson  
Jennifer Louise Clinehens  
Ross Evan Coe  
Kevin Thomas Collier  
Stephanie Renee Crawford  
T'Nia Cherrie Crutchfield  
Justin Hamilton Davis  
William Antonio Davis  
Michael Fitzpatrick Donnal  
Sedona Ashley Dow  
Austin Noble Drake  
Anna H. Falcye  
William Michael Fox  
Sean Dooley Guyton  
Rhonda Renee Hartman  
Carl George Hedde  
Katherine Rae Hilliard  
Matthew Kalin Houston  
Treat Conrad Huey  
Alatea Irene Jensen  
Zechariah Daniel Jones  
Alexandra Elizabeth Kelley  
Jennifer Dawn Kessler  
Brian William Koster  
Raya Miladinova Lakova  
Paul Scott Lefkowitz  
Raya Miladinova Lakova  
Anna Maria Cieslinska  
Jennifer Lee Maranki  
Amy Marie Milo  
Jonathan Brett Overdevest  
George Collins Privon  
Daniel Mark Pryor  
Robert Shahram Rahimi  
Andrew Christopher Ballis  
Anoop Heggere Ranganath  
Daniel Stephen ReMine  
Austin James Rhodes  
Jenny Rebecca Syverud  
Lisa May Walker  
Shetarra Earnette Walker  
David Graham Whelan  
Abel Jiabui Yang  
Erin Renee Yarde  
Heping Zheng

Bachelors of Science in Chemistry  
William Edward Bodmer  
Sean Christian Butterfield  
Mai Truc Thanh Cao  
Clement Agyei Sakyi

Bachelors of Science in Environmental Science  
Rachel Anne Pollard  
Conferred December 30, 2008

Bachelors of Arts  
Clayton Daniel Abel  
Kathryn Elizabeth Alley  
Huma Amin  
Koji Nino Ayerehi  
Sylvia Qamar Ayub  
Carrie Anne Baker  
Molly Adeline Barnett  
William Barrow  
Angela Paulina Beckert  
Julia Kerns Bellis  
Adam Ham-Ben-Naem  
Timothy Kyle Benusa  
Paul Gerard Berry  
Amber Ruby Bialas  
Bryce Frederick Blais  
Daniel Scott Brandao  
Lindsey Michelle Brown  
Michael Alan Brown  
Alison Christine Byrd  
Matthew Franklin Cancrin  
Ignacio Gabriel Cardero  
Sarah Emily Carlson  
Michael M. Cary  
Jennifer Min-na Cheng  
Nicole Taylor Clifford  
Casey Ann Coelho  
Jon Stephen Copper  
Kimberly Chang Corum  
Elizabeth Anne Costello  
Marsha Wynette Crews  
Brennan Rea Crowder  
Jessica Ray Cruz  
Courtney Lynn Cyrus  
Franco Alejandro Da Costa Gomez  
Sarah Elizabeth Dillon  
Alice Beverly Dodd  
Lydia Jean Donovan  
Joshua Kessler Dugat

1 Distinction  
2 High Distinction  
3 Highest Distinction  
4 Honors  
5 High Honors  
6 Highest Honors  
7 Distinguished Majors Program
Yannick Laurenzies Reyering  
Jennifer Daniel Ridall  
Christopher Lamont Riggs  
Michelle Rodriguez  
Alicia Nicole Rogers  
Jennifer Lynn Sandler  
Rebecca Elizabeth Sauerbrunn  
Madelyn Rose Saunders  
Natalie Michelle Schmidt  
Christine Alexandra Schulte  
Julia Margot Schumann  
Stephanie Dianne Shelton  
Michelle Junie Shin  
Aniele Lucrece Shipp  
Jamie Lee Silverthorne  
Hunter Bradford Sinclair  
Clint Kofi Sitimt-Abaoaye  
Kevin Martin Sinusas  
Patrick Slade Siebonick  
Jenna Elizabeth Small  
Alyssa Marie Smiley  
Ashley Katherine Smith  
Adam Jason Soroka  
Jillian Elizabeth Stafflinger  
Paul Thomas Sweeney  
Schuyler Quinn Sweeney  
Kelly Lynn Tempest  
John Hammer Thier  
Alexis Velasquez Torres  
Brian J. Umana  
Samantha Lou Upton  
John Matthew Weiland  
Whitney Emorie Wilcher  
Anne Louise Williams  
Matthew Kellogg Williams  
Claire Beatrice Winchester  
Christina Lynn Woods  
Kimberly Beth Wray  
Wai Yee Iris Wu  
Enlin Xia  
Chang Sik Yi  
Margaret Fraley Young

Bachelors of Science in Biology
Shana Lacey Howell  
Hannah Elizabeth Spencer  
Tien M. Truong

Bachelors of Science in Chemistry
Oliver Gene Park

Bachelors of Science in Environmental Science
Sarah Elizabeth Glendon

Bachelors of Science in Physics
Clayton Grant Davis  
Emily Claire Ricks

Conferred May 17, 2009

Bachelors of Arts
Alisa Suzanne Abbott  
Catherine Renee Abbott  
Ramy Tarek Abdel-Nabi  
Michael Andrew Abel  
Ashley Anne Abesamis  
Priscila Schofield Acreri  
Kelly Lauren Beckford Acheson  
Amanda Elizabeth Adams  
Bradley Douglas Adams  
Isabel Tropper Adams  
Janay Monique Adams  
Simyn Adive  
Jean E. Adler  
Blen Afenwork  
Chinyelu C. Agim  
Jessica Erin Ager  
Morenike Mudirat Agiri  
Nicole Sadaf Ahdiyiyih  
Joanna Rachel Ahdoot  
Syed Farhan Ahmad  
Maryam Akbar  
Eda Deniz Aksoy  
Zaid Jerrie Al-Samir  
Bailey Katherine Albach  
Natalie Kathleen Albers  
Guthrie Ober Alexander  
Lara Alexander  
Stephen George Alexander  
Tyrer Roberts Alexander  
Daniel Phillip Alford  
Shaheen Fatima Ali  
Cepend Alizadeh  
Maryam Fawzi Aljafan  
Heather Brooke Allen  
Jeffrey Stephen Allen  
Lisa Shantaye Allen  
Monique Owen Alofoje  
Nicholas Joseph Alparone  
Sara Marie Alspaugh  
Andrenne Natayla Karlsson Alsum  
Damin Hayes Altzer  
Christopher Maher Alwood  
Nneoma Nwamaka Amadi-Obi  
Katherine J. Ameringer  
David Aaron Amick  
Kavita Mukesh Amin  
Robert William Amos  
Jamin An  
Christopher Allen Anderson  
Holly Nicole Anderson  
James Lawson Anderson  
James Thomas Anderson  
Jason Michael Anderson  
John Stephen Anderson  
Joshua Michael Anderson  
Zachary Mark Anderson  
Daniel Peter Andreano  
Allison Elizabeth Andresen  
Benjamin Wallace Andrew  
Gillian Powell Andress  
Eden Andu  
Chinenye Linda Anikwe  
Aline Marie Anspar  
Margaret Teresa Anton  
Jaclyn Amanda Apple  
Antonio DeShawn Appleby  
Abena Dufie Apraku  
Joyce Lillian Arcangel  
Cristina Maria Armento  
Edward Joseph Armentrout  
Courtney Lynn Armstrong  
Christopher Weigley Arndt  
Sarah Anna Marie Arnold  
Katherine Frances Asbury  
Farah Ashraf  
Sarah Elizabeth Ashton  
Aremenefitous Irene Aslanian-Persico  
Melissa Christine Astorga  
Deniz Zeynep Ataman  
Joshua Eugene Austin  
Steven Douglas Austin  
Opeyemi Ayeni  
Chad Mikel Ayers  
Caroline Selornm Azasowo  
Joseph Burns Baber  
Jin Seong Bae  
David Adams Bagby  
Aparna Radhaksan Baheti  
Caitlin Gail Bailey  
Eliza Staise Bailey  
Elizabeth Marie Bailey  
Margaret Allison Bailey  
Melissa Lauren Bailey  
Jona Noelle Baily-Ellebeck  
Julie Kristin Baird  
Caitlin Reid Baker  
Krishna Karthik Balachander  
Carrig McLaughlin Balderston  
Juliette Suzanne Ballette  
Francis J. Balint III  
Mary Elizabeth Ball  
Stephanie Marie Balshaw  
Ashley Kirk Bangen  
Amber Michele Banks  
LaQuisha Rene Banks  
Hilah Maria Barboi  
Emily Kara Bareford  
Adam Gordon Barkley  
Jennifer Elizabeth Barlow  
John Gillespie Barnes Jr.  
Meredith Antonia Barnes  
Eliza Longstreet Barnwell  
Daniel Nathan Baron  
Alisa Naylor Barrett  
Blair Kendall Barrett  
Robert Cushing Barrett IV  
Kathleen Drew Barrington  
James William Barron  
Anne Christine Barthelemy  
Gizem Babug  
Jeffrey Ryan Bashaw  
Mary Jane Chavenia Basilio  
Stephan Michael Batt  
George Patrick Batten  
Jessica Lynn Batterton  
Philip Winston Baughman  
Ashly Marie Bauserman  
Elizabeth Suzanne Baxa  
Christopher Brian Bayliss  
Rawson Harlow Baylor  
Michael James Bean  
Heather Christa Beardsley  
Sarah Ann Beatry  
Emily Valentine Beck  
Katherine Noble Beedle  
Sarah Hall Begeman  
Jennifer Susan Beiner  
Katherine Whitten Belk  
Gregory Coburn Banner  
Edward Gaurier Grant Bennett Jr  
Thorsten DeShanu Benms  
Billy Christopher Benson

1 Distinction  
2 High Distinction  
3 Highest Distinction  
4 Honors  
5 High Honors  
6 Highest Honors  
7 Distinguished Majors Program
Shannon Nicole Benson
Keshia Larissa Bentick
Eric Steven Berelovich
Evil Michael Berger
Emily Guthrie Bergland
Elissa Holly Bergman
Jay Theodore Bergquist
Allison Stuart Berkeley
Pedro Jose Bermeo Coral
Leah Noelle Bernick
Brittany Monet Berry
Colin David Bertram
Walter Bryant Beverly, Jr.
Thomas Grayson Beyle
Bevin Rebecca Biddick
Lindsay Pendleton Bien
Brittany Johana Bilalak
Garrett Lloyd Billings
Amy Kathryn Bilmar
Theodora Ekua Biney-Amisah
Christopher Barrett Birch
James Charles Bishop III
Dane Kellon Blackburn
Lauren Jacqueline Blackwell
Lindsey Marie Blackwell
Bradford John Blair
Christopher Gomez Blank
Laura Emily Bleeden
Rachel Lindsay Boate
Caroline Morgan Boccorosse
Jessica Erin Boggs
Stephanie Masland Bohlen
Joseph James Boland
Ashley Anne-Marie Boney
Lisa Marie Borcheller
Anthony Christopher Borrero
Ryan James Borst
Allison Elizabeth Bosserman
Morgan Leigh Botwinick
Canelle Marie Boughton
Jamelle Antoine Bouie
Camille Elizabeth Bowens
Amanda Christina Bowers
Elizabeth Ashcraft Bowling
Sean Cooney Boyles
Stephen Anthony Bradford
Gloria Jenkins Breeden
Charles Alexander Brake
Jonathan Walter Brands
Martin Braun
Vicky Sara Brayton
Benjamin Aaron Brett
Brittany Alyse Bremer
Cameron Gale Brickhouse
Gilbert Daniel Briden
Mara Jennifer Briggs
Michael Todd Britt
Jamie Marie Bronczyk
James Bruce Brooks III
Keegan O'Neil Brooks
LaShawnda Davon Brooks
Bridge Marie Brophy
Allison Margaret Brown
Brandon McKenzie Brown
Christopher Glen Brown
Geoffrey Alan Brown
Laura Emily Brown
Lesley Travenne Brown
Michael Antwain Brown, Jr.
Samuel Robbins Brown III
Kaelin Elizabeth Browne
Kaelin Elizabeth Browne
Samuel Manning Brunjes
Nicholas William Buck
Peter Daniel Buck
Sarah Ann Buckley
Ala Mohamad Buthisi
Sebastian James Buotano IV
Brendan Todd Burdette
Brittany Ward Burke
Kelli Ann Burke
Margaret Taylor Burke
Maria Nningar Burke
Victoria Anna Burke
Sarah Elizabeth Burnett
James Ivan Burney
Christine Nicole Burns
Sarah Dunlop Burns
Taylor Kate Burrow
Samuel Prescott Bush
Gian Carlo Bustillo
Lynn McKenna Butler
Mallory McConkey Butler
Emily Anne Byers
Caroline Wilson Cain
David Edward Calamai
Cory James Caldwell
Chishingua Shira Callender
William Andrew Callison IV
Angela Marie Calonder
Jeremy Daniel Camacho
Tammy Lynne Cameron
Andrea Lindsey Campbell
David Alexander Campbell
Jon William Campbell, Jr.
Julian Winston Campbell
Whitney Keys Camper
Rebecca Ann Camplone
Alexander Maney Campolo
Angelica Teresa Campanones
Brittany Renee Canon
Thomas Daniel Canu
Thao Bach Cao
Cory Alexander Capron
Kristine Mallari Carandang
Claudia Patricia Cárdenas
Bonnie Ellen Carlin
Catherine Megan Carmack
Caitlin Finch Carmichael
Michael Booker Carpenter
Rachel Erin Carr
Ethan Louis Carroll
Moira Christine Carroll
Asheleigh Jeanniac Carson
Reisha Renee Carter
Ashley Elizabeth Case
Edward John Casey III
Jenna Danielle Casey
Patrick Michael Casey
Suzanne Emory Casey
Sara Marshall Cassells
Catalina Vittoria Cecchi
Stephanie Elyse Cenclua
Catherine Maureen Chambers
Chi Yan Chan
Danielle Laih-Ling Chan
Kai Salmon Chang
Nancie Nye-Hsing Chao
Courtney Mae Chapman
Allison Ann Charlip
Amanda Ellen Chase
Beatrice Madeline Chasika
Sin Ming Charmaine Chau
Nicholas Anthony Chavez
Rujira Chayssiri
Chia-Wei Chen
Jacqueline Dragon Chen
Katherine Xuay Chen
Nancy Chen
Katherine Helen Cherry
Christina Ying Cheung
Anne Chiang
Darren Jeffrey Childs, Jr.
Giselle Katherine Childs
Erin Fayle Chilton
Christopher William Chun
Mun Yuk Chin
Ashley Brett Chipman
Caroline Yumi Choe
Mia Eun Choi
Kendall Pulz Chorey
Christina Yi-Ting Chow
Enoch Christian Chow
Naza Chowdhury
Deborah Ning Chu
Ashley Marin Churchill
Katherine Anne Ciampa
Aaron Joel William Clark
Caitlin Knight Clark
David Tyler Clark
Harold White Clark III
Heather Marie Clark
Kathleen Elizabeth Clark
Kristin Renee Clark
Lyssa Anne Cleary
Ryan Patrick Cleary
Elise Marie Cleva
John Thomas Cleveland
Kristopher Joseph Clifford
Victoria Kirsh Clifford
Gregory Michael Clines
Meghan Katherine Coakley
Kelsey Elizabeth Cobb
Lee Stuart Cochran
Courtney Brockenbrough Cocke
Chelsea Lorraine Cody
Mychal Timothy Cohen
Molly Dillard Cohn
Daniel Joseph Colbert
Robert Keith Colby
Philip Blane Coldiron
Augusta Sommerfield Cole
Scott Thomas Cole
Di'Andra Leigh Coleman
John Woodfin Coleman
William Joseph Coleman
David Louis Cohn
Meredith Rae Colley
Kevin Michael Collins
Markveus Byikum Collins
Laura Catherine Comeau
Allison Marie Comizio
Krystal Renee Commons
Christina Catherine Conell
Kendall Corbin Cones
Talia Sharron Coney
Sara Elizabeth Confer
Caroline Elizabeth Conkwright
Christopher James Conlon
Kathleen Elizabeth Connelly
Shea Caitlin Connelly
Ryan Louis Connors
Micaela Erin Connery
Christine Anne Connors
Kathryn Mary Connors
Erin Britanny Conroy
Austin Everett Converse
Marta Paige Cooke
Ashleigh Rose Cooke
Andrew Edgerton Cooper
Axel Sinclair Cooper
Kera Ainsley Cooper
Margaret Joanne Cooper
Phillip Alan Cooper
Mae Carol Copple
Paige Cynthia Corbin
Leigh Elizabeth Corbitt
Katelyn Joy Cordle
Eryn Ferrier Correa
Kyle Patrick Correa-Brady
Diego A. Corro
Jenner Cortes
Chase Garland Corvin
Lauren Rachel Cory
Stephanie Anne Cothren
Thomas Ryan Coughlin
Ashley Elizabeth Covenant
Najee Alexander Coverson
Maurice Dominick Covington
Christina Elizabeth Cox
Margaret Howard Cox
Megan Lazzear Coyne
Jessica Beth Cprek
Lauren Michelle Craig
Ryan Turner Crain
Joseph Alexander Cranle
Gregory Albert Crapanzano II
Yumi Eugenia Gingrich Crass
Mariella Vanessa Crespo
Sharon Elizabeth Cresw
Azalea Cristobal
Aleksandra Elizabeth Croft
Ryan Jennings Croft
Deirdre Louise Cromie
Courtney Martin Cropper
Laura Nelson Cross
Mack Haywood Cross
Kate Young Crowder
Jed Storey Cranbro
Alsacia Nicole Cruz
Tyler Cale Culbertson
Katrina Adrienne Custodio
Clifford Armstrong Cutchins V
Luke William Cuthbertson
Marissa Christine D’Orazio
Alexandra Mary Dahl
Nicholas Matthew Dalby
Maria Lorena Dalmau
Andrea Nicole Dane
Kerlynn Bush Daniel
Daniel Allan Darby
Joyce Carolyn Long Darby
Sumahn Das
Lance Clayton daSilva
Sarah Melissa Daubert
Amanda LeAnn Daugherty
Jeffrey Shane Davidson
Cain Nicolas Davis
Charles Warner Davis, Jr.
Jason Keith Davis

1 Distinction  2 High Distinction  3 Highest Distinction  4 Honors  5 High Honors  6 Highest Honors  7 Distinguished Majors Program
Hannah Marie Green
Meredith Anne Green
Richard Carson Green, Jr.
Eugene Christopher Green-Monroe
Jenna Stephanie Greenspan
Caroline Patricia Greenwood
Douglas Clifton Greer
Justin Charles Grieser
Britani Lauren Griffin
Tyler Michael Griffin
William Beau Griffith
Alexandra Pilar Griggs
Elizabeth Caroline Grimm
Jay Reece Grimes
Benjamin Jarrett Gross
Carol Elizabeth Guarneri
Chad Michael Guenther
Rahul Guha
Andrew Vinh Guidarelli
John R. Guirguis
Katherine Marie Gulden
Jordan Elizabeth Gulley
Sarah Elise Gullofa
Jacob Walton Gunst
Bradford Macon Gunter
Benjamin Fowler Garley
Frank Joseph Guzzone
Meredith Nottingham Haas
Sarah Rosemary Hackman
Morgan Danielle Haden
Hugh Tyler Hagan
Frank Kojo Hagan-Brown
Whitaker Sydway Hagerman
Sara Hill Hafter
Caetlin Noelle Hair
Rebecca Ruth Hale
Adam David Hall
Evelyn Florence Hall
Vicqul Renee Hall
Zachary James Hall
Sean Ryan Halpin
Caetlin Elizabeth Ham
Jillian Lea Hamady
Andrew Foxxgrover Hamill
Christopher James Hamill
Chanelle Nicole Hamilton
Kathryn Whitney Hamilton
Kristina Ashley Hamilton
Ethan Brisco Hamlin
Ilynn Ann Hamlin
Jacqueline Rose Hamlin
Tamara Nichelle Hamlin
Jennifer Hamper
Victoria Jane Hanabury
Jessica Rose Haney
Bobbie Joy Hans
Brian David Hansen
Yumi Hara
Dena Nadimi Harandi
Virginia Allison Harbin
Ansuaya Harjani
Taylor Adams Harless
Anthony Luis Haro
Emily Bridges Harp
Kathleen Leanne Harrell
Joel Richard Harrigan
Alex Jordan Harrington
Caroline Elizabeth Harrriott
Kalana Simone Harris
Laura Florence Harris
Jeremy Kim Harris-McDonnell
Whitney Elise Harrison
Melanie Scott Hart
Chelsee Lee Harterman
Adam Thomas Hartman
Jesse Colin Harver
Tiffany Nicole Hauser
Alla Osman Hassan
Karen Elizabeth Hasselmo
Melissa Ann Hatcher
George Lawson Hauptfuhrer
Jennifer Eileen Hauser
Alyssa Paige Hawkins
Kristin Karin Hawkins
Meredith Blair Hawkins
Thomas Robert Hayne
Alliyah Jeannette Haynes
Randall Harris Haynes
Jing Qiu He
Tyler Venmard Healey
Kathryn Beckwith Healy
Thomas Wesley Heard
Creighton Koapono Heaulimali
Dana Meredith Hecht
Lisa Anne Hechman
Elayna Marie Hecker-Thompson
Emily Elizabeth Heid
Paul Joseph Heese
Robert John Heinzmann
Fraser Cummings Henderson, Jr.
Sherrell Jontaye Hendrix
Edward Page Henry IV
Ian Maurer Hensley
Alyssandra Harbst
Benjamin Neal Heriaud
Andrew Joseph Herman
Katharine Marie Herndon
Virginia Tyler Hetzer
Gwendolyn Novita-LaMarr
Hickman
Sarah Simone Hickman
Ian Thomas Hickox
Haley Rebecca Hicks
Kristina Maria High
Thomas Anthony Hill
Tabitha Clare Hilliard
Alexander Michael Hincker
Klaas Hinderdael
Courtney Nicole Hintz
Aneliquie Louka Hionis
Hillary Suzanne Hirsch
Laura Isabel Hirshman
Joetta Charnell Hitchcock-Smith
Justin Michael Hla-Gyaw
Huy Duc Hoang
Kimberly Katelyn Hobbs
Emily Heiss Hobgood
Joseph Andrew Hodges
Christian Alexander Hoehner
Thomas Coleman Hofacker
Walter Edward Hoffman III
Brian Robert Hofmann
Kathryn Eileen Holstra
Jason Michael Hogan
Daniel James Hogarty
Samuel James Holbert
Margaret Jams Holland
Samantha Mary Holloway
Kristen Ceiera Holmes
Emily Yvonne Holter
Sarah Jessica Holzman
Tiffany Horn
Kelly Lynn Houda
Brittany Rochelle Honesty
Jungwook Hong
Wooree Hong
Elizabeth Abh Hoobler
Angela Caitlin Hoover
Amanda Stuart Hopson
Michael Travon Horton
Kevin Edward Horsford
Jessica Anne Housden
Kathleen Patricia Howard
Lynn Amanda Howard
Tierra Marie Howard
Helen Elizabeth Howe
Charlotte Elizabeth Howell
Jennifer Yarjen Hsu
Richard Longwa Hsu
Jessica Pei-Rann Huang
Jeffrey Michael Huff
Alexander Ransom Hufford
Lindsay Kathleen Huggins
Jennifer Elise Hugman
Stephanie Barron Hull
Anne Workman Humes
Alexander John Humphries
Carolyn Dawn Humston
Jasmine Danielle Hunter
Richard Barrett Hunter III
William Ian Hunter
Naomi Renee Huntington
Elizabeth Christine Hutson
Christian Johan Hyland
Meghan Leigh Hyle
Nicole Darnae Hyman
Christopher Michael Hynes
Ataiynene Ekopimo Ibia
Sofia Maram Ija
Joel Timothy Ingram
Julia Dawn Interrante
Peter David Isakoff
Anne Cabot Ison
Nada Yasmin Islam
Ilina Zvezdelinova Ivanova
Ian Vaughan Jackson
Kasey Erin Jackson
Lauren Dianna Jackson
Matthew Grey Jackson
Rashawn L. Jackson
Stacey Nicole Jacobs
Tracee Nikkia James
Paulette Rose Ramola Jardin
Alicia Anne Jayo
Pierrette Stephanie Jean-Charles
Jill Colleen Jefferson
Jackie Lee Jen
Allysa Ann Jenkins
Troy Kirkpatrick Jenkins
Ho Jin Jeon
Molly Irene Jepsen
Andrew Tobey Jesien
David Kelly Jesse
Pamela Buchanan Jessell
Michael Aaron Jetton
Daniel Jin
Daniel Hoadley Johnson
Douglas Steele Johnson
Elizabeth Renée Johnson
Jennifer Ann Johnson
Mary Elizabeth Johnson
Morgan Jayne Johnson
Grace Elizabeth Johnston
Mindy Kay Johnston
Aaron Christopher Jones
Ann Tolley Jones
Brittany Elizabeth Jones
Cameron Philip Jones
Dylan Tyler Jones
Erin Kathleen Jones
Helene Elizabeth Jones
Janel Alycia Jones
Julia Moncure Jones
Keyshanna Rochelle Jones
Lauren Gray Jones
Maggie Alyson Jones
Michael Brett Jones
Miranda Gabrielle Jones
Robert Leroy Jones, Jr.
Ryan Thomas Jones
Trumaine Nathaniel Jones
Kira Elise Jordan
Meredith Rebecca Jordan
Ethan Howard Lawrence
Jorgensen-Earp
Brian Wayne Josey
Elizabeth Dulanay Juarez
Sindhu Juvaravapot
Natasha Alaffuussain Jumma
Chanil Jung
Willain Reeves Jungman
Elizabeth Kerr Justice
Ingemborg Louise Kaars Sjipsteijn
Yvonne Con Teh Kabua
Eleanor Margaret Kahn
Melanie Jane Kahn
Dana Kathleen Kahan
Gabrielle Kaye Kalman
Richard Hua Kao
Naadir Amir Karamali
Cristian Karaoglan
Zachary Adam Karr
Shyama Vihav Karra
Danielle Fast Kastner
Gaurav Reddy Katta
Rachel Blosse Vallata
Gregory Edward Kauffman
Megan Michelle Kavanagh
Dru Akiko Kawamoto
Emily Blake Keane
Patrick James Kearney IV
Andrea Keating-Lopez
Samuel John Keenan
Alexander Anderson Keesvl
Jennifer Dawn Kellett
Allison M. Kelley
Caetlin Kristine Kelly
Corinne Marie Kelly
Eugene Walter Kelly III
Lee Pallardy Kelly
Matthew Lockhart Kelly
Rachel Rebecca Kelly
Richard Sean Kelly
Michael Christian Kenerson
Andrew Michael Kennedy
Lauren Elizabeth Kenworthy
Courtney Blythe Kessler
Jason Eric Kessler
Christine Lynn Keyserling

1 Distinction  2 Highest Distinction  3 Highest Honors  4 Honors  5 High Honors  6 Highest Honors  7 Distinguished Majors Program
Katherine Nicole Reinhart Diaz
Crutcher Eaves Reiss
Ashley Elizabeth Renner
Matthew Stephen Resnick
David Joseph Rhodenbaugh
Joel Andrew Rhodes
Megan Kate Ribeiro
Reshaud Jack Riche
Russell Purnell Rich, Jr.
Dana Suzanne Richards
Critt Taylor Richardson, Jr.
Ethan Kyle Richardson
John Walker Rick
Erin Jois Richard
Dana Marie Ridley
Edward Townsend Ridgely
Phyllicia Arlene Ridley
Daniele Gay Riffe
Laura Leigh Riggs
Robert Earle Riggs
Ameyalli Rios-Alba
Sabrina Ritacco
Bryn Michael Ritchie
John Anthony Rivera
Christine Truland Roark
Ashlee Elizabeth Robb
Margaret Falconer Robbins
Megan Kendall Roberson
Tamira Dawn Roberson
Caitlin Marie Roberts
Jonathan David Roberts
Thomas Jason Roberts
Abigail Porter Robertson
Alison Sinclair Robins
Abigail Porter Robertson
Thomas Jason Roberts
Abigail Porter Robertson
Alison Sinclair Robins
Adam Alexander Robinson
Takisha Rochelle Robinson
Jessica Diane Robusto
Jordan Noelle Rodakis
Ritika Luella Rodrigues
Jorge Alejandro Rodriguez
Michelle Ursula Rodriguez
Kelly Diane Roeing
Robbie Freyda Rogart
Brandon Darnell Rogers
Hannah Elizabeth Rogers
John Hunter Rodgers
Julia Dace Rogers
Kelly Elizabeth Rogers
Kendel Lauren Rogers
Stephen Lambeth Rogers
Daisy Stevens Rojas
Andrew Roberts Roller
Marisa Kathy Roman
Ashley Marie Romanias
Paula Daniela Rondon-Burgos
Gretchen Rebecca Ross
Jennifer Alexis Rosser
William Brandon Rothenberg
Amanda Leigh Rowelli
Kristal Lynn Rowira
Polina Victoria Rowner
Jeremy Scott Rowe
Zachary Lance Rowen
Patricia Louise Rowley
Joshua Douglas Royse
Molly Ann Rubin
Tracy Nicole Rubin
Andrea Ruge
William Sterling Ruffin
Benjamin Andrew Rupchis
Carey Elizabeth Russell
Christine Marie Russell
Chelsea Marissa Rutherford
Savanna Nicole Rutherford
Lindsey Sanamita Ryan
Roman Sackino III
Shira Anne Sachs
Jessica Ann Saha
Teresa Kim Sakai
Gezel Zara Salas
Marisbel Zonia Salazar-Salas
Zohra Saleh
Hummmah Mahdi Salih
Mollie Ann Salyer
Sara Katheryn Samford
Karan Gobind Sanatami
Sameer Pal Sandhu
William Cameron Sandroni III
Mancy Rajendra Sanghavi
Rebecca Louise Sargeant
Jorge Luis Sarmiento
Amanda Rene Sayre
Lorna Haviland Schadeberg
Joseph Michael Schaffner
Todd Michael Scher
Benjamin Burbank Schewel
John Quincy Schisler III
Gregory William Schlachtner
Rebecca Anne Schneider
Marc David Schulman
Kay Frances Schultz
Hannah Kate Schwartz
Elizabeth Ashleigh Schwarz
Allison Lorraine Scott
Michael Reid Scott
Michaela Leigh Scott
Jane Townsend Scudder
Sarah Catherine Searle
Amy Rebecca Secrets
Lauren Elizabeth Sedwick
Rachel Erika Seelig
Mary Elizabeth Selden
Heather Nicole Self
Sarah Cance Senty
Erica Maria Seredni
Karanbir Sethi
Siddharth Sethi
Michael Cheney Sewell
Hamza Hisham Shaban
Zehra Shahab
Byron Patrick Shannon
Jylyan Avrett Shannon
Arjun Narayan Sharath
Arjun Sharma
Varun Kumar Sharma
Kramer Osborne Sharp
Dionna Felice Shear
Allison Teresa Shearer
Mary Alice Shelton
Jennifer Wuchich Shen
Colleen Caroline Shenouda
Telma Renée Shedd
Jessie Garland Shields
Kristin Shields
Andrew Reed Shimbo
Andrew Philip Shifflet
Walter Charles Shilliet IV
Jane Shin
Emily Antoinette Shivent
Marat Akybekovich Shotonov
Zane William Shuck
Britnee Mary-Beth Shupe
David Brigham Sibley
James Whiffeld Sibley
Danielle Lauren Sileo
Kendra Burrell Silkey
Rachel Ilana Silver
Andrew Wesley Simmons
Gordon Hall Simmons
Ashley Pittman Simpson
Amanda Alexander Sims
Rachel Jeanne Singel
Natalie Elizabeth Sirios
Sarah Laura Sissy
Taylor Cline Sitzler
Geoffrey Vaden Skelley
Claire Hannah Skinner
Kathryn Leah Skoro
Charlotte Spaulding Slaiman
Anders Thomas Sleight
John Hooper Slinkman
Jessica Marie Slocum
Marcus John Smatlak
Angela LaToya Smith
Anthony Linwood Smith
Arin Hillary Smith
Ashley Page Smith
Bailee Elizabeth Smith
Christen Talima Smith
Christopher Allen Smith
D'Esprit Emanuela Smith
Erica Patricia Allen Smith
Jenna Lee Smith
Kirk McKim Smith
Lauren Adele Smith
Melody Dare Smith
Michael Adam Smith
Rachyl Elizabeth Smith
Stuart Ruffin Smith
Theodore Warren Smith, Jr.
Danielle Elise Smith-Scott
Corey Andrew Snyder
Kaitlyn Anne Snyder
Carmela Susana Socolovsky
Kimberly Anne Solana
Caitlin Greer Solis
Trevor Steven Somogyi
Chen Song
Nari Song
Pang Song
Ashta Soni
William Bennett Soon
Thomas Kerslake Southmayd, Jr.
Katherine Alexa Southwick
Jocelyn Alena Spear
Benjamin Martin Spanhour
Emily Gordon Spangler
Carl Thomas Sparacio
Jesse Adam Spears
Richelle Terri Spelman
Elizabeth Laura Spellman
Nicole Germaine Spence
Devon Ameden Spencer
Shana Marie Spencer
Timothy John Spicer
Emma Kate Spielman
Mary Bliss Sprague
Lorena Beth Spriggs
Benjamin Hillel Squires
Pooja Srinivas
Crystal Kathy-Lee St. Bernard
Sara Elisabeth St. Hilaire
John Jefferson St. John
Laura Grace Stade
Courtney Rose Stafford-Walter
Richard Gillen Staines
Zachary Stephen Stair
Thomas William Stallard
William Carl Stallard
Keri Nicole Staln
Erin Kathleen Stamer
Jacob Lawrence Stanley
Sophie Alexandra Staples-Vangel
Laura Ashton Starker
Andre James Steele
Casey Kathleen Stefan
Gregory Charles Steinbrecher
Bailey Elizabeth Stephens
Madison Anne Sternberg
Sarah Michelle Sterneb
Amanda Nicole Stewart
Magdalene Karom Stewart
Sarah Jean Stinson
Graham McCune Stoll
Justin David Stone
Lynn Estes Stopher
Pharyn Danielle Storrs
Augusta Constance Stratos
Nicholas Robert Strong
Hannah露露露露露露露露露露露露露露露露露露露露露露露露露露露露露露露
Leil Edward French Sunderland
Wan-Hsuang Sung
Yukari Suzuki
Jennifer Caitlin Swalec
Kelin Michael Swayne
Nathan Geoffrey Swayne
Svantejaska Swider
Laura Lee Sydnor
Tonuka Taznin Syeda
Rachel L. Sylla
Melissa Ruth Tacy
Megumi Margaret Takahashi
Monica Marie Taille
Feven Tameire
Leora Julie Tanjutico
Amanda Ruth Taylor
Derrick Bryson Taylor
Nicholas Allen Taylor
Sara Katherine Teixeira
Gregory Joseph Tekampe
Manal Rana Tellawi
Frances Elizabeth Temme
Dale Allan Terrier
Meghan Laura Toffolia
Christine Monida Thach
Alexandra E. Theroux
Christine Anne Thibodeau
Derrick James Thiel
Samuel Robert Thiennemann
Mary Allen Thomas
Derek Lamar Thomas
James Frederick Thomas
Philip Walter Thomas III
Shannon Lee Thomas
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Min-Ho Kim
Jessica Elizabeth King¹
Ira Kukic
Bonnie La⁷
Jessica Rae Lawler
Kathryn Jeanne Leeming
Loren Kaye Liebrecht⁷
Chang Scott Liu
Elizabeth Grace Lowry⁵
Rami Salah Maarouf⁷
Megan Amanda Machich
Alice Hannah MacQueen⁷
Ji Mao
Christopher Alan Mayer
Nicole Yejin Mekanik
Angela Mae Moored
Erin Catherine Moran
Kerry Louise Morrison
Tim Wade Nawrocki¹
Alexander Preston Neal
Kristin Amalia Neatrour⁷
Daniel Joseph Netzke⁷
Suong Thu Nguyen
Christopher James Nirschl
Jessica Anne Prince
Sarah Jayne Tacke
Louise Elizabeth Sumner
Sarah Whitneen Renner
Constance Armanda Rocο
Nathan Munroe Rogers
Robert Patrick Runmer¹
Yih Ling Saw
Jennifer McNally Schwenk
Rachel Ann Siegmund¹
Laura Elizabeth Sill
Hollie Koranda Smith
Jeremy Doron Stern
Charles Gresham Rose
Stoneburner, Jr. ³
Andrea Rene Stough
Louise Elizabeth Sumner²
Sarah Jayne Tacke
Graham Mason Taylor¹
DeSean David Ward Thom
Ryan Conrad Thompson¹
Horia Todor
Siripong Tongjai⁷
James Patrick Wade
Jennifer Ann Waggy
Punita Wangwiwat
Katherine Ann Weissler⁷
Carina Dawn Wimer
Somaskul Wongpalee⁷
Megan Anne Wood
Ashley Elaine Wootten⁷
Wei Wei Wu

Bachelors of Science in Chemistry
Matthew Joseph Arango
Michelle Margaret Archabald
Ahmad Jawad Aslam
Alison Rose Baird
Ryan Andrew Bearekmann
Philip Michael Brown
Ricardo José Cabello
Zachary John Cappello
John Joseph Carey, Jr.¹
Miles Abel Carey
Devin Ross Cash¹
Diana Lisset Castillo
Lauren Nicole Cherry
Saxeeyn Choi¹
Sarah Elizabeth Croessmann⁷
Katherine Ann Culbert
Andrew Robert Davis¹⁷
Shane Charles Dickerson⁷
Sarah Elizabeth Dickey
Nathanial Luce Doane
Eriq West Ebaugh¹
Sarah Elaine Ehmeier
Sean Coleman Edington¹⁷
Osama Mostafa El Shamy²
Shama Ess¹
Sarah Elizabeth Foley¹⁷
Kady Marie Fredstrom²
Meenakshi Prahara Prana Giri
Jessica Nicole Gray
Tracey Alison Harris
Daniel Joseph Hiles¹
Kerry Richard Hoffmann
Michael Vernon Horner, Jr.
Keith Michael Jacobs²
Cameron Jahnsoen²
Shiel Samir Jhaveri
Jason Yan Ji¹
Chad Richard Johnson
Scott Matthew Kaufman
Kendra Jane Keith¹
Ali Khalid Khan²
Sunny Unmi Kim
William S. Kim¹
Amada Eileen Koeppel
Joseph Barth Kolb III
Ja Eun Koo¹
Ruddhi Bipin Kothari
Audrey Nhu-Quyen Le
Jason Tung Xuan Le
Truong An Huoc Le
Hoochoel Lee
You Jin Lee²
Alexander Antoine Lemmer²
Judith San Chi Lin
Chang Liu
John Mark Lorenzo
Thu-Thao Ngoc Ly
Daniel Joseph Martin
Sharon Elizabeth Martin¹
Olga Leonidovna Mazur
James Patrick Mendoza
Richard Alden Murray
Camtu T. Nguyen
Huong Thi Nhung Trong Phuc Le
Yen Nhi Thi Nguyen
Adam Christopher Nichols-Nieler³
Carlos Irwin Agustin Oronce
Hong Geun Park
Krupa Bipin Patel¹
Matthew James Pelais¹
Christopher Ryan Reyes¹
Brittany Anne Riggle
Sara Samphak
John Olusegun Sangobowale
Courtney Megan Schroeder¹

¹ Distinction ² High Distinction ³ Highest Distinction ¹⁷ Honors ¹⁸ High Honors ¹⁹ Highest Honors ²⁰ Distinguished Majors Program

Rebecca Helen Schwantes²
Natasha Singh
Alexandra Janine Smith¹
LaMott K. Smith III
Sora Unjin Song
Susana Tae
Sonia Lata Taneja¹
Marko Slobodan Todorovíc¹
Matthew Joseph Togna
Kwame Tuffuor
Nicholas Carl Kristoffer Valerte
Edward Jake van Opstal
Yuh Lih Wang⁷
Laura Marie Warmke¹
Mary Katherine Webster
Lindsey Ann Wetherby
Justin Hoesa Wilkes
John Ross Wilkinson
Mariko Yuki Yamaguchi
Bess Yi-Shan Yeh¹

Bachelors of Science in Environmental Science
Natalie Nicole Allen¹
Caleb James Baller
Suzanne Lily Burns
Arden Spencer Cox
Brittany Lynn Craven¹
Sarah Alice Drummond¹
Jason Edward Elmore
Laura Christine Fawcett
Stephanie Kimiko Grebas
Benjamin Thomas Hoelscher
Allison Mary Leach¹
Adrienne Layne Lester
Sarah Louise Lundin
David Allen Mariles
Emerald Lee Midkiff-Skaggs
Austen Ray Mitchell
Katherine Sandra Petty
Athina Catherine Pham
Karl Steven Philippoff¹
Leslie Rachel Piper¹
Joshua Ryan Richards
Amanda Marie Schwantes²
Mallie Elizabeth Toth

Bachelors of Science in Physics
Jennifer Ann Cano¹
Sean Andrew Cantrell¹
Nicole Lyn Dinion¹
Thomas Richard Dudley⁷
Tristan Roger Geyster
Rachel Kathleen Hodges⁷
Christopher James Karwick
Siri Sahib Singh Khalsa²
Yuehaw Khoo¹
William Isaac Levine⁷
Wesley Thomas Regimbal
William Demetri Sichko⁷
Zachary Travis Yehek¹
1. Distinction
2. High Distinction
3. Highest Distinction
4. Honors
5. High Honors
6. Highest Honors
7. Distinguished Majors Program

College of Arts & Sciences
Student and Faculty Awards

Alumni Association’s Ernest H. Ern Distinguished Student Award
Bowman Garrett Dickson

Gray-Carrington Leadership Award
Christina Marie Polenta

David A. Harrison III Undergraduate Research Awards 2008:
Jennifer Ann Cano
Zachary John Cappello
Patrick Michael Casey
Erin Brittany Conroy
Nellie Ruth Dunderdale
Charles Graham Evans IV
Joseph Laughton Fields-Johnson
Eric Leigh Harshfield
Meredith Blaire Hawkins
Vinu Theivanai Ilakkuvan
Julia Dawn Interrante
William Reeves Jungman
Patrick James Kearney IV
Amna Munif Khokar
Mary Anne Rose Kidwell
William Grayson Lambert
Sara Sunisa Pasang Lehman
Douglas Edward Lewis, Jr.
David James Lick
Nandita Sita Mani
Amber Chamberlain McCrady
Melissa Ann McCrumb
Allison Anderson McKee
Ellen Catherine Merrick
Jacqueline Marie Minneman
Olivia Patricia Nevitt
Adam Christopher Nichols-Nielander
Thomas Alexander Olszewski, Jr.
Prashanth Parameswaran
Clare Theresa Politano
Christopher Ryan Reyes
Daisy Stevens Rojas
Marc David Schulman
Hamza Hisham Shaban
Louise Elizabeth Sumner
Srirong Tongjai
Kendall Lee Wallace
Melissa Batchelor Warnke
Christian Pierre-Louis West
Ashley Janelle Whisnant
Somsakul Wongpalee
Sarah Mitchell Yates
Davis Martin Zaunbrecher

Thomas Jefferson Awards
John A. Blackburn
Sharon L. Hostler

Thomas Jefferson Foundation Medal in Architecture
Robert Irwin

Thomas Jefferson Foundation Medal in Citizen Leadership
Warren M. Christopher

Thomas Jefferson Foundation Medals in Law
Peter J. Neufeld
Barry C. Scheck

Raven Society Awards
Students:
Jason Michael Franasiak
Carey Joseph Mignerey
Faculty:
Howard C. Kutchai
Charles R. Tolbert
Alumnus:
Alexander G. Gilliam, Jr.
Warren M. Thompson

Walter N. Ridley Scholarships
Cameron Gale Brickhouse
India Nicole Dillard
Brittany Jeanne Foster
Spencer Tilmon Gray
Jill Colleen Jefferson
Bryan E. Myers, Jr.
Ashley Elizabeth Payne

Seven Society Louis A. Onesty Award
Andrew Donnelly Carraway

Seven Society James Earle Sargeant Award
Student Entrepreneurs for Economic Development (SEED)

Edgar F. Shannon Awards
Presented by the “Z” Society
School of Architecture:
Jared Eldridge Knicley
College of Arts & Sciences:
Kendall Lee Wallace
Graduate School of Arts & Sciences:
Charles William Tanksley
Curry School of Education:
Jennifer Kara Fier
School of Engineering & Applied Science:
Jason Anthony Pan
School of Law:
Matthew Brian Nicholson
McIntire School of Commerce:
John B. Messamore, Jr.
School of Medicine:
Jason Michael Franasiak
School of Nursing:
Alicia Marie Dean

Algernon Sydney Sullivan Awards
Students:
Jason Michael Franasiak
Tamira Dawn Roberson
Faculty:
Carol Wood
Honorary Societies

Alpha Omega Alpha
Honorary Medical Society
Jaxtin T. Baynham
Rebecca C. Burke
Rebecca E. Cagnina
Eric K. Cannon
Mark G. Cathey
James W. Click
Natalie B. Collins
Jason M. Fransasiak
Kristen V. Gandel
Keiko I. Greenberg
Brian C. Gross
Samuel K. Houston III
Brian B. Hughley
Mindy Ju
Laura E. Koehn
Robert W. Krell
Devin D. MacKay
William R. Mook
James A. Platts-Mills
Douglas A. Rahn III
Bradley N. Reames
Joseph A. Sivak
Elizabeth M. Whitman
Megan S. Wilson
Ashtal M. Youssel

Alpha Sigma Lambda
National Honor Society
David M. Cruz
Asato Maehata
Sarah C. McGuire
Lisa E. Meadows
Michelle L. Moore
Margaret R. Nees
Tiffany A. Roach
Charles B. Staton
Kathryn A. Witkower

Beta Gamma Sigma
Commerce Honor Society
Kaitlin P. Anderson
Ka M. Au
Lewis B. Bogese
Alex J. Boyajan
Ian A. Buchanan
Laura E. Cash
Melissa O. Chen
Peter J. Cobos
Nicole M. Dehien
Karishma R. Desouza
Molly A. Falk
John R. Gregory II
Darius Guc
Leah M. Hall
Christopher T. Hart
Judith M. Hermis
Sara E. Hutter
Jagjit Idnani
Thomas J. Jack
Cheryl Y. Kong
Mark H. Longenecker III
William D. Manderscheid
Hannah M. McBride
Patrick J. McKeegan
John B. Messamore, Jr.
Eric R. Moster
Jeremy R. Mostrom
Stephanie A. Olvey
Olesksiy E. Podgavetskiy
Christina M. Polenta
James C. Royston
Michael L. Schenck
Christian W. Slack
Amanda H. Switzer
Allyson Q. Thomas
Christos G. Tsentas
Anna S. Tulyakov
Jacqueline J. Utz
Derek Wang
Ann S. Wilton
Kristen E. Wolf
Liang Xu

Beta Kappa Chapter
of Sigma Theta Tau National Society of Nursing
Tara A. Albrecht
Joel R. Anderson
Rosalind R. Barber
Rita Barrett
Rachel A. Bennett
Cheri S. Blevins
Amy D. Boitnott
Gemma R. Bryant
Kerri K. Cahill
Aims R. Chamberlain
Natalie L. Coomer
Meredith M. Cooley
Gayle Coolidge
Sarah E. Cottingham
Mary B. Cran dall
Karen R. Dawn
Alicia M. Dean
Whitney F. Deck
Jessica C. Di Zio
Eleanor K. Donovan
Cynthia A. Gibson
Jacqueline B. Giles
Kathryn A. Harris
Meredith L. Harris
Lindsay A. Horlacker
Leah E. Hoy
Susan L. Humphrey
Jessica L. Kern
Jae-Hoon Kim
Serena A. Knick
Anna F. Lamonica
Cynthia A. Lang
Rebecca D. Manic
Melissa Mascelli
Elizabeth A. Morgan
Margaret E. Morrison
Eleanor M. Mullen
Peter C. Orgain
Corrie R. Pedro
Kelsey E. Pell
Therese Podgorski
Stephanie C. Puffenbarger
Mikael B. Richardson
Paula T. Ruffin
Haley E. Russell
Rebecca J. Salisbury
Brenda Sawyer
Kathryn A. Shannon
Emily S. Sielbeck
Jessica L. Silcox
Frances V. Sorgini
Lauren E. Starkey
Christina F. Staton
Racanne S. Tate
Kristen L. Titus
Laura A. Vento
Melissa K. Vessar
Michele H. Walsh
Courtney N. White
Mary B. White-Comstock
Lakia M. Wilson
Lindsey M. Wilson
Glenda S. Wolfe
Brian Worley
Lindsey M. Zastrow

Jefferson Scholars
Class of 2009
Tyler R. Alexander
Shaheen F. Ali
Joyce L. Arcangeli
Sarah H. Begeman
Allison S. Berkeley
Jennifer A. Cano
Rachel E. Carr
Patrick M. Casey
Thaddeus A. Darden
Bowman G. Dickson
Vadim Elenev
Adom Getachew
Taylor A. Harless
Laura F. Harris
Brendan W. Hart
Meredith B. Hawkins
Christopher J. Heywood
Jennifer Y. Hsu
Jessica P. Huang
Abbie L. Klinghoffer
William G. Lambert
David L. Newsome
Maura K. O’Keefe
Rohan K. Pai
Casey L. Raymond
Allison L. Scott
Sophie A. Staples-Vangel
Jennifer C. Swalec
Angeli C. Tolentino
Patrick D. Tyler
Andrew D. van der Vaart
Xiao Wang
Sarah M. Yates
Juana Yunis

Omicron Delta Kappa National Leadership Honor Society
Jamin An
James L. Anderson
Alexis L. Andres
Joel P. Baumgard
Manish Bhartiya
William E. Boucek
Alex J. Boyajan
Stephen G. Brooks
Sarah E. Brummett
Douglas V. Clarke, Jr.
Meredith M. Cooley
Timothy P. Craft
Brian R. Cullaty
Katrina A. Custodio
Thaddeus A. Darden
Kevin R. Davidson
Kimberly A. Everett
Matthew S. Fifer
Elizabeth O. Flint
Anna M. Garland
Adom Getachew
Crystal L. Goodman
Catherine C. Gray
William P. Gray
Meredith B. Hawkins
Vinu T. Hakkuvan
Leigh-Ann C. Jones
Mindy Ju
Douglas M. Kinard
Yuxiong H. Liang
David J. Lick
Shauna M. Lindsey
Devin D. MacKay
Margaret A. McArthur
Maureen K. McGee
Christopher I. Meyer
Meredith R. Miller
Rachel A. Miller
Gennifer E. Munoz
Yi-Xian Ng
Jonathan B. Overdevest
John C. Pappas
James A. Platts-Mills
Christina M. Polenta
Ryan K. Quillian
George M. Reid
Christopher A. Richins
Thomas N. Schaperkotter
Lara M. Selz
Christina J. Stampfer
Anna R. Staufer
My N. Tran
Shannon Trice-Black
Gregory P. Weaver
Kisha J. Young

Phi Beta Kappa Honor Society
Heather B. Allen
Sara M. Alspaugh
James L. Anderson
Benjamin W. Andrew
Jennifer E. Barlow
John G. Barnes, Jr.
Jeffrey R. Bashaw
Sarah H. Begeman
Elissa H. Bergman
Leah N. Bernick
Rachel L. Boate
Jessica L. Bogacik
Victoria Y. Brayton
Brittany A. Bremer
Lindsey M. Brown
Elise T. Bui
Cory J. Caldwell
William A. Callison IV
Rebecca A. Campione
Alexander M. Campolo
Mun Y. Chin
Katherine A. Ciampi
Robert K. Colby
Scott T. Cole
David L. Colen
Kathleen E. Connelly
Ryan L. Conner
Marta P. Cook
Katelyn J. Cordle
Clifford A. Cutchins V

\[1 \text{ Distinction} \quad 2 \text{ High Distinction} \quad 3 \text{ Highest Distinction} \quad 4 \text{ Honors} \quad 5 \text{ High Honors} \quad 6 \text{ Highest Honors} \quad 7 \text{ Distinguished Majors Program} \]
Locations of 2009 Final Exercises and Diploma Ceremonies

College and Graduate School of Arts & Sciences

All ceremonies are at 12:30 p.m. unless otherwise noted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCHOOL</th>
<th>FAIR-WEATHER LOCATION (Diploma Ceremonies Only)</th>
<th>INCLEMENT-WEATHER LOCATION (Finals on the Lawn/ Diploma Ceremonies Inside)</th>
<th>SEVERE-WEATHER LOCATION (Finals and Diploma Ceremonies Inside)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>Nameless Field (Tent) (1 p.m.)</td>
<td>Nameless Field (Tent) (1 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena for Finals (10 a.m.), then Nameless Field (Tent) (1 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batten School of Leadership &amp; Public Policy</td>
<td>Miller Center (2 p.m.)</td>
<td>Miller Center (2 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena for Finals (10 a.m.), then Miller Center (2 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College and Graduate School of Arts &amp; Sciences</td>
<td>See locations on opposite chart</td>
<td>See locations on opposite chart</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena for Finals (10 a.m.), then see locations on opposite chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuing &amp; Professional Studies</td>
<td>Pavilion VII Garden (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Zehner Hall (1 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena for Finals (10 a.m.), then Zehner Hall (1 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curry School of Education (Undergraduate &amp; Graduate)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (1:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (5 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena for Finals (10 a.m.), then return to arena for diploma ceremony at (4 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darden Graduate Business School</td>
<td>Darden School (1:15 p.m.)</td>
<td>North Grounds Recreation Center (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>North Grounds Recreation Center (10 a.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering &amp; Applied Science</td>
<td>Thornton Hall’s Darden Court (Diploma Ceremonies Only)</td>
<td>University Hall (4 p.m.)</td>
<td>University Hall (10:30 a.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law</td>
<td>Law School (1:15 p.m.)</td>
<td>Memorial Gymnasium (5:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Memorial Gymnasium (10 a.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McIntire School of Commerce</td>
<td>The Lawn (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>University Hall (7 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena for Finals (10 a.m.), then University Hall (1:30 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>The Paramount Theater (3 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Rotunda, North Steps (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>McLendon Hall Auditorium (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena for Finals (10 a.m.), then McLendon Hall Auditorium (1 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FAIR: Finals on the Lawn, diploma ceremonies at fair-weather sites

INCLEMENT: Finals on the Lawn, diploma ceremonies at inclement-weather sites

SEVERE: Finals in John Paul Jones Arena for schools identified above, diploma ceremonies at severe-weather sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAJOR</th>
<th>FAIR-WEATHER LOCATION (Diploma Ceremonies Only)</th>
<th>INCLEMENT-WEATHER LOCATION (Finals on the Lawn/ Diploma Ceremonies Inside)</th>
<th>SEVERE-WEATHER LOCATION (Finals in Arena/ Diploma Ceremonies Inside)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>African-American &amp; African Studies</td>
<td>Minor Hall Auditorium</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Studies</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall Courtyard (1:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Ruffner Hall Auditorium (2:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Ruffner Hall Auditorium (2:30 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>Calvert Theatre</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaeology</td>
<td>Calvert Theatre</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art</td>
<td>Fayerweather Hall, Front Lawn **</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall Theater (12:45 p.m.)</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall Theater (12:45 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astronomy</td>
<td>Kent House/Old Cabell Physics Building 205**</td>
<td>Physics Building 205**</td>
<td>Physics Building 205**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Zehner Hall (Front Lawn)</td>
<td>North Grounds</td>
<td>North Grounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Sciences*</td>
<td>Jordan Hall Conference Center Auditorium</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Chemistry Auditorium** (1 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classics</td>
<td>Pavilion IX, Lower Garden</td>
<td>Ruffner Hall Auditorium</td>
<td>Ruffner Hall Auditorium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive Science</td>
<td>McKinnon Auditorium (2:45 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Gilmer Hall Auditorium, Room 910 (1 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drama</td>
<td>Calvert Theatre (5 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asian Languages</td>
<td>Shea House (1:15 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echols Scholars</td>
<td>University Chapel</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>McIntire Amphitheater</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (12:45 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (noon)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>The Lawn (3 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>John Paul Jones Arena (1:45 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Sciences</td>
<td>Clark Hall, West Lawn</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Thought &amp; Practice</td>
<td>Rotunda, Dome Room</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French &amp; Comparative Literature</td>
<td>French House (1404 Jefferson Park Avenue)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germanic Languages</td>
<td>Pavilion II, Lower Garden**</td>
<td>Wilson Hall 301</td>
<td>Wilson Hall 301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History (Graduate)</td>
<td>University Hall (1 p.m.)</td>
<td>University Hall (1 p.m.)</td>
<td>University Hall (4:30 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History (Undergraduate)</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall Ballroom (5 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Biology</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall, South Meeting Room (3 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinary Major</td>
<td>Rotunda, Dome Room</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewish Studies</td>
<td>Rotunda, Board Room (12:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistics</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall, Commonwealth Room (12:45 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Pavilion I, Lower Garden</td>
<td>Gilmer Hall Auditorium, Room 150 (1 p.m.)</td>
<td>Gilmer Hall Auditorium, Room 150 (1 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media Studies</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall Theater (12:45 p.m.)</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall Theater</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall Theater (3 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Eastern &amp; South Asian Languages</td>
<td>Shea House (12:45 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Old Cabell Hall Auditorium (3:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuroscience</td>
<td>Special Collections Library Auditorium (3 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>Pavilion IV, Garden **</td>
<td>Wilson Hall 402</td>
<td>Wilson Hall 402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Kent House/Old Cabell Physics Building 205**</td>
<td>Physics Building 205**</td>
<td>Physics Building 205**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Philosophy, Policy, &amp; Law Program</td>
<td>Wilson Hall 402 (3 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political &amp; Social Thought Program</td>
<td>Special Collections Library Auditorium</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politics-Foreign Affairs &amp; Government</td>
<td>Memorial Gymnasium (1:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Memorial Gymnasium (1:30 p.m.)</td>
<td>Memorial Gymnasium (1:30 p.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Aquatic &amp; Fitness Center (1 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious Studies</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slavic Languages</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall Boardroom (1 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>Old Cabell Hall Auditorium (1 p.m.)</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish, Italian, &amp; Latin American Studies</td>
<td>Pavilion V, Lower Garden</td>
<td>Maury Hall 209 **</td>
<td>Maury Hall 209 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall, Room 168</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studies in Women and Gender</td>
<td>Newcomb Hall, South Meeting Room</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics, Biophysics, Cell Biology, Clinical Research, Microbiology, Pathology, Pharmacology, Physiology, Public Health

** Depending upon the disability and the site, assistance may be necessary.
The Good Old Song

That good old song of Wah-hoo-wah,

We'll sing it o'er and o'er;

It cheers our hearts and warms our blood

To hear them shout and roar.

We come from old Virginia

Where all is bright and gay;

Let's all join hands and give a yell

For the dear old UVA.